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Crying
wolf
A

s the regulatory fervour for a clean
marine environment spirals ever faster
out of control, it is not going to be long
before seafarers can start adding the spectre of
suspected polluter to the many other worries
and concerns they have as they carry out their
day-to-day duties.
We all agree that shipboard pollution is
wrong and our seas should be clean so yes, the
polluter must pay. But it is worrying to suggest
that some seafarers may be holding back vital
information from their employers, preferring
instead to wait until their ship has entered US
waters so they can cash in by having a quiet
word with the local port state control inspector.
Seafarers should not be fearful of spilling
the beans, especially if the ship owner continues
to adopt a laissez faire attitude to polluting
practices onboard his ships. After all, he has a
responsibility to his employer and to the
industry. And the industry should not be afraid
to recognise and deal with seafarer crimes – as
the maritime blogger Clay Maitland stressed:
“When a seafarer commits a crime, that’s not
criminalisation, it’s a crime.”
The issue of seafarer criminalisation has
been a black mark on the industry for many
years but according to some, the tables have
turned as seafarers are using whistleblowing
opportunities at US ports to capitalise on an
awards/bounty system designed to assist those
whistleblowers who face the difficult decision
of reporting MARPOL violations onboard ship.
This is despite the fact that they could lose their
chances for future employment; may get
blackballed; or may not be able to feed their
families. The reward system was originally
designed to help out seafarers in such situations.
But now, a number of high profile cases
have drawn attention to the fact seafarers may
be gaming the system – failing to report
shipboard violations for months on end, waiting
until they get to the US so they can get an
award…they don’t report it in Hamburg,
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Barcelona or Singapore so why report it in the
US?
It is alleged that some seafarers may wait
months before reporting the problem. This
doesn’t help the fact that there are months’
worth of ‘magic pipe’ pollutants in international
waters. It is also alleged that some
whistleblowers may be complicit in the
pollution and collate information on it over
months.
Now shipping companies are fighting back
– the company may have had to pay a hefty
fine, that cannot be changed, but they don’t want
up to half of this fine being handed back to those
who may have been complicit in the polluting
process itself.
The boy who cried wolf is an interesting
comparison but if something adverse was
happening onboard ship you would hope that
the correct reporting procedures were followed
onboard ship and ultimately onwards to the
superintendent sitting in the ship owner’s office.
Surely it is all about working together as a team
– not being fearful that elements within your
workforce may be at work thinking of ways to
extract rewards and not being worried that you
may be victimised just by reporting an incident.
The shipping industry has been very
successful over past years in engendering a
staunch and resolute safety culture onboard ship.
It is time it did the same when it comes to
possible pollution. Seafarers need to work handin-hand with their employers to ensure that
those who pollute are punished.
Let us hope that common sense prevails in
a legal situation where the judges don’t seem to
mind who blows the whistle, so long as it’s
blown…
Happy reading.

Sean Moloney

NOTEBOOK
SHIPMANAGEMENT NEWS AND REPORTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Crewing agencies fight ‘dubious’
POEA allegations

A

Luneta Park

legal
battle
between
the
Philippine Overseas Employment
Administration (POEA) and 36
crewing firms, all of which are accused of
alleged illegal recruitment practices at the
Luneta Seafarers’ Centre, has caused the
accused to hit back, claiming they were
publically ‘named and shamed’ on the
POEA website before any official charges
were issued.
In an online press release - which
described how a covert surveillance team

I

gathered evidence of illegal recruitment
at Luneta - Hans Cacdac, POEA
Administrator, said all recruitment activities
outside the registered offices of a licensed
recruitment or manning agency are deemed
illegal without the Special Recruitment
Authority (SRA) issued by the POEA. The
press release listed the accused companies,
many of which maintain this was the first
they had heard about the allegations.
Mr Cacdac told SMI: “We simply want
to enforce our regulations on recruitment.
Under our rules, it is illegal for a manning
agency to conduct recruitment activities
outside of the place/s specified in its
license, unless authorised by the POEA.
Since 2009, we have stopped issuing a
Special Recruitment Authority to any
manning agency at Luneta.
Jim Nelson, Managing Director,
Wallem Shipmanagement, described
allegations made against the Wallem
Group’s Phillipines manning agency,
Wallem Maritime Services, as ‘dubious’
and noted that neither the crewing agents
nor Wallem Group were made aware of the
allegations until the POEA issued its press
release. This criticism over an apparent lack
of communication between the POEA and
the accused has been a common complaint
from ship managers, but according to Mr
Cacdac, whether the POEA went public
with their accusations or not, this is of little

consequence: “With or without ‘going
public’, the on-the-spot findings of
the surveillance team (composed of
POEA and Philippine National Police
operatives) cannot be altered, modified,
or manipulated.
“With or without ‘going public’, it was
imperative for the POEA to file charges
against the erring manning agencies
identified by the surveillance team. The
remaining question, therefore, is whether
the Filipino people deserve to know about
our enforcement efforts. And the answer
is yes.”
Having now received official orders on
the matter, accused companies have been
keen to state their innocence. Jim Nelson
again: “We are very confident that Wallem
Maritime Services has not carried out any
illegal recruitment activities and we very
much welcome this chance to clear our
good name, which has been built up over a
period in excess of 30 years of employing
Filipino seafarers.”
The 16 manning agencies which face
administrative charges for violation of
POEA rules and regulations have now,
according to Mr Cacdac, all received their
‘show cause’ orders. These companies will
now be the subject of an ongoing
investigation, the results of which will be
published within the next six months,
he said. ■

Managers look to crew incentives

nterManager is considering a number
of initiatives it believes will improve
the lives of seafarers onboard ship,
writes Sean Moloney.
These include developing cost
efficient and flexible money transfer
systems that allow crew to have more
control over cash transfers from anywhere
in the world for themselves and for their
families.
According to Gerardo Borromeo,
the newly appointed President of
InterManager , the association was also
looking into ways to promote effective
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psychometric testing of sea and shore
staff leveraging on such tools to help
promote better leadership skills, while
pinpointing
optimal
motivational
elements that can assist in maximising
onboard performance on a sustained basis.
He told SMI other initiatives included
developing a “Young Executives
Forum” across the membership to
maximise networking and collaborative
opportunities for the next generation of
leaders both onboard and on shore. It also
wanted to evolve a ‘Best Practices Guide
for Corporate Social Responsibility in the
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Shipping Industry’ as part of an overall
image enhancing programme.
He said: “A key objective of
InterManager is to work further on
boosting the development of the human
element. There is a whole raft of
issues which InterManager has been
working on under Alastair Evitt’s
presidency, which include such topics a
anti-piracy measures, criminalisation,
communication (broadband – internet
onboard of the vessels) as well as
effective and timely training of the cadet
corps.” ■

NOTEBOOK

Half a minute with.....
face because if it was so easy then everyone
would do it. We need to train our crews
properly and prepare them for the job they
are doing. It is not easy as wages are under
pressure especially if you look at Asianbased crew. It is a challenge definitely but it
is a problem the industry has created for
itself. It used to be an honour to be a
Captain but now you are half criminal when
you come into port. No one has an
alternative.

Carsten Brix Ostenfeldt
CEO, Thome Ship Management,
Singapore
How serious a problem is crew
competency and what is the solution?
Of course it is a challenge but let’s stop
repeating that to each other and just realise
that that is how it is at the moment. This is
the job we are in and the challenges we

Are you worried about the viability of
established crew supply areas?
We have a long way to go before The
Philippines dries up. But The Philippines
won’t save the industry if we lose crew
input from Europe. I think India will come
under pressure faster than The Philippines
because today India is offering more job
opportunities for younger people. You have
Indonesia as a source for crew and
Myanmar. Of course don’t forget China and

Chinese crews are getting better when it
comes to mastering the English language.
We have 50 Chinese cadets at Thome and I
would claim that they are equally as good
as anyone else. If you come out as a Thome
cadet you are fully fit for work. You always
have people who have a certain stance
towards one nationality over another. And it
is the wrong way to see the world today
because you are limiting your choice and
by the end of the day it has to be
competence and attitude that is important.
We have had discussions before where
oil majors may say we don’t think it is a
good idea to have more than two
nationalities onboard ship. You could argue
that the more nationjalities the more
company culture you get because no one
can hide behind their nationality. It may be
the right way to do it. You do have to be
sensitive to who you put together but
seafarers are generally flexible to working
with each other.

London to host International Shipping Week

L

ondon’s
importance as
a
major
maritime centre will
be cemented when
the city’s first ever
shipping week takes
place next year, pulling in industry leaders
from across the globe.
London International Shipping Week –
Propelling World Trade, from 9th to 13th
September, will give the whole of the global
shipping industry the chance to network
and
individual
companies
and
representative trade bodies will be
encouraged to join in the week by holding
their own seminars, executive meetings and
receptions.
A highlight of the week will be the oneday London International Shipping Week
(LISW) Conference and Gala Dinner on

Thursday, 12th where high level
Government and industry speakers will
give their views on shipping’s future and
London’s role in helping the industry to
emerge from the economic crisis.
The event is being organised by
Shipping Innovation, a joint venture
between SMI publishers Elaborate
Communications and Petrospot, in
association with Maritime UK partners the
Baltic Exchange, Maritime London and the
UK Chamber of Shipping and with
TheCityUK, the independent promotional
body for the UK and financial services.
The UK is the leading centre
worldwide in the supply of a broad range of
professional and business services to the
international
maritime
community,
accounting for 21% of insurance premiums
and over $64bn in committed ship finance.
It also has the largest concentration of legal

service firms specialising in maritime law,
and is the major player when it comes to
dispute resolution and is the main supplier
of shipbroking services.
Welcoming the announcement of
LISW, Jeremy Penn, Chief Executive
Officer of the Baltic Exchange, said:
“London has a wide range of influential
international shipping trade associations
headquartered here as well as being a
centre of excellence for shipbroking,
maritime insurance and finance.
“The industry is undergoing difficult
times but we hope that this week will
provide real impetus in propelling world
trade and driving the recovery of
world shipping.”
Doug Barrow, Chief Executive of
Maritime London, declared it “an
opportunity for great networking with
representatives across all maritime
sectors,” while Mark Brownrigg, Director
General of the UK Chamber of Shipping
said it would showcase the crucial role
London plays in promoting and growing
world trade.
For
more
information
visit
www.londoninternationalshippingweek.com
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NOTEBOOK

Greenhouse gases reach record high

T

he amount of greenhouse gases
(GHG) in the atmosphere reached a
new record high in 2011, according
to the World Meteorological Organization.
Between 1990 and last year, there was
a 30% increase in radiative forcing – the
warming effect on our climate – because of
carbon dioxide emissions and other heattrapping long-lived gases.
The findings have been formulated
through the WMO’s Global Atmosphere
Watch Network, which spans more than 50
countries and provides accurate measurements.
The main source of CO₂ emissions is
the combustion of fossil fuels and this is

causing major concern for the shipping
industry with the International Maritime
Organization’s
(IMO)
Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) carrying out
work to help reduce the amount of GHG
within shipping.
The work was completed in July last
year with the adoption of technical
measures for new ships (the Energy
Efficiency Design Index) and operational
reduction measures for all ships (Ship
Energy Efficiency Plan). The regulations
apply to all ships over 400 gross tonnage
and above and will enter into force on 1st
January 2013. ■

Suppliers brave shipmanagement
consolidation trend

A

s shipmanagement companies
consolidate
by
bringing
necessities such as catering inhouse, ship chandlers must reconsider
their tactics to penetrate managers’
colossal buying power - but as suppliers
told SMI, this does not signify a death toll
for their industry.
Aykut Coşkun, Business Development
& Marketing Manager, AVS Global Ship
Supply, said: “Suppliers with the right
infrastructure have been able to establish
strategic alliances with catering companies
and have done quite well. At the end of the
day, there is always enough business there
for everybody - maybe not like the old
days, but ship suppliers will always be an
integral part of the shipping industry.”
Phillip Andreou, Purchasing Manager,
V.Ships - which has its own catering
department, said there are a number of key
reasons for bringing such services in-house:
“To control quality of food, to control cost
and there is a consolidation of purchasing,
which means you have a stronger buying
power and this creates more competitive
pricing. It’s logical.”
Robert Steen Kledal, Managing
Director, Wrist Ship Supply, said: “While
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some companies will stick with legacy
decisions to manage certain elements of
ship supply in-house, we are continuing to
see a growing demand for outsourcing and
working with one global provider. The
feedback we have had from customers is
that by doing so, they can maximise
efficiencies within their operations,
safeguard their profits, and focus on their
core business. The ship supply industry is
continuing to professionalise and as more
suppliers come through with innovative
software and look to generate global
networks, there is a strong business case
for outsourcing that ship managers will
continue to realise.”
However, Frans Fakkers, Director,
Harding Marine Services (Rotterdam),
cited such in-house operations as a main
reason “chandlery is not as it was 20 years
ago”, while Erling Dag Steffenssen, Key
Account Manager at Ålesund-based
supplier Kraemer Maritime, said:
“Catering in-house will cause changes
on both sides of the table. The wide
variety of goods required and
the services needed in the late hours, will
be the areas where ship suppliers will fill
the gap.” ■
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American Club
sets 10% increase
for 2013

T

he American Club has set the bar for
2013/14 renewals with a 10%
general increase in all classes of
premium for both P&I and Freight,
Demurrage & Defence (FD&D) from 20th
February next year.
The directors made the decision when
they met in New York to review the Club’s
performance and future prospects in
particular considering the near and longterm implications of the current economic
climate, emerging trends within the P&I
environment and the extremely difficult
trading conditions for ship owners and
charterers.
The Club said it was continuing to
make steady progress in achieving its
targets and although premium rates per ton
have experienced some reductions during
the past year due to the ‘churn’ effect of
older, higher-rated vessels being replaced
by newer, lower-rates ships, entered
tonnage has remained stable and the level
of the club’s retained claims has developed
satisfactorily.
Joe Hughes, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of managers Shipowners
Claims Bureau, said after the review the
directors concluded that, while the 2011 and
2012 results continue broadly to exhibit the
more benign trends for retained claims, they
have nonetheless been affected by a
continuing lack of pricing power and rising
external costs, notably pooling.
Furthermore, long-term trends suggest
some allowance must be made for mounting
exposures over the year ahead, particularly
claims driven by inflation.
Mr Hughes added that pool claims
remain a concern as they do for all mutual
clubs in the International Group, with claim
levels for both 2011 and 2012 to date being
among the highest ever experienced.
He concluded: “The directors’ decision
regarding premium rating for 2013 was
intended to reflect a balanced view of the
business landscape which lies ahead.” ■

Juan Riva

President, European Community Shipowners’
Associations (ECSA) and Chief Executive
Officer, Suardiaz Shipping Group

“T

he
big
problem is
that even
the healthy players
cannot find money,”
Juan Riva sighed,
followed by a deep
inhalation of breath
worthy of such a
limitless
topic.
There is much to
discuss.
As President
of the European
Community
Shipowners’
Associations (ECSA),
Mr Riva knows all too
well the devastating
impact his fellow EU ship
owners have felt owing to
the banks’ refusal to lend
money.
But despite the dire
financial straits of industry, an
unyielding love of shipping
can still get you far
and Mr Riva is
proof of
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this. “If you have an opportunity in this
industry, then in order to succeed, you
must love it,” he said with a smile.
Born in 1959 in Madrid, Mr Riva
heads up the Suardiaz Shipping Group
(Grupo Suardiaz), a third-generation
family business which is prolific in Spain
as a major force in maritime and landbased shipping and logistics. A shipping
career may have always been on the
horizon for Mr Riva, who told SMI his
maritime education began at a young age,
where he “learnt about vessels at home”.
However, the charismatic CEO first cut
his teeth as a lawyer, after completing a
Master’s degree in Shipping Business
Studies at the Complutense University of
Madrid.
With much fondness for the Spanish
capital, where Suardiaz is headquartered,
Mr Riva said: “My family came from
Asturias, in Northern Spain, between
Galicia and Santander, but I was born in
Madrid. Though it’s in-land, I believe
Madrid is the main ‘port’ of Spain, as all
Spanish ship owners have a base there.”
When Mr Riva was 23, his father
passed away and the young lawyer started
working for the family company, where he
has remained to this day. Describing his
early forays into the shipping industry, Mr
Riva said: “When I was younger, I went
to a bank with my father and he told
me I should invest. He told me it
would be good to invest in a ship but
I did wonder – why not choose to
invest in an apartment or other
property? At that moment I don’t
know why I didn’t just do that,” he
joked.
Thankfully, his decision to
follow in his father’s footsteps has
meant no regrets. The Suardiaz

representatives from Northern Europe and
countries such as Scandinavia and
Germany, where shipping has a strong
voice. But as Mr Riva admits, the role is
definitely not without its challenges:
“Europe is big and there are many
interests – it can be difficult to balance the
needs of Greece, Malta, Denmark…it is
not easy.
“It is not our role in ECSA to try and
find money for individual companies, but
we can explain to authorities they must be
very careful when drawing up new
legislation, so as not to damage shipping.
We are also taking steps to encourage an
avoidance of local government measures.
With this crisis, we have seen more and
more, governments want to generate their
own legislation and protect their own
interests – but ours is a global industry, so
this is very bad for shipping as a whole,
but even more so in Europe, as we want
to create and retain some kind of union.
“In Europe, banks may have money to
give to the industry in general – even to
ship owners – for projects connected to
legislation from an environmental point of
view. But I have been talking with these

banks, trying to find solutions for owners
and they tell me their funding is for new
projects only.
“New vessels which have been built
over the last few years will be obsolete
soon and it will be difficult – until the
banks give a solution to the owners, or
governments provide a solution for the
banks – to move money out and into the
industry. Until then, the industry will
remain in tough times. People of the
shipping world can be very aggressive but
they can also be extremely conservative.
I have seen many crises in shipping before
– this is certainly not the first one and it
will not be the last.”

“

“

Group has expanded beyond recognition
since its formation in 1944, and is now an
umbrella entity for a number of
companies in the transport, logistics and
maritime industries. A ship owner in its
own right, Suardiaz also provides an array
of other shipping agency and maritime
services and operates in every Spanish
port. The Group has been particularly
successful in its ro-ro car carrying
business, through which it imports
vehicles from Barcelona’s Autoterminal to
England, on behalf of SEAT and BMW.
At the Port of Barcelona, Suardiaz
also offers bunkering services and
operates cruise terminals both there and in
Malaga – proof that Mr Riva is living his
own mantra that “you have to try and do
business everywhere you can”.
Mr Riva served as President of the
Spanish Association of Ship Owners
(Asociación de Navieros Españoles –
ANAVE) for six years before receiving
the call from Brussels for the ECSA job.
As he told SMI, he is proud to be the first
Spaniard to undertake the role of
President of ECSA – a position which in
the past has been comfortably filled by

“

“

If you have an opportunity in this industry,
in order to succeed, you must love it

FIRST PERSON

Spain was one of the
first countries to
enter into this crisis, so it is my
hope that we will be
the first out of it!

But how is the Spanish economic
crisis impacting on Suardiaz and other
Spanish ship owners? “In Spain, financing
is impossible. There is nothing ship
owners can do. In the past, to finance new
projects, there was a mix – a choice

FIRST PERSON
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“

“

between Spanish banks and other
European sources of finance. But now we
see problems of protectionism. For
example, the French banks have
instructions to keep their money in France
– to only give financing to French
companies and certainly to leave Greece,
Italy, Portugal and Spain alone. Every bank
is looking after the interests of its own
country – there is no global approach.
“When I talk to my colleagues in
Spain, I realise the problem we have is not
just within our country, but across
Southern Europe. If you operate freight
between Northern and Southern Europe,
there is a good level of cargo in this
location but the traffic is very unbalanced
because exports are at a low level. This
lack of balance between Northern and
Southern Europe is negative and ship
owners are having cash flow problems
when repaying their loans. This is a longterm industry – a vessel should not operate
for five years, but for 20 years. If you have
vessels which are over five years’ old, you
are told you must change the engine and
retrofit more and more things but how is
this affordable? We need some kind of
safety clause.”

Every bank is looking
after the interests of
its own country – there
is no global approach

When asked if he believes the local
and global media is perpetuating the
Spanish crisis and damaging the country,
Mr Riva said: “Yes, very much – I think
this is true. I wouldn’t say the press is not
right or that they are exaggerating, but I
think in other countries, there are
demonstrations with police involvement
and so on but it’s not reported quite so
much. I would not say that Spanish people
are happy with the situation in Spain
generally, but if you consider that these
demonstrations usually involve a
maximum of around 5,000 people, and
many of the same people attend multiple
protests, I think it gives a distorted view.
“Spain has many problems, especially
from a class point of view, but we were
one of the first countries to enter into this
crisis, so it is my hope that we will be one
of the first out of it [laughs]! “I visit
Brussels often. The news there is focused
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on Spain’s banks, protests and
demonstrations, in addition to disputes
concerning the governance of Catalonia
[the wealthy region has experienced mass
protests from separatism-hungry locals,
claiming Madrid is devouring their taxes].
But I don’t believe things are necessarily
always as bad as people in Northern
Europe are led to believe.”
Having been immersed in the hectic
world of shipping from a young age, how
does Mr Riva take time out to relax? “I
used to do a lot of show jumping and
horse riding but I don’t have too much
free time to do it now. I was in the Spanish
show jumping team after I finished
university for a while – unfortunately
nowadays I don’t have time to do this, but
now my daughters are taking the reins –
literally!”
With pride, Mr Riva added that one of
his daughters is currently studying at
university in England – his favourite
travel destination, for which he is pleased
to now have a great excuse to visit
regularly. When asked why he is so fond
of London, Mr Riva concluded: “There is
a great strength in administration for
shipping there and I like that!” ■
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SMI talks to industry leaders and asks the question
How do you keep up with the rigours of the shipping industry?

ALFONSO CASTILLERO

A

Director General of Merchant Marine,
Panama Maritime Authority

s the saying goes it is the “early bird
that catches the early worm” but in
the case of Panama Maritime
Authority boss Alfonso Castillero, rising at
the crack of dawn is a matter of daily routine
but it also gives him the time he needs for an
hour of practicing his passion for martial arts.
“I wake up at 5am every morning and I
help my kids get ready for school and then
from 6am to 7am I practice Mixed Martial
Arts and Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu,” he told SMI.
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According to Wikipedia, Mixed Martial
Arts, or MMA, “is a full contact combat
sport that allows the use of both striking and
grappling techniques, both standing and on
the ground, from a variety of other combat
sports. The roots of modern mixed martial
arts can be traced back to the ancient
Olympics where one of the earliest
documented systems of codified full range
unarmed combat was utilised in the sport of
pankration”. Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu on the other
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hand “promotes the concept that a smaller,
weaker person can successfully defend
against a bigger, stronger assailant by
using leverage and proper technique –
most notably by applying joint-locks and
chokeholds to defeat the other person. BJJ
training can be used for sport grappling
tournaments (gi and no-gi) and mixed
martial arts (MMA) competition or
self-defense”.
As Mr Castillero adds, practicing
MMA helps him to relieve stress levels
which is why he does it even when he is
travelling abroad. “My day starts at 5 and
ends at 10 or 11 at night but practicing
martial arts and sparring helps to relieve
stress. It means I can come into my office
chilled out. It also improves self-control
which is all about waiting for the right
moment to decide what to do next.”
These are honest attributes especially
when you consider the amount of ship
owners and regulators the head of the
world’s largest flag has to deal with. But
looking after the interests of the ship
owner in these tough times is at the top of
his list of priorities. It is all about making
life easier for owners which is why the
discounting and fees process as well as the
inspection procedures are market facing,
he claims.
“I have been looking at market
forecasts for many years and to be frank,
we were expecting a better market
situation than it is right now. Even though
we have been trying to accomplish more, it
hasn’t been possible. I travel around the
world and I see a lot of owners and
operators and we have the same response
form everyone. They say they are
bleeding. The way we see it right now is
that we need to make their lives easier,”
he said.
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The financial pressures placed on ship
owners could get worse as the industry is
asked to absorb the consequences of newly
ratified shipping legislation like the
Maritime Labour Convention.
“If we keep rolling at the same speed
we were rolling before, it will be unfair for
our owners because we will start to place
more pressure on their shoulders. To relieve
this burden we have created a system that
simplifies all the processes and
requirements to maintain the same
standards and to be able to make their lives
easier when getting a vessel registered.
“We have created a lot of different
financial schemes and incentives but we are
mindful that we don’t want to sell our flag
in the way other flags are selling theirs by
offering ‘deals that go to the floor’.
“We have incentives for vessels with
good port state control detention figures.
These are the sort of serious offers I am
talking about: if you behave yourselves and
your ships are not detained by the 24th
month then I will give you a discount; or if
you are registering a newbuilding then the
registration process is going to be simple
and you will get a big discount too. You will
also get discounts if your ship is producing
less air pollution,” he told SMI.
The Panama flag embarked on a
campaign at the end of 2009 to get itself
back into the Paris MOU White List – a
process that Alfonso Castillero says resulted
in the ‘kicking out a lot of non-standardised
tonnage’.
By carrying out these measures the flag
was able to identify those ships and those
shipping companies that were giving it
problems. It believed it was also able to
ensure the quality end of its flagged fleet
kept on the straight and narrow when it
came to technical issues.
“We are the first registry in the world
with an electronic smart phone or tablet
inspection system. It helps us minimise the
inspection time yet maximise the quality of
the inspection process. The inspectors do
not go onboard ship with hundreds of
pieces of paper but are armed with a
computer and a computerised track of the
ship’s deficiencies by flag and by port state.
The inspectors can go onboard and take
photographs with the hand-held device and
send them to us so we can keep track of the
ship. We can also make recommendations
to the ship owner. We want to help them
take another look at their ship so they don’t
have any necessary delays at port.”
More and more ships are coming out of
the world’s shipyards the more and more
flags are scouting for the increased
business. Does the Panama flag see this as
a threat or a concern to the service quality
and reputation the sector has?
Alfonso Castillero again: “I am not
concerned at the quality of the top five flag

states, because they are not attracting
business by lowering their standards. The
flag state sector has changed dramatically
mainly as a result of increased action by
port state control and also because of the
emergence of corporate registries.
“I do not believe that we are seeing an
escalation in competition among flag states
or corporate registers because we are seeing
discounts by some flags that really concern
the market. When a client receives an offer
for one or two years free registration, it
pulls the shirt of the other registries. If I go
to the market and offer two years free
registration, then the owner will only go to
another flag and demand the same.
“I know we have to support the owner
and each registry understands how owners
on his flag are thinking, I am not concerned
about the quality of the top players as we
are all good. I am also not concerned that
the majority of the worldwide fleet will
remain in open registries as these are
already proven that the open registries
know how to handle the business. I just
wish there was a more unified approach to
vessel registration – a code of ethics among
flag states – to ensure we are competing for
quality. Not just lowering the price to get
the business.” ■

G

GERARDO BORROMEO
President, InterManager

erardo Borromeo is not the
first
Asian
President
of
InterManager but he is the first
Filipino elected to head up the
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organisation. And equally as interesting
is that he is a crew manager – albeit one
of the most prominent in The Philippines
– and not a technical ship manager. But
as he opined to SMI, boosting the
development of the human element still
remains a crucial aspect in today’s
shipping industry.
There is a whole raft of issues which
InterManager has been working on under
Alastair Evitt’s presidency, which include
such topics as anti-piracy measures,
criminalisation,
communication
(broadband – internet onboard vessels) as
well as effective and timely training of the
cadet corps. But as he said, InterManager
is starting to look at a raft of new
proposals to forward the push for more
and better trained crew.
“These include developing cost
efficient and flexible money transfer
systems for our seafarers that allow them
a degree of control over cash transfers
from anywhere in the world for
themselves and for their families;
promoting an effective psychometric
testing of sea and shore staff leveraging
on such tools to help promote better
leadership skills, while pinpointing
optimal motivational elements that
can assist in maximising onboard
performance on a sustained basis;
ensuring the full and practical
understanding of the Maritime Labour
Convention and its implication for ship
managers and crew managers ahead of its
coming into force by August 2013; as well
as developing a “Young Executives
Forum” across the membership of
InterManager to maximise networking
and collaborative opportunities for the
next generation of leaders both onboard
and onshore.”
The new InterManager President also
wants to evolve what he calls a ‘Best
Practices Guide for Corporate Social
Responsibility in the Shipping Industry’
as part of an overall image enhancing
programme. Interesting stuff.
He continued: “The financial crisis
that has been upon us since 2008 has
really changed the calculus for many
industries – and shipping has not been
spared. Because shipping is an assetheavy activity requiring significant
financial support from the banking and
capital market sectors, it has had to deal
with the challenges of lower freight rates
at a time when fuel costs have shot
through the roof, and where people costs
are themselves at all-time high levels. As
a result many shipping companies have
been adversely affected resulting in their
having to dispose of their shipping assets,
or even declaring Chapter 11 to try and
protect their businesses. It has been
during these times that shipmanagement
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Did you know…..

Gerardo Borromeo is an avid diecast model airplane collector and has
amassed a collection of over 100
airlines and pieces of different
airplanes covering a fairly long history
from propeller planes (including the
original Wright Brothers airplane) to
modern-day commercial aircraft.
has come to the fore and taken centre stage
in the midst of an unprecedented number
of banks and financial institutions seeking
assistance from ship managers – either to
prevent ship owners from going into the
red, or to take over “distressed” assets. At
the same time, quality ship management
has become the theme of the day as the
industry tries to drive more efficient
management onboard ships supported
equally from shore side.”
Gerardo Borromeo is Vice-Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer of Philippine
Transmarine Carriers, Inc. (PTC), one of
the largest crew management companies in
the Philippines, deploying more than
33,000 seafarers annually. Over the past
few years, he has been responsible for the
development and implementation of
strategic
initiatives
and
business
development activities for the PTC Group
of Companies, engaged in crew
management, education and training;
medical diagnostics; chartering and
logistics; agency and freight forwarding;
real estate development; and land-based
deployment.
Mr Borromeo earned his Bachelors
and
Masters
degrees
from
the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.
He has served on the Executive Committee
of InterManager for several years and is
also a Vice Chairman of the International
Chamber of Shipping and a member of the
Board of Trustees for the Filipino
Shipowners Association.
Underlining the need for greater
cooperation between owner and manager,
he said: “As ship managers take on the
perspective of ship owners, clearer goals
and objectives can be developed that
encourage owners to rely more and more
on effective shipmanagement to ultimately
protect their interests.”
But what does he see as the blockages
and the drivers for recovery moving ahead?
“If by blockages, you mean challenges that
the shipping industry faces towards
achieving full recovery in the system, I
would have to say that this is a matter of
the return to confidence by all sectors on
the broader world economy.
Once
confidence in the near-to-medium term
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returns, this would then start a dynamic
progression of consumer spending, which
spurs demand which in turn fuels inventory
build-up which ultimately works its way
back into the manufacturing sectors of the
economy.
In turn, job growth and
employment creation follows through
which in the next cycle fuels further
consumer demand, which then goes
beyond consumer goods, to heavier
appliances, car purchases and ultimately
housing demand. As this dynamic cycle
progresses, it positively impacts on
shipping as the key logistics player for all
bulk goods moved and stored.
“On the other hand you can also
consider as challenges the continuous cycle
of regulatory impediments – be it in the
form of a move to implement very
expensive Ballast Water Treatment
facilities onboard ship; emission control
initiatives like low sulphur fuels which
open up critical questions on timely supply
availability globally; cost to ship
operations; and having enough qualified
staff onshore to effectively support all
shipboard staff. A better understanding of
the nuances behind shipping by our
legislative and executive branches of
government is needed in order to craft best
laws for sustainable development across
the board.
“A main driver moving forward is to
find a way for people to become more
aware of the importance of the shipping
industry in enhancing lives globally. Here
is where InterManager working closely
with other trade and national associations
can create broader appreciation for the
dynamics, and benefits of the shipping
industry and its impact on the local
economy.”■

A

MARK MARTECCHINI
Managing Director, Shipowning,
Stolt Tankers

fleet-wide investment in VSAT by
Stolt Tankers, to bring the internet
and
improved
voice
communications to all its sea staff, is not
necessarily the stuff of headlines – but it
is, says Mark Martecchini, Managing
Director Shipowning, another important
initiative by Stolt Tankers as it seeks to
keep the new generation of seafarers
“happy and connected”.
Stolt is no different to others in the
industry in finding it a challenging to
employ good seafaring staff but as Mr
Martecchini, puts it, that’s simply because
fewer people are attracted to a career that
requires them to spend half their lives away
from home.
But as a parcel tanker operator, he
claims, Stolt faces even bigger challenges:
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“A parcel tanker is a complex ship that
requires officers and crew with specialised
training. And as our use of technology
increases, the job of finding qualified
people gets even tougher. Interestingly
enough, though, because of higher
workload demands on a parcel tanker, we
tend to attract crew members who actually
enjoy the pace and the work. In that respect,
it’s an interesting self-selection process.”
Stolt Tankers owns and operates nearly
90 ships and attracting, training and
retaining qualified staff doesn’t happen by
accident, said Mr Martecchini. “We
continue to invest in the shoreside
infrastructure that maintains our manning
pipeline. We have full or partial ownership
of crewing and training centres in
Rotterdam, Manila, Latvia, Russia, Ukraine
and China, and have increased those
investments recently.”
The way you retain good sea staff is no
different from the way you retain good
shore staff, he insisted. “You begin by
treating people fairly and with respect. We
also provide medical and dental
programmes that typically cover family
members, too. We offer pension plans,
which help to strengthen the long-term
commitment between the company and
employees. In Manila, we offer a
scholarship programme for family
members of seafarers. We have training and
development programmes, including
leadership training, safety programmes,
command assessment programmes and so
on – it’s all about providing opportunity.”
None of this is inexpensive, he
acknowledges. “But we do it because it’s
an approach that works. We have often seen
Stolt crew members lured away to other
companies by a bigger pay cheque – only
to have those same individuals come back
to us after a contract or two. And we’re
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delighted to welcome them home, because
they become ambassadors for Stolt
after that.”
At a conference recently, Mr
Martecchini asked a new officer why he
had left a competitor to join Stolt. The
answer: “You talk about safety and then
you put money in the budget to back it up.
You do what you say.” He added that
Stolt’s spending on maintenance, ship
standards, safety training and personnel
development is increasing every year at a
time when many shipping companies
cannot afford even to maintain their
budgets.
At the same time, however, sea salaries
in the tanker market continue to rise at a
faster pace than shore salaries, as continued
expansion of the world fleet increases the
demand for trained staff.
“When costs go up while revenue is
either flat or down, declining margins put
pressure on owners. Something’s got to
give, and for some owners that means
maintenance and seafarer training are
sacrificed. But that ultimately leads only to
people getting burned out, because good
crews that are not given the resources to
maintain their ships will not be around
for long.”
It’s vital to sustain high maintenance
standards regardless of the market, he says:

“Because we know full well that we’ll have
problems with vetting and customers if we
don’t – and that is unacceptable in our
business, whether you are at the peak or the
trough of the cycle.”
In terms of safe operation and training,
the company has just introduced a new
navigation course and a new safety,
security and quality assurance course for
ratings.
But does Mr Martecchini believe
seafarers sufficiently valued in the
industry? Ensuring seafarers get the respect
they deserve outside the industry is a
challenge the industry must address, and
institutions like the International Maritime
Organization,
International
Labour
Organization, International Transport
Workers' Federation and Comite Maritime
International Working Group on the Fair
Treatment of Seafarers may have to step up
their efforts: “The trend towards the
criminalisation of seafarers, who have been
seized as virtual hostages in a number of
incidents, is ultimately going to drive more
people away from our industry. And the
industry just cannot afford that.”
Within Stolt-Nielsen, Mr Martecchini
said recognition is the key to ensuring that
crew and officers are valued: “You have to
show it through your actions,” he said.
“The guys who drive the boat are the

enterprise – and woe to those in the
shipping business who ever forget that.”
Stolt runs award events, to which
families are invited, and runs a profit
sharing programme for senior officers.
It has workgroups and an internal
publication, WaveSpace, where it shares
what is happening on ships and in the
office, and where sea staff can be heard and
contribute ideas. It has also added a
conference for ratings, in addition to the
conference programme it has run for
officers for many years.
The house magazine, Stolten,
promotions,
service
highlights
anniversaries and the leading role that ship
staff play in the company’s ‘Ship of the
Year’ competition. “We try to keep good
crews together to foster shipboard
‘families’ that take pride or ownership in
the ship itself and consider it a second
home. All of these things are part of
recognising the value of our people.”
Stolt-Nielsen
recognises
how
challenging it is to run a ship and takes
input from the fleets very seriously, said Mr
Martecchini. The company recently
approved the addition of another deck
officer to the ships on its shortsea fleet,
based on input from the crews on shipboard
workloads. They spoke and we listened –
that’s part of recognition too.” ■
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“T

o manage ships in an
economical manner, to
support crew and to find
business – these are the most important
things which we are striving for. All these
things are needed to manage our vessels
but at this time, the crisis is the biggest
problem we have.
“We look carefully at who we employ,
and we look after them but the problem is
if the business is not there, you can do
anything you want but you cannot pay your
invoices so this is another big problem.”

Bijan Foroohari, Managing
Owner, Reederei Foroohari and
BF Shipmanagement
But will more small ship managers be
closing shop soon? “Definitely. The
greatest job now is to work together – they
are being dictated to by the banks but must
form together to make a critical size
because more or less in the next one or
two years, a lot of small players will
disappear from the market. We will have
only a few bigger companies – I believe
that is the target of the financing
institutions.”
But will it be good for
shipmanagement as a whole to have fewer

providers but who are better at what they
do? “For the ship manager, it’s better to
have more vessels, in order to have better
prices and financial power is very
important”
In Germany, is there much support for
ship managers from the government at this
time? “At the moment, there is nothing.
We have certain pools and are trying to
approach the government to see what they
can do but at this time the lobby is very
weak and very small. We’ve had several
meetings but the result was nothing.”

TRADE ANALYSIS

SHIP SUPPLY

T

he need to keep costs down, keep
crew happy and ensure ships run
efficiently all weigh on the
purchasing manager’s shoulders - but how
do these pressures impact on the ship
supplier’s
relationship
with
ship
management companies?
Nick Owens, Purchasing Manager at
Cardiff-headquartered
Graig
Ship
Management raised concerns that some
ship suppliers do not hold a sound
understanding of how ship managers
operate, in addition to the subsequent
commercial implications which can arise
for managers, if suppliers misrepresent the
availability of goods, fail to meet their
quoted lead times or if goods supplied are
of questionable quality and not up to
expectations.
“An in-depth understanding of the way
we operate, along with an understanding of
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the economics of the shipping industry are
key to being able to provide us with a good
level of service and to ensuring we'll come
back,” Mr Owens said.
But as a number of suppliers told SMI,
ship managers must also understand the
finer workings of the ship supply business,
in order to build stronger relationships
between both parties and to ensure smooth
operations. Aykut Coşkun, Business
Development & Marketing Manager, AVS
Global Ship Supply, said mistakes can
occur when suppliers take on too much
work in the face of unrealistic customer
expectations: “Some ship managers think
they can send a request at 4pm and expect
delivery at 8am and some suppliers can try
to take on too much workload and promise
things they just can't do.
“It’s important for suppliers to be
upfront about what they can or can't supply
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and to give the ship manager ample
opportunity
to
make
alternative
arrangements. At the same time, ship
managers have to be realistic about their
expectations, especially considering
geographic location of the supplier and also
considering time frames.”
Marit Eggen, General Secretary,
Norwegian Maritime Suppliers, said the
majority of suppliers she has encountered
are well-versed in the finer workings of
shipmanagement operations but she noted
that some ship managers may not fully
understand the daily pressures ship
suppliers must face: “Suppliers deliver on
a global scale to platforms, cruise liners,
merchant ships, military forces, airports etc.
Many purchasing managers hand orders
over carelessly and neglect to follow
indexes, as in the ISSA or IMPA catalogues.
Some ship owners expect ship suppliers to
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have big warehouses, others neglect to pay
what this costs, but both set up tight time
schedules for delivery. Both sides depend
on efficient computer systems, operating in
the English language, to be understood by
the authorities in every country.”
Frans Fakkers, Director, Harding
Marine Services (Rotterdam), said suppliers
are acutely aware of ship managers’ needs
and this is shown through suppliers’ efforts
to integrate new IT and procurement
systems, simply to comply with customer
needs. “Life has not been easy for suppliers
lately due to the fact ship owners are cutting
their own personnel costs, taking on more
vessels and putting a greater level of
pressure on their staff.

“

“

It is becoming more
common for
suppliers to request
pre-payment
Phillip Andreou,
Purchasing Manager, V.Ships

“The lack of good technically-trained
seafarers has been a major problem lately,
as they are not communicating to owners
what is really needed onboard, resulting in
returned supplies. Owners are using
platforms where vendors are dropping their
prices and from that point, we, as suppliers,
are missing the most important element in
shipping - communication between a
customer and a vendor.”
Cyprus-based
Phillip
Andreou,
Purchasing Manager, V.Ships, also
highlighted the need for effective
communication as the basis for positive
business relationships, but he said the poor
economy had led to a much more cautious
approach by suppliers: “Many suppliers are
nervous. A common question being asked
is ‘does this vessel pay?’ In addition, it is
becoming more common place for suppliers
to request pre-payment, just to ensure their
interests are secured.”
There’s no doubt a new attitude
towards customer credit is rising within the
ship supply sector, but how is this affecting
purchasing managers? Nick Owens again:
“The availability of soft credit these days is
understandably more difficult, particularly
for new relationships. This causes problems
when taking on vessels which are new to
you, particularly second hand vessels, and
when beginning to work with suppliers with
whom a strong relationship perhaps does
not already exist.
“If you need something in a hurry, a
lack of available credit can really delay the
process. Establishing relationships with
important suppliers in strategic locations

can often be a challenge, particularly when
your vessels are not calling at regular ports
or with any certainty or frequency.”
According to Mr Owens, other unfortunate
but common issues when dealing with
suppliers include; problems regarding
quality of goods and transparency of
communications when things go wrong,
including acceptance of errors.
Adding to this list of supplier no-nos,
Mr Andreou said a slow response to
enquiries and a failure to provide adequate
information within quotations, such as
delivery time or additional costs, are some
of the main things which can cause
complications when trying to supply a
vessel within the short time available when
in port.
Ioannis
Dimitriou,
Purchasing
Manager, Arcadia Shipmanagement, said
distance can be the greatest obstacle for a
purchasing manager, in terms of ensuring
goods and services are of the right quality:
“In relation to this issue, bad quality cannot
easily be found and when it is finally
revealed, the vessel has already departed.
So, there is a cost derived from bad or
below average goods, which are being kept
onboard and cannot be returned, or
sometimes are not even reported.”
“The best mix that a supply manager
should follow is to avoid cuttings which are
essential for the vessel's seaworthiness and
crew's satisfaction,” Mr Dimitriou said, but
he noted there are hundreds of other goods
which are not necessities but which
seafarers request. “These goods must be the
first items that a purchasing manager will
delete from his order list,” he said but added
this kind of approach should be conveyed
to seafarers before they embark.
One can hardly criticise purchasing
managers for their focus on cost and
purchase control, as this is a major
component of their job role, but what is the
experience of ship suppliers when dealing
with purchasing managers who retain
strong holds over cost control? Is an
obsession with price crippling the ship
supply industry?
Robert Steen Kledal, Managing
Director, Wrist Ship Supply, said: “In the
current volatile and uncertain economic
climate, it is understandable that
procurement departments are under pressure
to ensure expenditure is reduced and
profitability is maximised. While it is
undoubtedly tough for smaller ship
suppliers, the larger organisations with a
global network, liquidity and the purchasing
power that comes with this can create
standardisation in prices across the board
and help to reduce costs within the supply
chain.
“Balance is all-important as ship owners
cannot afford to compromise on poor quality
consumables onboard, particularly when it
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Robert Steen Kledal, Managing
Director, Wrist Ship Supply

Aykut Coşkun, Business Development &
Marketing Manager, AVS Global Ship
Supply

Marit Eggen, General Secretary,
Norwegian Maritime Suppliers
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Frans Fakkers, Director, Harding
Marine Services (Rotterdam)
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Nick Owens, Purchasing Manager,
Graig Ship Management

Phillip Andreou, Purchasing Manager,
V.Ships Ship Management,

comes to food, given incoming MLC 2006
guidelines on the importance of seafarer
nutrition. However, they also need to run the
leanest possible operations and strip out
inefficiencies. Relying on a ship supply
provider who can manage the procurement
process and provide complete visibility and
transparency of all consumable costs can
help to ensure these needs are met.”
But from the purchasing manager’s
perspective, is cost control a tricky corner to
fight, particularly when seafarers are
requesting goods beyond budget? Mr Owens
said: “There is no doubt that cost control in
today's market is driving procurement
strategy more than ever. The earnings of the
vessels we operate are pretty low and
subsequently there is huge pressure on us to
keep our operating expenditure tightly
controlled in order to compensate for the
drop in income.
“The procurement department plays a
key role in reducing operating expenditure
through effective sourcing and negotiation.
With this background it becomes very
challenging to try and satisfy the crew's
expectations while ensuring the vessel
remains operational and performing.
Inevitably you cannot please everyone!
Typically we take a pragmatic approach to
what the vessels need and try to balance the
expectations of the crew against the

“

“
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If the price of
something sounds
too good to be true
- it’s because it is
Aykut Coşkun, Business
Development & Marketing
Manager, AVS Global Ship
Supply

restrictions of the budgets - this involves
close communication of all departments but
particularly the technical and purchasing
teams who will work closely alongside the
onboard personnel to ensure that critical
maintenance items are supplied in line with
the planned maintenance requirements for
the period.”
But do suppliers believe purchasing
managers are squeezing them in terms of
cost? Aykut Coşkun again: “There are
purchasing managers that can be overly
price obsessive and tend to over-shop for
certain items. It’s important for them to
realise that in most places, the items are
generally sourced from the same wholesaler
so everyone knows they are shopping and
this can become frustrating. There are also
cases where you may not be comparing
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Ioannis Dimitriou, Purchasing Manager,
Arcadia Shipmanagement
apples with apples so to try and explain the
price differences can be time consuming.
“At AVS, we know which of our clients
expect top quality and which are open to
cheaper alternatives so we have overcome
this problem somewhat. I wouldn't say it is
price crippling, but it does leave the door
open for 'dodgy' dealings - for example I
have heard of cases where ‘beef cube rolls’
have been packaged and passed off as ‘beef
tenderloin’ - so if the price of something
sounds too good to be true - it’s because
it is.”
Describing the V.Ships approach to
procurement, Mr Andreou said his firm “as

a rule” always requests quotes from three
companies: “Based on the size of the
V.Ships managed fleet we place a large
number of orders which translates into
significant buying power. This again
ensures V.Ships, more often than not,
obtains the best service and competitive
pricing from their suppliers.
“V.Ships uses contracted suppliers to a
great extent as this helps build relationships
and ensures good service. It’s all about the
buying power. Things run smoothly when
you use the same set of suppliers rather than
watering down your buying power across a
greater number of suppliers. Suppliers
deliver promptly with minimum fuss and
goods are shipped out without delay.”
However, Mr Andreou did add that cost is
not always the highest priority, as
sometimes delivery times can be more
important.
Noting that cost control is not
necessarily anything to fear, Frans Fakkers
added: “Cost control has just been a trend
which has been heard loud on every single
floor of any company. I don’t think that it’s
a bad thing. Cost control can bring owners
and vendors to work more closely.”
Mr Dimitriou said cost focus all
depends on priorities set by management:
“Low cost should be on top of a purchasing
manager's goals but without avoiding the

issue of quality, which most of the time, is
difficult to estimate in value terms. A good
approach is to contract all the long-term
suppliers who are trustful and sign
agreements for fixed prices or bonus
rebates on the volume of final deliveries.”
But how do you balance the need for
cost control over the need to keep close ties
with ship supply partners? Is keeping a
strong partnership with your suppliers as
important as “shopping around” to keep
costs down? Mr Owens said purchasing
managers should ensure that quality is not
sacrificed as a result of trying to maintain
control over spend: “It can be very tempting
to look towards the less quality end of the
supply chain to make cost savings but
ultimately it’s the tried and tested suppliers
who will help you through these difficult
times.
“By forging and maintaining close
relationships you can expect better pricing
and credit terms, quicker lead times and
even preference over other customers who
perhaps do not share the same relationships.
You'll also establish which suppliers will be
there to help you out in case of an urgent
problem. Maintaining relations with key
suppliers is certainly far more beneficial
than shopping around, which can often lead
to false economy and to consequential
problems further down the chain.” ■
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clarity

New technology will bring transparency to ship agency

By Frederic Fontarosa, Business
Director, Ships Agency,
Wilhelmsen Ships Service

T

he ship’s agent is the customer’s eyes
and ears on the ground, representing
and protecting his interests but a
common criticism is that what an agent does
and particularly how they charge clients, is
opaque and difficult to understand. Today’s
digitalised world means the role of the agent
is rapidly changing, with the impact of new
technology making business more
transparent, in the face of pressures to be
more responsive, keeping customers
informed at all times.
Two major technological trends are
affecting the ships agency business, the first
being the spread of internet access on modern
ships. The combination of global terrestrial
communications with satellite data has made
it possible to track ships using Automatic
Identification System (AIS) at very low cost,

while ship owners can also use bespoke
tracking tools to optimise fleet management,
reduce fuel consumption and time arrival to
berth availability.
That in turn is driving the second trend –
electronic exchange of data is becoming more
routine. Single data entry and document
scanning, combined with integrated IT
systems ensures several parties can access
data without the need to distribute physical
copies. Disbursement accounts, once
restricted to paper can be routinely handled as
shared documents.
Just as significant is the move towards
wider use of electronic shipping documents,
including bills of lading, certificates of
quantity and quality, safety data sheets and
customs declarations, which are available
online to ship owners, charterers, traders
and agents.
For the traditional ships agent, very often
a family run business, there is some risk
attached to these developments. With such a
large amount of data available online,
customers can easily check prices for port
services that are arranged by the ship’s agent.
Web-shopping and price comparison has

become big business in the consumer market
and we expect that this will also affect the
shipping market.
For example, in the future, the operator
of a vessel might choose to book tug
assistance directly, rather than going through
his agent, making his decision based on an
internet search or because he has received a
‘sales email’ from a company which has used
AIS data to track his approach to port. We are
not quite there yet but it is certainly possible
in some ports to check the price of port
services online.
In the longer term, this could make it
difficult for smaller local ships agents to
survive on the commissions they receive from
port suppliers. A wider range of available
alternatives and more transparent pricing
means that traditional agents will only be able
to charge for the services they render directly
and will have to seek new sources of revenue.
As can be seen from the airline sector,
where price yield per transaction is a key
performance indicator, the ability to compare
prices online means ships agents will have to
adapt their business model in order to survive
in the internet era. ■
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WHISTLEBLOWERS

H

Helen Jauregui reports on how US whistleblower rewards
are compromising environmental compliance

arking back to schoolyard times
when telling tales could gain you
a reputation as a snitch, you would
think seafarers face a difficult choice
when witnessing MARPOL violations
onboard – do they turn ‘whistleblower’
and report the violation to the authorities,
or do they remain silent, perhaps for fear
of losing their reputation or even their job?
But this vision of the seafarer wrestling
with, or at least shadowboxing in the
direction of, their moral (and contractual)
duties
to
ensure
environmental
compliance, could be dangerously rose
tinted.
In the US, whistleblowers who report
violations of the Act to Prevent Pollution
from Ships (APPS) - such as illegal
discharges of sludge and oily bilge water to the US Coast Guard, can be entitled to a
‘bounty’ provision as a reward for reporting
these legal breaches. Such rewards can be
significant, as APPS stipulates that, at the
discretion of the federal district court in
question, a sum of up to half the amount of
the fine paid for an APPS violation can be
paid to the individual who provides
information leading to such a conviction.
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This award system is designed to support
whistleblowers who report shipboard failures
to comply with APPS, but as US-based
maritime lawyers have confirmed, a number
of high-profile cases have surfaced where,
perversely, the whistleblower was complicit
in the pollution process and/or failed to report
it over a number of months to their employer,
superintendent, manning agency, the Master
and/or other port state control authoritiespreferring to wait until the vessel visited a US
port, where the possibility of a bounty
beckoned.
Jeanne Grasso, Partner at law firm Blank
Rome in Washington, DC, confirmed that
such bounty awards were designed with good
intentions, with the purpose to “encourage
the disclosure of violations that would
otherwise be very hard for the US
Government to detect,” particularly where a
company is not listening to employee reports
of regulatory violations, choosing to operate
in a non-compliant manner and refusing to
correct problems.
Where there are serious shipboard
violations which a shipping company is
aware of but refuses to fix, Ms Grasso said
whistleblowers may play an important role in
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bringing
such firms to
justice and so, a
monetary
reward
may
be
justified.
“Unfortunately, what it
has morphed into is that
when whistleblowers are
not bringing problems
forward to their company, they
are not giving their employer the
opportunity to fix these problems,
which is the intent and purpose of the
International Safety Management
(ISM) Code - to hold shoreside
management
accountable
for
shipboard operations.”
In a high-profile case defended
by MARPOL specialist
George Chalos of Chalos &
Co International Law
Firm, Italian owner
Giuseppe Bottiglieri
Shipping has
requested a

$500,000 bounty
for five whistleblower crew
mates, to be denied, as the owner
claims the seafarers’ conduct undermined
environmental compliance onboard the
bulker Bottiglieri Challenger. In a motion to
the court requesting the award, it was claimed
by the government without support that these
seafarers ‘fear retaliation not just by their
employer, but by manning agencies and other
shipping companies with which they may
seek future employment’ and so, the motion
states, a monetary award, as provided by
APPS would be a fitting reward for the
crewmembers, in ‘taking those risks’ and will
also provide an incentive ‘for other
crewmembers to come forward and report
illegal conduct on vessels in the future’.
Conversely, Giuseppe Bottiglieri
Shipping argued that the seafarers did not
follow company procedures for compliance,
failing to tell the vessel’s Master and the
company’s designated person ashore about
so-called ‘magic pipe’ activity onboard.
As the vessel had visited a Brazilian port
soon before reaching the Port of Mobile,
Alabama, but the seafarers did not report the
violation until reaching the US, Giuseppe
Bottiglieri Shipping maintains that the
whistleblowers were incentivised towards
non-compliance by the potential for a
significant monetary award through the
APPS system and so, purposefully failed to
report violations until reaching US waters.
Commenting generally on the failure of
seafarers to report shipboard violations until
they reach the US, Jeanne Grasso said:
“When we defend companies in MARPOL
cases, we develop timelines which recognise
when the whistleblower got onboard, when
the pollution or non-compliance was
identified and how many times it happened,
what the whistleblower did to gather
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information, how many port calls there were,
how many superintendent visits, and whether
they told anyone about it.
“In several cases, the improper
discharges were identified months before the
ship ever got to the US - commonly, the
pollution would continue during that period
and the whistleblower wouldn’t report it
shoreside or to the Master, then it would be
reported to the Coast Guard when the ship
came to the US. It is common following these
reports, that the whistleblower asks about a
reward soon after, so it is very clear that they
know about the prospect of a reward. That is
the problem.”
Ms Grasso added that before asking for a
reward, she believes the Department of
Justice should look at the facts which
underlie the report and consider, on a caseby-case basis, whether an award is
appropriate: “If the company failed to fix
ongoing problems, I have no issue with an
award - it’s just in cases where the company
has no reason to be aware of the problem or
no opportunity to fix the problem because it’s
never been identified to them and the
whistleblower allows the pollution to go on
without telling anyone - this has become
endemic.”
Mr Chalos agreed that although the
APPS system for whistleblower awards was
designed with good intentions, this has been
abused in recent times: “I don’t think there’s
anything systemically wrong with the law, as
it is written. I am in favour of whistleblower
awards but my gripe is the application of the
law to the many good owners who are
victimised by opportunistic and on occasions,
disgruntled
rogue
employees.
If
whistleblowers are complicit in the pollution,
they should be punished too.”
Orders to pollute are said to often come,
directly or indirectly, from the Chief
Engineer, but Mr Chalos said seafarers
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If whistleblowers are complicit in the pollution, they
should be punished too
George M. Chalos, Owner, Chalos and Co.
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should observe what is commonly stipulated
in their employment contract - that they
should refuse illegal orders and to report the
situation to the Captain and Designated
Person Ashore without delay.
Although whistleblowers often allege the
Chief Engineer or Second Engineer ordered
or bullied their subordinates into allowing
shipboard violations, Mr Chalos said this
should lead the court to question why the
seven or so lower ranking officers did not
stand up to their superiors and refuse to allow
such violations to occur: “The strength is in
the numbers. If the crew say ‘no we’re not
doing this’ and then get fired or they can’t
find future employment because they stood
up for what’s right - those seafarers should be
eligible for an award. But the application of
this law is perverse because it encourages
opportunistic, low wage workers to do bad
acts, with no repercussions because they may
get a big bag of cash at the end of it if they’re
lucky enough for their ship to call into a US
port.
“Ultimately, anyone who is complicit in
these bad acts and in following illegal orders
should be held accountable. Crews should be
more affirmative in refusing illegal orders for
fear of punishment. But for those who are
involved and take photographs and videos
and some who even stage the whole thing and
then wait for, say, eight months until they
come to the US to cash in on the reward
programme - how does that help solve the
problem after there is eight months’ worth of
pollution in international waters?”
In the Bottiglieri case, Mr Chalos
confirmed the company has also taken the US
Coast Guard to court to challenge the
government’s authority in its decision to
remove seafarers from the Bottiglieri
Challenger to a hotel and force the company
to fund their own prosecution and waive
various substantive defences. Mr Chalos
said: “Seafarers, who are the number one

asset in shipping, are not property and the
government shouldn’t treat them like
property and force them to get off the ship
and stay in a hotel - they are human beings.”
Another interesting facet to the
Bottiglieri case is the claim that the
whistleblower award was initially granted
with no opportunity for Mr Chalos’s client to
contest this in court. The judge has since
vacated the order granting the award and
offered an opportunity for Giuseppe
Bottiglieri Shipping to put forward a brief.
Shortly after receiving the company’s
objection, the judge simply reinstated her
order directing that a $500,000 bounty be
paid to the whistleblowers without any
analysis by the court.
Though there is a common
misperception that the ship owner must pay
any fine, historically, there have only been a
few prosecutions of ship owners (unless they
are also the operating party, as in the case of
Giuseppe Bottiglieri Shipping) - fines are in
fact nearly always paid by the third party ship
manager/ship operator.
But there are exceptions to this rule.
“The government looks at culpability and
often, the ship owner is merely a passive
party who contracts with a technical manager
and so, the owner is not typically brought into
the case. We are not really seeing it yet, but
the government has said it would like to look
at owners more because, it has argued, the
third party technical manager is truly an agent
of the owner and so, the owner should be
culpable as well,” Ms Grasso said.
In the case of Ms Grasso’s client,
technical management firm Efploia Shipping,
which operated the Aquarosa, on behalf of
Danish owner Aquarosa Shipping, (a
subsidiary of Falcon Rederi) - both the owner
and the technical manager ended up paying a
fine after a whistleblower reported the
overboard discharge of oily bilge water using
the ship’s general service pump, in addition to
the dumping overboard of oily rags in plastic
bags. This illegal dumping was not recorded
in the ship’s record books, which in itself is a
MARPOL violation.
Efploia Shipping is currently contesting
the award of a bounty to the Third Assistant
Engineer of Aquarosa on the grounds that
this whistleblower’s conduct, as Efploia has

If a seafarer commits
a crime then that’s
not criminalisation, it’s a crime
Clay Maitland, Maritime
Lawyer and blogger
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argued in court, was ‘contrary to public
policy and compromised, rather than
furthered, environmental compliance’. The
court has also asked the government to
provide documentation on what standards it
uses to request an award.
To enable a vessel to continue operating
after a MARPOL investigation begins,
shipping companies must usually agree to
post a considerable bond before the vessel
will be granted clearance to depart the US
port. Efploia Shipping and Falcon were
required to post a security bond of $2million,
in addition to paying living expenses and full
wages for the nine crewmembers who were
removed from the vessel (while these
seafarers remained in the US for months).
In such cases, the posting of a bond is
designed to cover any potential fine, but
according to Ms Grasso, payment is not an
admission of culpability on the technical
manager/owner’s side, as they must pay this
in order to get their ship operating again as
soon as possible: “Most companies we’ve
dealt with have wanted to minimise costs –
they want to quickly negotiate and get the
security agreement in place, get their ship
trading again, and try to resolve the case as
expeditiously as possible.”
Of course, it could be argued that if an
individual holds a financial incentive to turn
their Chief Engineer or shipping company in,
it might be assumed that their testimony
could be tainted or that they could be an
accomplice, but according to New Yorkbased lawyer and maritime blogger Clay
Maitland, federal prosecutors don’t appear to
care, so long as the whistle is blown: “It
doesn’t seem right to me that a person who
participated in the actual pollution process as

“
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well as the fraudulent log book entry in the
oil record book should profit from that. But
unfortunately that is the state of play.”
Mr Maitland added that such MARPOL
violations tend to occur over a long period of
time, up to a year in serious cases. “Shipping
companies are now contesting these cases,
claiming they are being held liable for what
was in fact a conspiracy,” he said. “There’s
nothing to stop the entire engine room staff
from splitting the reward among themselves.
My experience is that the US government
doesn’t like to prosecute unless there is a
flagrant breaking of the law but unfortunately
there are grey areas where whistleblowers are
out to make money and this taints the whole
process by which evidence is gathered.”
Claiming it would be naïve to believe
that, in all cases, white collar company
representatives are not aware of shipboard
violations, Mr Maitland added: “If you have
a ship that has repeatedly violated MARPOL
because oily water and slops are being
dumped overboard, surely people in the
executive suite of the company must be
aware of the fact that they’re not seeing bills
for the removal of these slops into onshore
tank reception facilities? For every one of
these whistleblowers, there’s someone being
prosecuted too and it’s not the Chief
Executive Officer, it’s usually another
member of the crew such as the Chief
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“Rewarding
whistleblowers who
allow pollution to continue
over months encourages
more of this behaviour”
Jeanne Grasso,
Partner, Blank Rome

Engineer, but my question is, did this really
stop with the Chief Engineer?
“We need to protect the seafarer from
criminalisation
based
on
political
grandstanding, as it’s very popular to throw
someone into jail and make an example of
them - even if they are eventually acquitted.
But if a seafarer does commit a crime then
that’s not criminalisation, it’s a crime.
Dumping oil at sea, magic pipe pollution –
any such activity is a crime and should be
subject to prosecution.”
But do maritime lawyers expect to see
more cases in future when shipping
companies
challenge
bounties
for
whistleblowers? Jeanne Grasso concluded: “I
think companies will continue to challenge
such cases, but they have to challenge on
principal grounds because once the fine is
paid the fine is paid - there’s not going to be

any more paid out, it’s just the matter of
whether or not a portion of that fine is
going to a whistleblower. By rewarding
whistleblowers who allow pollution to
continue over a number of months while they
collect information, you are simply
encouraging more of this behaviour and this
does not further compliance with
international conventions.” ■

MARKET SECTOR

MARINE INSURANCE & P&I

A

major new insurance product
which assists ship owners and
managers in protecting the health
and wellbeing of their shipboard
personnel, and so meets their
forthcoming legal obligations under the
recently ratified Maritime Labour
Convention (MLC), has been launched.
The Crewsure insurance product
provides medical and personal accident
cover for seafarers and includes the cost
of repatriation of abandoned crew as
required under the MLC. It is the
brainchild of Robert Johnston, who retired
at the end of last year after 35 years in the
protection-and-indemnity (P&I) business
as Chairman of British Marine following
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an earlier career with the Steamship
Mutual club.
When developing this new product,
Crewsure worked with all areas of
the industry.
“We undertook regular discussions
with the International Transport Workers’
Federation (ITF) in order to ensure that,
in its view, Crewsure responded fully to
the requirements of the MLC. In our
numerous discussions with ship owners
and ship managers, we found a universal
desire to be able to offer improved
benefits to their seagoing staff.”
The result was Crewsure Marine, an
insurance policy which can be given to
seafarers personally by their employer, to
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provide a benefit to
seafarers
in
the
manner
in
which
employers often provide
insurance to shoreside
employees as a standard
contractual entitlement. It is a
composite insurance policy paid for
by the employer and which provides
insurance personally to seafarers for
medical care, personal accident, loss or
delay of baggage, and includes the cost of
repatriation in the case of abandonment as
required under MLC.
Crewsure Insurances are underwritten
by Globality Health and KA Köln.
Assekuranz Agentur GmbH on behalf of

MARINE INSURANCE & P&I

Great Lakes Reinsurance (UK) PLC – all
part of Munich Re, one of the world's
leading insurance and reinsurance
companies.
The Maritime Labour Convention,
adopted in Geneva in 2006, was the
culmination of many years of work to
consolidate and update this whole raft of
fragmented labour standards into a
single convention that can provide
comprehensive rights and protection at
work for the global seafaring population
of about one-and-a-quarter million
seafarers. It has been designed for global
application, produced in a fashion that
actually promotes understanding, and
furthermore has been framed so that it can
be regularly updated. Thus the MLC will
be a “living” document and we will no
longer have people scratching their heads
over yellowing, 80-year-old documents,
wondering what their authors had really
intended.
Crucially it has been designed for a
uniformity of enforcement, so that the
globe-girdling merchant ship will not
encounter different standards and
ambiguous interpretations as it moves
from port to port and between
jurisdictions. It has been described as “the
most ambitious convention ever, covering
the modern realities of working conditions

aboard a 21st century ship”. And along
with SOLAS, MARPOL and the STCW
conventions, it will become the “fourth
pillar” in a maritime regulatory regime
that is global in scope and ambition,
providing a level playing field in which all
parts of the international shipping industry
can operate and flourish.
Most importantly, and particularly at a
time when seafaring employment needs to
be “sold” to young people who might
be unconvinced of the attractions
of a sea career, once the MLC is
implemented and enforced, it will surely
present to the world the face of a modern
industry where social provisions for the
workforce are seen to be central.
Thus an up-to-date Maritime Labour
Convention, setting minimum standards,
addressing conditions of employment,
accommodation, recreational facilities,
food and catering, health protection
medical care, welfare and social security
protection, is very timely. It is thought to
be good for seafarers, for ship owners and
the governments which form the tripartite
nature of the ILO negotiating
arrangements, with the convention’s
emphasis on clarity and simplicity,
common sense, universal application,
social responsibility, good governance,
protection, compliance and verification.
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So instead of the great list
of conventions, instruments and
recommendations that have constituted
international labour law, there will be “a
single, coherent instrument” that will
provide the fundamental rights and
freedoms that constitutes decent
conditions of work, and provides the
special protection that seafarers, by nature
of their work, need. The fact that this is
contained within just over 100 pages and
in a single, comprehensible document,
might be considered something of a minor
miracle!
The regulations and the Code are
organised into general areas under five
titles, which respectively cover: minimum
requirements for a seafarer to work on
a ship, conditions of employment,
accommodation, recreational facilities,
food and catering, health protection,
medical care, welfare and social security
protection, with the final title detailing
compliance and enforcement.
As Robert Johnston stressed,
Crewsure has been developed to deal with
the introduction of the 2006 Maritime
Labour Convention and offers insurance
cover that protection and indemnity
clubs cannot offer. “P&I Clubs are
constitutionally incapable of doing this.
Our insurance product is personally
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Seafarers deserve
the same care and
concern, the same rights to
benefits, the same access to
the best medical treatment,
the same security expected
and enjoyed by those
who work ashore
Robert Johnston, Managing
Director, Crewsure

owned by the seafarer and paid for by the
employer.”
Mr Johnston said that Crewsure was
complimentary to P&I. “In the long term,
clubs have said they do not wish to write
attritional claims and they cope with this
by increasing the level of deductibles for
crew claims.”

“Crewsure includes no level of
deductibles. We are not trying to replace
or challenge P&I and are at pains to show
the product is complementary.” It is a 'no
fault' insurance policy which provides a
benefit to seafarers in the manner in which
employers provide insurance to shoreside
employees as a standard contractual
entitlement.
“Seafarers deserve the same care and
concern, the same rights to benefits, the
same access to the best medical treatment,
the same security expected and enjoyed
by those who work ashore.” said Mr
Johnston. “My experience in the marine
insurance industry has led me to believe

that a need exists for an insurance policy
personal to the seafarer that provides them
with the same level of benefits that
employees take for granted on shore.
What has always been of concern to
me is the vulnerability of seafarers
onboard ship.
“The fear of sickness, accident and of
loss of valued personal possessions is
something that lives with the seafarer.
And of course the greatest fear of all is
that of abandonment - the ultimate
betrayal of the seafarer’s trust.
“And, of course, we don’t need to stop
here,” Mr Johnston added. “We intend to
continue to add to the benefits available,
so that it becomes a standard-bearer
product that employers will want to give
to their staff .
“We are currently in discussion with
a number of interested parties, so as to
ensure that the benefits we can offer
match their wishes and dovetail with their
other insurance plans. Of course it is
important to appreciate that Crewsure is
not a liability policy - it is a 'no fault'
benefits insurance. There is an enormous
difference between telling your employee
that he or she will be insured if you have
a liability towards them, as distinct from
giving them benefits, as happens every
day ashore.” ■
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HEARTBEAT

heartbeat
Swallow the anchor
T

he stresses and strains of a life at
sea are well documented, with
long shifts, often worked in
variable conditions and inhospitable
weather a constant threat. Some seafarers
must face alternating four-hour shifts,
extreme changes in temperature, a poor
diet, stressful tasks and little contact with
loved ones, so perhaps it is easy to see
why the average seafarer works at sea for
less than 10 years.

L

For these reasons, the EU funded
SAIL AHEAD project has been working
with captains to provide seafarers with the
knowledge that if such personal reasons
do arise, there is a possibility for them to
engage in an alternative career ashore,
using competencies they have acquired
both through formal and non-formal
learning and work experience onboard.
The SAIL AHEAD project provides
guidance about ashore career paths

through an innovative online guidance
tool for second career options for
captains, supported by detailed job
profiles and interviews with maritime
professionals already working ashore.
Recently, the SAIL AHEAD tool, which
is the major outcome of the project, has
been launched on the project’s website, in
order to assist captains in assessing the
opportunities available for working
ashore. The tool is available in English,
Greek, Slovenian, Turkish, Polish
and Finnish.
The SAIL AHEAD project helps
captains explore a wide range of
alternative career paths such as
entrepreneurship, maritime lecturer,
arbitrators and much more. Case studies,
containing recorded interviews with
captains who have already followed each
specific career path with their personal
story, are available online.
For more information please go to:
www.sailahead.eu ❤

Study reveals poor care for piracy victims

ess than a third of seafarers
subjected to piracy attacks felt
they received adequate follow-up
care, according to a newly published
clinical study.
Results also showed that while the
incidence of attacks has been declining,
the psychological impact on seafarers
remains.
The study into the effects of piracy on
seafarers’ mental health was carried out
jointly by the US-based Seamen’s Church
Institute (SCI) and Mount Sinai School of
Medicine. Between 2009 and 2011 the
SCI’s Clinical Researcher Dr Michael S
Garfinkle and his assistant, Dr Janaka
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Saratchandra, interviewed 154 seafarers
from all over the world, 25 of whom had
been held captive or had witnessed
attempted boardings by pirates.
The study showed that many seafarers
are not receiving appropriate follow up
treatment because of the stigma of mental
health care and lack of available resources
to conduct proper assessments.
Although most seafarers interviewed
did not think their job was unduly
stressful under normal conditions,
throughout the study period concern about
piracy increased along with anticipatory
stress about transiting piracy zones. The
frequency with which seafarers appealed
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for armed guards onboard ships also
increased during the study.
In his presentation of the report to
Working Group 3 of the Contact Group on
Piracy off the Coast of Somalia in London,
Douglas Stevenson, Director, Center for
Seafarers’ Rights, said: “To assist the
industry, SCI, in collaboration with other
clinical researchers, is preparing a
recommended assessment battery for
administering evaluations. We hope that the
psychological assessment battery positively
adds to the Maritime Piracy Humanitarian
Response Programme’s work as well as the
work of governments, ship operators and
other maritime stakeholders.” ❤

HEARTBEAT
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New programme aims to beat malaria bites

new heath training programme
has been launched to warn
seafarers about the dangers
of malaria.
‘Avoid the Bite’ focuses on the risks,
symptoms, treatment and prevention in the
hope
crew
members
will
take
responsibility for avoiding the killer
disease and seek medical help if they are
concerned.
Malaria has always been one of the
world’s biggest killers yet, all too often,
the dangers are not recognised by ship’s
companies or the seafarers themselves.
The hard-hitting film, from Videotel
Marine International, uses a mix of
animation, documentary footage, photos
and graphics to challenge those who say 'it
won't happen to me' and break down many
of the myths, challenges and ignorance
that surround the disease and its
prevention.
“Seafarers are particularly at risk from
contracting malaria,” said Videotel CEO
Nigel Cleave.
“Their job often takes them into
malarial zones far from medical help and
they may be at higher risk if they have not

taken immunity medication. In addition, if
they board a vessel which has not sailed
near a malarial zone but have already
contracted malaria, the symptoms are such
that it can be difficult for anyone onboard
to make the correct diagnosis and action
the appropriate medical response.”

Avoid the Bite is aimed at all crew, and
includes a section specifically for Masters,
senior officers and shore-based staff.
The programme is available in DVD
with supporting workbook, interactive
CD-ROM, or through Videotel’s new
Videotel on Demand (VOD) system. ❤
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services and the provision of maritime
occupational health advice. Doctors and
clinics will sign up to an accreditation
programme based on meeting a set of
healthcare standards.
Their progress will be reviewed by
assessors with expertise in maritime health,
and when they comply with the required
standards they will be awarded accredited
status by an independent accreditation
committee. This will be subject to review
every three years. A directory of those who
are accredited and those working towards
accreditation will be publicly available.

“

“

s

Q

uality and confidentiality within
seafarer screening are major
challenges in shipping but the
International Maritime Health Association
(IMHA) has launched a new initiative to
ensure employee health needs will be better
met.
Described as a new quality assurance
and accreditation system for the maritime
sector, the first phase of the service, to be
provided by the independent not for profit
body IMHA QUALITY, will consist of a
quality assurance and accreditation system
for the conduct of seafarer medical
examinations. This will cover both those
required to issue statutory medical
certificates, and the pre-employment
examinations of ship operators and their
insurers.
But why has IMHA chosen to deliver
this new system now? Is the Association
hoping to overhaul clinical working methods
on a global scale? Dr Sally Bell, who worked
as a ship’s doctor for 13 years and now serves
as Secretary for IMHA QUALITY, said:
“Assurance and Audit used to be things that
only affected business management and
accountants, but over recent years it has
become more and more obvious that they are
an essential part of medical practice and
healthcare generally.
“Doctors in the US have to pass their
Board exams, doctors in the UK will be
revalidating their licences every five years,
and organisations offering healthcare services
are required to be regulated in many different
ways in different countries. In the world of
maritime medicine, although insurance and
shipping companies do quality assure the
clinics that they work with to varying levels,
there is a clear need for benchmarking and
also for a programme that encourages quality
improvement as well as accreditation.
This is what has been developed by
IMHA QUALITY.”
With this new initiative, IMHA will
focus on asking the maritime medical sector
three priority questions: How good are the
medical services available to seafarers
worldwide? Do they deal reliably and
ethically with seafarer health problems? Do
they ensure health risks are identified and
acted on?
The maritime industry is used to quality
assurance, such as ISO standards, but it is
generally recognised that such standards are
not suitable for clinical care where complex
professional judgments are needed and where
peer review forms the core of quality
assessment. Dr Bell confirmed that the
IMHA Quality standards are based on peer
review and have been developed with one of
the leading international clinical quality
assurance organisations.
Later phases will accredit port health
clinics, repatriation and rehabilitation
providers, shore-based telemedicine advisory
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Quality in medicine
doesn’t just happen you have to make it happen
Dr Sally Bell, Secretary,
IMHA QUALITY

According to Dr Bell, the need for
quality standards within maritime medicine
cannot be overstated but whereas in the past,
it was generally taken for granted that quality
was part and parcel of medical practice,
changing attitudes towards this mean
medical practitioners worldwide are
becoming more accountable for the ways in
which they provide their services.
“Medicine and healthcare have changed
enormously over the past 20 years, from just
assuming quality would happen and that
doctors will automatically provide quality
services, to thinking about quality,
quantifying it, developing standards and
recognising that quality in medicine doesn’t
just happen - you have to make it happen.
“An important part of a quality system
is not just saying whether someone has
passed or failed, but working with people to
improve the quality of their services, yearon-year and sharing methods of best
practice,” Dr Bell said.
But if quality standards are to be applied
worldwide, how can cultural and practical
differences between different countries also
be taken into account? Dr Bell cited the
example of syringe and needle disposal: “In
the UK, we are used to there being a sharps
bin and the moment a blood sample is taken,
they place the needle and syringe straight
into the sharps bin. A British patient would
be rather surprised if they didn’t do this. And
yet, in India, that’s not common practice. In
many Indian clinics, they have equipment
called a needle cutter, which destroys the
needle and then you throw the syringe away
separately.
“If you ask Indian clinicians why they
don’t use sharps bins, they will tell you it’s
because they’re very expensive and also,
what do you do when they’re full? Someone
has to take them away otherwise it’s a waste
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of time. So, you have to look at the methods
that are available. Considering good
solutions for people in the environment
they’re working in is important, which is
where sharing best practice comes in,
because another clinic nearby may have a
useful method of doing something, which
you can then share with other clinics.”
Dr Suresh Idnani, President, IMHA,
said: “Seafarers and their employers are often
unhappy with the quality of the available
maritime medical services. IMHA quality is
a win-win initiative. Ship operators using
accredited providers will know the medical
advice they receive is sound. Seafarers will
know that they have received care or
decisions on fitness that are in line with the
best professional and ethical standards when
they are seen by an accredited provider.
Good doctors and clinics will receive
recognition for the quality of their practice
which will both help them and also improve
standards in their professional speciality of
maritime health practice worldwide.”
On the subject of quality, Dr Bell went
on to discuss the importance of the joint
ILO/IMO
(International
Labour
Organization and International Maritime
Organization) ‘Guidelines on the Medical
Examinations of Seafarers’, a new version of
which, after a number of meetings in
Geneva, is currently going through the IMO
decision making process.
The ILO MLC and the IMO STCW
(International Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers) Manila amendments both include
standards for seafarer medicals, and flag
states will have to align the standards they
specify for the issue of statutory medical
certificates to these but these new ILO/IMO
guidelines are more detailed. Once approved
by the IMO and individual nations, these new
guidelines will form the basic international
minimum standards for seafarer medicals but
nations may choose to add additional criteria,
applicable to their own nation’s maritime
medical services.
Dr Bell said: “Concerning the new
ILO/IMO seafarer fitness standards (not to
be confused with the IMHA QUALITY
standards), looking at medical fitness
standards and the way medicals are
performed, there are some health problems,
such as diabetes, where if somebody is an
insulin dependent diabetic, they are very
limited in what seafaring career they can
take. If somebody is epileptic, as you can
imagine they can’t be in a position of
responsibility, navigating a large ship. So
there are some conditions where it is very cut
and dried and others where they have created
guidelines you can use on a case-by-case
basis, where you’ve got a graded set of
suggestions that mean, when dealing with
anyone with a particular condition, you have
to judge the risk.”
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Dr Bell said the vital question when
considering seafarer fitness for duty is: What
is the risk of that condition affecting their
performance at sea? “People in different jobs
at sea in different geographical areas may
have different opportunities - someone with a
medical condition may be unable to work
deep sea, but may be able to work on a
coastal ferry service where they would have
quicker access to medical care.
“The basic ILO/IMO standards get
slightly confused by the fact that countries
will take these standards as the baseline and
then different countries can look at these and
decide if they will work to that baseline or if
they want to add more on top of this.
Different conditions are more prevalent in
some countries so, for example, a country
with a high incidence of TB or malaria may
want more specific guidance on that and what
kind of testing should be done.”
When asked about the fact that some
medical standards could be interpreted
differently, depending on the medical
professional or shipping company in
question, Dr Bell accepted that some
shipping companies do see such standards as
open to interpretation. But how can such an
approach be married with the rights of the
seafarer? “Some shipping companies have a
policy of ‘allow some, don’t allow others’
and that is what I’m hoping the new fitness
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“

standards will help with, as it will clearly lay
down what is acceptable and what is not and
what areas the doctor should think about,
making it the doctor’s decision,” Dr Bell said.

“
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Seafarers and their
employers are often
unhappy with the quality of
available maritime medical
services
Dr Suresh Idnani,
President, IMHA

“HIV is still a huge issue and some
companies will say that if you’re HIV
positive you can’t go to sea. Hepatitis B is
another example, but there are some
countries such as India where this disease is
endemic. Some manning agents will say ‘if
someone is hepatitis B positive, we don’t
want them’, regardless of the fact they may
not be at great risk of infecting others - they
may need further blood tests to establish
whether or not they really are fit to go to sea.”
But what about the legality of this
contentious issue – are some countries legally
justified in their approach of banning certain
diseases onboard, owing to local rules? “It
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depends on the country. It’s a tricky issue and
it’s very difficult as different countries have
different standards. Some countries will insist
any worker must take an HIV test before
being allowed to work in that country and it’s
the same at sea - different countries different
rules. But you can work onboard if you are
HIV positive, it just, obviously, depends on
how far along you are with the illness and
what your access to medical care is like and
you are actually far less infectious than
somebody with hepatitis B. It’s much harder
to catch HIV but there are things that just
frighten people and, of course, if you’ve got
non-medical people making the decisions,
they are more easily frightened.
“One of the things we’re looking at is not
just the application of ILO or national
standards for fitness examination but also
whichever standards the clinics are judging
fitness by. A lot of companies have their own
levels for fitness standards, some of which
are helpful, others are not so, but we will look
at the way clinicians are applying these
standards and see if they are doing it properly.
But if companies are using standards which
are not ethical, we will raise that with them.
You can’t simply tell people they mustn’t do
things that are normal practice in their own
country, it’s more complex than that.”
Acknowledging there are problems
relating to medical confidentiality within the
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maritime world, Dr Bell explained that following seafarer
screening or a shipboard medical examination, confidential
documents can often be passed around shipping companies,
with little thought for seafarer rights: “The fitness certificate,
which in many countries, including the UK, is a piece of
paper saying the seafarer is fit for sea, will, in some countries
actually be a medical certificate, on which all medical issues
are accounted for - whether this be an HIV positive test
result, mental health problem or any other personal health
issue. That certificate is sent to the manning agency as a
personal fitness certificate and this is plainly, absolutely
against medical confidentiality. However, if the doctor was
to refuse to send this, a job offer for the seafarer may also be
refused because that’s the certificate the manning agent
expects to see.
“We are at the bottom of a long climb towards trying to
improve the rights of the patient and improving patient
confidentiality. In some countries, we are just at the stage of
raising awareness of this problem but, of course, in many
other countries, they would be horrified if you suggested
sending a medical certificate to the manning agent. Even in
places where this does happen, they probably have
perfectly good confidentiality guidelines or even laws, it’s
just that it’s accepted practice not to follow them,
particularly where it is felt that if you don’t follow some
other method, the seafarer won’t get a job.
“Often, the seafarer will sign a release saying their
medical certificate can be sent to the manning agent,
but you can understand why they would sign this - if
they don’t, they won’t get a job. Ultimately, doctors
can release medical information, because it’s
necessary, to another doctor, but you only release
the relevant information and only to the person
who needs to know it. In a lot of countries, once
the seafarer has signed a waiver, all his
information is then seen as a free for all which
anyone can see and that’s not really the spirit
of medicine.
“This is one of the reasons why seafarers
don’t tell the whole truth about their health
and as a result, they don’t get the correct care
– not because doctors don’t want to give it to
them but because the seafarer knows if they
admit to having diabetes, epilepsy or a
mental health problem, they may not get
the job. That is a problem which,
unfortunately, is a great challenge for the
industry.” ❤
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S

eafarers are vulnerable to many
accidents and injuries while carrying
out their daily duties but among
the most potentially devastating are
serious burns.
However, according to a specialist
paramedic who has attended many casualties
at sea, some ships are sailing with inadequate
medical kits and officers who are not trained
to deal with such injuries.
“This is more apparent in large company
vessels that are manned by foreign crews
such as Filipinos, Indians or low paid crews,”
said Jon Porter, a former Royal Marine
Commando Paramadic, who has treated
civilians on merchant ships.
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“The officers onboard are ill-trained and
simply cannot treat severe burns, which in turn
places huge risk on the personnel embarked.
The other issue is the lack of burns equipment
onboard some of the older type vessels.”
Mr Porter said any burns casualty who
had sustained extensive superficial burns to
his face, hands or body should be removed
from the vessel at the earliest opportunity.
However, dealing with casualties in remote
locations also obviously presents huge
difficulties.
“The casualty might be up to 900 miles
off the nearest coastline and this in turn has its
own problems in particular with post care,”
said Mr Porter.
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“Hospitals in the third world are in no
way equipped to deal with such injuries and
transits in the Indian Ocean will always have
this problem.”
“The pathway of a burns patient is like
no other pathway and in that scenario, the
initial response by the first responders will
have a major influence on the outcome of that
patient for the rest of their life,” said Patrick
Bourke, Director at the Severe Burns Life
Support Foundation.
A paramedic, he gives pre-hospital burn
injury pyromedical training to all front line
emergency services worldwide, military and
civilian, including ambulance, fire and
rescue, police and sea and air rescue and says

BURNS

incidents in remote locations are often a
challenge.
“In terms of seafarers, the correct
management would have to be instigated
rather quickly because often they will have
to wait some time for a helicopter to come.
Time is of the essence because they have to
stem and stop the progression of the burn
injury and maintain the site as well, to ensure
it is clean and sterile.”
Burns can come from a wide range of
sources such as engines and even the sun,
with the most common causes being steam
leaks, hot oil leaks, hot metal surfaces,
explosions, electric shock and chemicals.
Indeed Mr Porter said the two most
common burns he had encountered were
chemical burns and flash burns from welding.
“In particular, flash burns to the face in
which I’ve experienced the worst of which
left a seaman blind and unable to speak
properly again, due to the intensive burns to
his mouth and airway.”
Dr Ray Jarris, an emergency physician
and Medical Director at the Emergency
Department of the Swedish Medical
Center/Ballard in Seattle, said some of the
most serious burns he had consulted on were
from chemical, electrical and thermal burns.
“Additionally, cold injury from
compressed gas leaks can produce injuries
that are a combination of chemical and cold
injury that produces tissue damage that is
managed much like a burn,” he said.
Dr Jarris said advising crew how to keep
safe and stay away from potential burns and
chemical exposure was a “key function” for
vessel and corporate safety managers.
Indeed, in some burns cases it is not the
seafarer’s fault and may be as a result of
failure to properly maintain and repair
equipment. Other causes include defective
equipment, lack of safety procedures and
equipment, failure to follow procedures and
failure to follow regulations, regarding the
use of equipment, chemicals and safety
precautions and equipment.
For instance, a seafarer using a torch to
weld or perform other metal work may be in
danger of being burned as the torch might
start a fire if used near a combustible
substance.
“Material Safety Data Sheets should be
available to guide response to exposures and
dangerous materials should be properly
stored and tightly stowed” said Dr Jarris.
If a seafarer did suffer burns, he said it
was vital a consulting physician organisation
or Coast Guard flight surgeon be consulted
for all but minor burns.
Minor burns are considered to be those
less than 1% of the total body surface –
approximately the size of the palm of a hand
– though treatment can also depend on the
burn’s depth and location.
The terms first degree, second degree
and third degree are used to describe the

depth of a burn and the deeper the burn the
more tissue is damaged. Serious burns are
often life changing injuries, both physically
and mentally, and often lead to long drawn
out, painful treatments and rehabilitation
making life hard for burns victims and
their families.
“Burns to the face, hands, feet and
genitals are special considerations for
cosmetic and functional reasons as are burns
to the eye and airway and necessitate
medical consultation,” explained Dr Jarris.
“Special consideration must be given to
alkali burns which can be deep and continue
to cause damage unless the alkali can be
removed entirely. Sodium fluoride also
deserves particular attention as even a pinpoint exposure can cause extensive damage
and is potentially life-threatening due to the
binding of calcium in the victim’s body.”
As with all injuries, the immediate
moments following are deemed the ‘golden
hour’, a time when it really can be a matter
of life or death, or the care given can play a
significant part in the lasting effect of the
burn, so having the right kind of first aid
supplies onboard is vital.
“On many occasions, the biggest
concern is infection on presentation to
theatre and onwards – infection which has
been induced at the initial phase where
people have used dirty water and tank water
and if they use salt water they are in big
trouble,” said Dr Jarris.
Mr Porter said, with the correct
treatment, superficial burns could be
managed onboard but those with sustained
extensive superficial burns to the face,
hands or body should be removed from the
vessel at the earliest opportunity.
“Any burns casualty with partial
thickness burns or full thickness needs to be
evacuated from the vessel immediately as
delay will result in serious complications in
particular with fluid imbalance and infection
of sub-cutaneous injuries. It is also untrue
that full thickness burns are not painful. I
can assure you they are. Serious burns will
send the casualty into hypovolemic shock,
which in turn can cause death.”
While dealing with burns casualties
there is also another key factor to consider –
the safety of those trying to help.
“The first step and most important one
is to survey the scene,” explained Dr Jarris.
“We never want to have a second or
third injury which can occur if the
responders enter an area where there
continues to be a risk from electrocution
or burn.”
Once cleared and safe to enter, the
victim can be assessed for ABC – airway,
breathing and circulation – and if a cardiac
arrest has occurred from electrocution or
smoke
inhalation,
the
necessary
resuscitation method can be started and an
external defibrillator called for.
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When circulation and breathing has been
re-established, attention can then be turned to
the burns and any other injuries.
“The responder should always remember
personal protective eye equipment and gloves
when first arriving on the scene and also
when providing first aid,” said Dr Jarris.
“Material contaminated with blood or
fluid from the victim should be placed in a
bio-hazard bag and the site cleaned according
to the vessel’s blood-borne pathogen policy.
Smoldering clothes, contaminated or
injurious external materials should be cleared
from the wound area to prevent further
injury.”
Dr Jarris said all basic burns kits onboard
should include burn dressings and burn
sheets to provide rapid pain relief. As
infection is the most common complication,
triple-antibiotic ointment is an excellent and
inexpensive salve to apply to burns of
all sizes.
“Irrigation with tap water or sterile saline
solution from the medical kit is very helpful,”
said Dr Jarris.
“It is permissible to initially place a
scaled hand or foot in water cooled with ice
to provide comfort or to apply cool
compresses to small partial thickness burns,
however victims of large burns may lose
control of thermal regulation mechanisms
and become chilled or hypothermic rapidly if
cooled too aggressively,” he warned.
Mr Porter said that as with medical kits
in general, many vessels did not have the
right equipment onboard to cope with
burns injuries.
“It is an unfortunate fact that some ships’
crews are low on the priority list when it
comes to medical care and on many occasion
some serious burns are not even reported.”
Laura Lee, Sales Director at UK-based
The Medical Warehouse, which supplies first
aid and burns kits to the maritime industry
among others, said it was vital for vessels to
carry the right first aid kit.
Since last December, new British
Standard BS 8599 workplace first aid kits
were being recommended for all UK
workplaces to comply with Health and Safety
(First Aid) regulations 1981 which state: “An
employer shall provide or ensure that there
are provided such equipment and facilities as
are adequate and appropriate in the
circumstances for enabling first aid to be
rendered to his employees if they are injured
or become ill at work.”
Revisions were made to 1997 British
Healthcare Trade Association (BHTA)
guidelines as the kits were not felt to meet
first aid requirements, one of which was to
include a burns gel dressing.
“If the UK government is saying that
everyone in a UK office with a kettle should
have a burns dressing in their kit, they should
certainly have decent burns dressings on
ships,” she said. ❤
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ECDIS anomalies
‘a serious problem’
C

oncerns are still mounting over the
use of Electronic Chart Display and
Information Systems (ECDIS) with
fears of equipment anomalies, outdated
software and insufficient training leading to
groundings and worse.
Ten years ago the use of ECDIS was
optional. Though some vessels were still
using paper charts, many had changed to
high-tech navigational aids, but this year came
the ECDIS ‘revolution’, sparked by the
International Maritime Organization’s
Carriage Requirement.
The SOLAS regulation, which started in
July, requires that all new and existing vessels
will carry ECDIS by 2018 in a rolling
timetable dependent on ship type and tonnage.
Already, new passenger vessels over 500 GT
and new tankers over 3,000 GT are being
forced to use ECDIS as their means of
navigation and this is highlighting the
anomalies that are being found.
Such is the problem that the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) held an
informal meeting with around 20 ECDIS
manufacturers in September at IMO
Headquarters to discuss ways and means to
address operating anomalies identified
within ECDIS.
A third International Hydrographic
Office (IHO) two-day workshop was also
held at the IMO’s London Headquarters in
October to discuss ongoing issues with the
outcome due to be presented to the IMO’s
Maritime Safety Committee 91st session,
taking place as SMI went to press.
The IMO’s Sub-Committee on Safety
of Navigation reported at a meeting in July
that a number of operating anomalies had
been identified particularly in ECDIS units
that had been built and type-approved to
ECDIS Performance Standards before
2009. Among the anomalies identified was
a failure to display a navigational feature
correctly such as Particularly Sensitive Sea
Areas (PSSA) and Archipelagic Sea Lanes
(ASL), failure to detect objects by route
checking in voyage planning mode and
failure to alarm correctly.
The
meeting
in
September
acknowledged that the latest software being
offered by ECDIS manufacturers met the
requirements of the revised ECDIS
performance standards but, at the same
time, older systems required software and,
in some cases, hardware upgrades to bring
them up to date.
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“Yes, ECDIS anomalies exist,” said
Anders Rydlinger, Navigation Products
Development Director for Transas Marine,
one of the manufacturers who attended the
meeting at the IMO. “It has and can, in
combination with human errors, cause
groundings and so this is a serious
problem.” He said Transas was carefully
following any changes in the corresponding
programme to keep the ECDIS software up
to date but there was currently no legal
requirement to do this.
“Update of the software is available
to customers through our TRANSERV
maintenance programme but this is
voluntary, no legal enforcement is in place
yet to ensure that ECDIS software is up to
date and works as expected.
“The topic was one of the most
important findings during the informal
meeting. Although all agree that annual
performance tests and maintenance are
required, it will take another four years to
get this in place as an IMO circular. This is
not good. We can only hope that flag states
and other bodies who have interest in safe
navigation put this as a requirement to the
ship owners and ECDIS manufacturers
before 2016.”
US-headquartered Jeppesen Marine,
which produces electronic navigational
charts (ENCs) was also at the September
IMO meeting. Director, Maritime Industry
& Affairs, Michael Bergmann, said: “A few
unexpected behaviours of ECDIS have been
encountered, mainly with older systems not
yet updated.”
He said he had been involved in various
ECDIS anomalies workshops and even
earlier when the first hint was encountered
by the IHO that there may be an issue with
some ECDIS systems. Jeppesen helped to
identify the issues and was involved in the
creation of the test dataset produced by the
IHO, comprising two fictitious ENCs that
allow seafarers to check some important
aspects of the operation of their ECDIS.
“We also promoted this set to all our
customers to ensure the IHO receives as
much feedback as possible from mariners
around the world,” said Mr Bergmann.
One company which has been using the
test dataset to check the operation of ECDIS
on its vessels is Univan Ship Management.
Although it does not have any vessels
currently using ECDIS as a primary means
of navigation, the company said many of the
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ships were equipped with ECDIS and
detailed preparations for the transition to
‘paperless navigation’ were underway.
“ECDIS operating anomalies include
failure to display a navigational feature
correctly, failure to alarm correctly or failure
to manage a number of alarms correctly,”
said Marine Director Captain Peter Helm.
“We have provided masters with the
IHO dataset that allows checks to be made
for some important aspects of the operation
of ECDIS.”
At the informal meeting with ECDIS
manufacturers it was acknowledged that the
IMO, IHO, manufacturers and others had
taken a number of positive steps to address
the issue including on-going work since an
IHO workshop in January.
An IMO circular following the meeting,
stated: ‘There was a general agreement that,
as a short-term solution, in addition to the
other steps taken by OEMs (Original
Equipment Manufacturers), OEMs would
also provide information on the latest
version of the software being used to operate
ECDIS systems and the relevant website
link to enable ship owners, managers and
ships to update their systems.’
This information, it stated, would be
made available through the IHO website, as
the site was frequently accessed by ships to
check the latest information relating to the
current IHO standards relating to ECDIS.
So, six months in, how has the new
timetable of ECDIS Carriage Requirement
affected the industry? “Although the number
of vessels affected this year is relatively
small, a number of shipping companies are
taking proactive action and already
installing ECDIS,” said Mr Rydlinger.
“We are seeing a clear split in the
market. There are the shipping companies
who are really interested in ECDIS and want
to get the best out of it. Those that are
showing an interest see it as a chance to
differentiate from the competition. Tanker
companies especially are trying to get more
out of ECDIS, rather than the simple
compliance with the carriage requirement.
“Then there are other shipping
companies who see the carriage requirement
as something they have to comply with.
These companies are looking for the lowcost solution to purchase ECDIS and
training. The total cost of ownership like
follow-up services, unreliable software
etcetera is not taken into account. These
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Michael Bergmann, Director, Maritime
Industry & Affairs, Jeppesen Marine
companies want to move as late as possible
for the carriage requirement.” He said as
only newbuildings of certain type and
tonnage were currently affected, Transas
expected the market to pick up in 2014-15
when it comes to retrofit.
As ECDIS comes more into use over
the next few years, it has also been predicted
that the number of P&I claims may
well rise.
The UK P&I Club (ECDIS –
Navigational and Claims issues) stated in a
recent report that “With traditional damage
defences of navigational error, heavy
weather and crew negligence now being
subjected to additional scrutiny, the ECDIS
revolution may be the catalyst which sparks
a new cycle in the claims sector and one
which may be even more costly than the
introduction of the technology itself.”
Natasha Brown, External Relations
Officer for the IMO, said: “We cannot give
an opinion on the views expressed by the
P&I Club but the issue is being addressed at
IMO and in coordination with IHO and
original equipment manufacturers.”
However, Mr Rydlinger said: “If we
look at how insurance companies will be
affected by the use of ECDIS we can say
that there will be mostly benefits but
sometimes also the opposite. On the positive
side it will prevent more human errors and
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groundings they cause, provide much better
accuracy for decision support and recording
of vessel position, provide better
documentation of crew’s planning,
monitoring and the vessel’s path for future
investigations. The opposite is mostly
related to inappropriate use of ECDIS,
ECDIS anomalies or malfunction that may
result in groundings or other damage.”
Univan’s Capt Helm said: “Without
detailed preparation, a suitable transition
phase and comprehensive risk assessments
for the equipment, the charts and operation
of ECDIS, then the possibility of ECDIS
assisted accidents and associated claims will
increase. Perhaps the biggest risk is in the
operation of ECDIS where extensive
training, a suitable transition phase
and onboard familiarisation are the keys
to success.”
Jeppesen’s Mr Bergmann added: “It is
not yet clear how P&I or accident
investigation will handle ECDIS in cases
where ECDIS is being reviewed as the
potential factor in an accident. The
mentioned anomalies as well as the usage or
result of the review using the IHO test
dataset are areas of concern.”
However, he said academic research
clearly showed that ECDIS, if used
correctly, was increasing safety of
navigation and reducing risk at sea. “It has
to be seen if P&I clubs take that into account
in future when defining insurance rates
for ECDIS ships versus ships using
traditional, obviously less safe methods,
of navigation.”
He added: “It is important that the
mariners have easy and full access to ENCs
as well as to updates. Updated software is
essential and Jeppesen supports their OEM
partners, collaborates with IHO, IMO and
CIRM (Comite International RadioMaritime) to promote new methods of
easy and affordable ways to keep installed
ECDIS up to date with the latest standards
to avoid any issues arising like the
mentioned anomalies.”
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Another issue which has cropped up
since the ECDIS mandate is the inspection
of systems by Port State Control.
Mr Bergmann explained how, as one of
the first organisations, the Australian
Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) had
created a document to advise on how AMSA
PSC was inspecting ECDIS systems.
“The fact this is necessary shows that
there is some uncertainty on how PSC
should ensure the IMO regulation,
especially SOLAS V, is enforced. This
uncertainty is also reflected in concerns ship
owners, operators and mariners are
expressing. The IMO and IHO are working
on further clarification and the last ECDIS
workshop established a correspondence
group to consolidate the related
IMO documents to help clarify some of
this confusion.”
Training is also a huge issue with
concerns over the sheer number of officers
requiring training in ECDIS – according to
assessment by the UK Hydrographic Office,
at least 160,000 officers require training
though some estimates put the figure as high
as 200,000.
The UKHO says it is such a major issue
that, under its Admiralty brand, it has
extended its global ECDIS training
campaign, offering a further 100 places to
bridge officers around the world who
require generic training.
Ian Moncrieff, Chief Executive,
UKHO, said: “To realise the benefits of
ECDIS navigation, it is essential that bridge
officers are competent and feel confident in
the technology and data at their disposal.
Comprehensive ECDIS training, based on
the IMO Model Course, is the first step in
that process. Our campaign is designed to
help raise awareness of the value and
importance of ECDIS training, and we are
delighted to be able to help a further 100
bridge officers prepare for a digital future
of navigation.”
Transas Marine’s Mr Rydlinger said:
“With the economic downtime we see more
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ECDIS

Anders Rydlinger, Navigation
Products Development Director
for Transas Marine
ship owners looking for the cheapest and
simplest way to comply with the training
requirements. This might end up with
officers not capable of using ECDIS
as a source for safe navigation with the
potential for ECDIS related groundings
and incidents.”
He said with regard to type specific
training, some flag states only accepted
shore training in a certified training centre
while others might accept computer based
training (CBT). “In such case it is important
to secure the knowledge through a number
of exercises and onboard practice following
a trainee workbook witnessed by the captain
and or training officer.
“Regardless of how the training has
been conducted, the last part – the onboard
familiarisation – is maybe the most
important one and this one is the sole
responsibility of the captain and shall cover
all procedures and routines related to the use
of ECDIS.”
In the past several months, he said,
shipping companies and crewing agencies
had become more aware of the need
for training, however there are still
many questions as to how and where both
generic and type-specific training should
be organised.
“They key issue is to find a reliable
partner able to provide quality training. This
is an issue companies should be aware of
and solve first before choosing their onboard
ECDIS. It’s easy to mount a computer
anywhere in the world but it’s not easy to
send all your officers to a training institute.
He added: “There are many training
providers in the world and the challenge is
finding a partner who can provide generic
as well as type-specific training anywhere in
the world at a good standard. This means
fulfilling the Flag State requirements and
knowing from the ECDIS manufacturers
how to handle the equipment.”
Transas’ Global ECDIS Training
Network, GET-Net, is spread throughout
more than 15 countries already and is
an international partnership between
Transas Marine and high quality training
providers worldwide.
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Mr Bergmann agreed that training was a
major concern: “The IMO model course has
been updated and it is clear that more work
is to be done to ensure mariners are fully
trained on ECDIS.
“It is not only the type specific training
which needs some focus but also the generic
training to show the advantages as well as
limitations of electronic navigation.
“More so I see it as important that
mariners are kept up to date with the
development on the topic of electronic
navigation and ECDIS.”
In order to get everyone who needed
training trained in time, he said there
should be more encouragement of CBT
courses which seafarers could take in their
own time.
One company which has put training at
the forefront of its activities is Dutch
shipmanagement
firm
Management
Facilities Group.
It has several vessels in its fleet covered
by the new ECDIS requirements and has
been using ECDIS onboard various ships
since 2009. Preparations have been made
by management for each vessel and
additionally a risk assessment is made
detailing any safety measures which need
to be organised before the first voyage
after installation.
“Immediately after installation of the
ECDIS, a full day is reserved for onboard
training of all officers by an external training
company,” said Quality Department
Manager Jankees Metzlar.
“Based on recent experiences, we do
think the best option would be to train and
familiarise the crew members by an external
trainer together with a familiar crew
member of one of our other vessels, who
sailed for several years with identical
equipment, for additional support. This
appeared to be very useful for crew
members who were struggling with very
practical questions.
He added: “Sufficient time – at least
one full day – for onboard training must
be reserved taking into account the
additional operational status and tasks of
ship’s officers.”
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Before stating a voyage, any officer
who signs on an MFG vessel equipped with
ECDIS is asked to follow general ECDIS
training according to the STCW model
course, type specific training and onboard
familiarisation with operational ECDIS
procedures.
Hong Kong headquartered Univan will
be addressing the training need by providing
flag state approved generic and type-specific
training for all bridge watch-keeping
officers with the company’s training
centre in Mumbai, India fully equipped to
deliver this.
“In addition to this, Univan has
developed detailed onboard familiarisation
procedures and checklists to ensure all
officers receive ship specific ECDIS
familiarisation before taking over a
navigational watch,” said Capt Helm.
“For those companies operating vessels
with different ECDIS models, ensuring all
officers receive appropriate type specific
training will indeed be a problem and one
which will not be easier to solve as
mandation dates approach. The key is to
start soon.”
Mr Metzlar said he believed the benefit
of ECDIS outweighed the problems, though
he admitted that due to the huge investment
needed, the company would not have
upgraded to ECDIS systems for existing
ships if legislation had not required it.
“ECDIS will be beneficial to the safety
of crew, environment and ship when ship’s
officers are properly trained and familiarised
with the system and quality procedures for
operation with ECDIS.”
Capt Helm said: “Univan welcomes
ECDIS as a change for the good which, if all
the associated risks are properly addressed,
will improve situational awareness on the
bridge and reduce the risk of grounding.”
However, Mr Rydlinger warned there
would be some companies who might not be
so accepting: “ECDIS implementation is a
question of acceptance by crew and having
the right procedures in force. Some shipping
companies actually see what they can get out
of ECDIS, for others it is just a thing they
have to comply with.” ■

BUSINESS VIEWPOINT

FIRE & EVACUATION

N

ever mind the basic minimums
regarding international standards on
fire, evacuation and safety
equipment onboard. Variations in the way
flag states and classification societies can
interpret and apply equipment and
maintenance standards, the constant flow of
new and changing regulations, and even
focused inspection campaigns by Port State
Control mean keeping up with the
regulations and requirements can be a
complex and testing business.
In September, for example, the Paris and
Tokyo Memoranda of Understanding (MoU)
on Port State Control launched a joint
Concentrated Inspection Campaign (CIC)
specifically aimed at fire safety systems. For
the three months of September, October and
November, PSC officers were likely to carry
out about 10,000 inspections under the CIC,
using a list of 12 selected items to check fire
protection, detection and extinction
arrangements onboard ships.
“We might expect some statistics from
that and the feedback would be picked up by
International
Maritime
Organization
(IMO)/Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) and
possibly converted into some changes in
regulations,” said Hans Henrik Madsen, Vice
President Global Service at Denmark-based
Viking Life-Saving Equipment.
Viking says regulatory requirements in
this area can be something of a jungle for ship
owners and managers to find their way
through, especially as some flags ask for
more than the minimum global standards and
even class can interpret things differently.
“There can be slight differences between
classification societies regarding the service
requirements for the vessel’s firefighting
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equipment, for example. There are always
small changes here and there in regulations,
and then if class hasn’t agreed uniform
interpretation, DNV might act in one way,
Lloyd’s Register in another and ABS in
another. That is part of the complexity that
ship owners and shipmanagement
companies are dealing with – and why they
prefer to have someone as an intermediary
to handle this complexity.”
Viking’s all-in fixed-price service
concept, including service agreements for
marine fire equipment, is gaining ground
because of this, said Mr Madsen. The
company has 270 service stations around the
world authorised to service Viking
equipment – from life rafts and emergency
chutes to fire jackets – but its service offering
goes beyond its own installed base, to cover
all safety equipment.
“We realised that most ship owners were
looking for consolidation of their supplier
base and somebody that could act as a safety
specialist, he said. “So the idea of expanding
the service concept came into place. What
we can offer to the ship owners is that if they
contact us, we will take care of it. If our
partners in one port don’t offer lifeboat
servicing, for example, we will find a
suitable subcontractor to do the job. We want
to take the hassle away from the owner.”
Viking says it is offering not only the
physical service but also the knowledge.
“We are a safety specialist; we know where
the good subcontractors are who will provide
the right quality and the right price. We don’t
care whether the ship is flying the UK,
German or Panama flag – it is our
responsibility to know what the requirements
are for each of the flag states. We have
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knowledge of the different requirements and
it can be related to the flag state or class.”
The ISPS Code has also brought
additional challenges when ships need
servicing and maintenance provision in port,
added Mr Madsen. “ISPS makes it more
difficult to get people onboard – so
employing a lot of different subcontractors,
one to deal with one part of the equipment
and another for another, is complex. A
service provider who can handle more
services at the same time is preferred by
many ship owners.”
But what about cost? Viking’s fixedprice agreement clearly has to be tailor-made
to each client. The local operator of an
offshore support fleet doesn’t need a global
service network – perhaps only two or three
ports. But what is increasingly in demand is
transparency.
“A lot of ship owners are having very
hard times – they have to operate as
efficiently as possible. Predictability of cost
is very much in demand. If they can predict
the cost for servicing without having to
worry about fluctuations that is taking a big
concern away from them” said Mr Madsen.
“And the price of not maintaining equipment
and being stopped in port or losing a charter
is likely to be very high.”
Fire safety systems onboard passenger
vessels, and especially the current generation
of mega cruise ships, are inherently complex
and the SRTP (SOLAS Safe Return to Port)
guidelines have only added to this, says Jon
Arne Simonsen, Regional Sales Manager
and cruise ship specialist at Autronica Fire
and Security.
“The guidelines effectively call for
passenger vessels to become their own
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By Felicity Landon

lifeboats, should an incident such as a fire
or flooding occur,” he said. “This has seen
a surge in new development, especially in
the area of fire safety systems.
“Cruise ships are now so big that
evacuation could be just as dangerous as
the incident, so let’s build ships and
systems that can continue to operate, at
least until the nearest port, should there be
an incident.” With fully redundant fire
detection systems, the goal of making a
vessel its own lifeboat is attainable, says
Autronica, which redeveloped its
AutroSafe fire detection system to enable
cruise ship owners to meet the SRTP
guidelines.
“If you have a fire in a zone with a
central panel (for the fire detection
system), then it’s vital that the rest of the
system works,” said Mr Simonsen. “If the
room with the central fire panel for the
zone burns down, the system should switch
automatically and quickly, to ensure
continuous operation, which is vital in an
ongoing emergency.”
The key difference between the new
generation AutroSafe 4 and the previous
versions is that the redundant part of the
network can talk with the active part – a
system called AutroSafe Dual Safety.
In another development, Autronica is
reporting a trend away from CO₂ fire
suppression systems towards newer
alternatives. CO₂ total flooding systems,
which suppress the fire by thinning out the
oxygen, are seen as somewhat oldfashioned and have serious drawbacks, yet
they are still being used onboard many
vessels, said Kristin Øgaard, the
company’s Vice President, Sales Maritime.

“The first issue with CO₂ is that the
margins of error are very small, and
calculating the wrong amount to release can
have serious consequences. Secondly, and
most likely the driving factor away from
CO₂-based fire suppression onboard
vessels, is that the gas is dangerous to
crews, and can cause fatalities if inhaled in
significant amounts. The dangers of CO₂
inhalation by crew mean that there has to
be a delay between fire detection and
release of the gas into the environment –
sometimes this can be up to 20 minutes, by
which time serious damage could be caused
by the fire, which could lead to severe
difficulties for the vessel.”
Several large supply vessels have, in
the past three years, changed spec from
CO₂ to Novec 1230, a much safer gaseous
suppression system for use in machinery
spaces, engine control rooms, switchboard
rooms and cargo pump rooms, said Mr
Øgaard.
Another alternative, for use in
accommodation and public areas, high-risk
areas and engine rooms, is the use of water
mist based fire suppression, such as
Autronica’s FlexiFog, which Norwegian
cruise operator Hurtigruten switched to
from the originally specified CO₂ system
aboard the Nordlys in February this year.
Meanwhile, two new trawlers being built in
Norway have chosen FlexiFog, while a
third has specified Novec 1230.
“With the availability of both these
systems, ship owners can install safe fire
suppression systems in all machinery
spaces, which can be activated as soon as a
fire is detected, rather than waiting for crew
to evacuate the area – and that will save
lives and vessels,” said Mr Øgaard.

The increasing use of armed guards
onboard ships in piracy risk areas has added
a new type of ‘student’ for training in
marine firefighting.
EOS Risk Management, which
provides maritime and offshore security
solutions and training, introduced a Vessel
Protection Officer course in the middle of
last year, specifically aimed at armed
guards looking for accreditation that would
be recognised by SAMI (the Security
Association for the Maritime Industry).
Firefighting is a specific element within this
STCW-based training, said Paul Hudson,
EOS Risk Management’s training manager.
“We are not teaching them to be
firemen but we are teaching them that
tackling a fire on a ship is very different
from being in a building with doors. We
focus on ship familiarisation, knowing
where the escape routes are, how quickly
you can get out, what kind of fire you can
come across. It is very different from being
in a fixed place. You might have to escape
from a compartment – and you could have
a casualty to deal with at the same time.
“Our training is made as realistic as
possible – they have to go through hatches
and doors and know how to use foam,
breathing apparatus or a fire blanket. Even
picking up a fire extinguisher, you need to
know the right way to use it – and, indeed,
which extinguisher to use on what type
of fire.”
EOS has its own fire training unit at
Uttoxeter race course in Staffordshire, UK,
which has been specially designed to
replicate conditions when fighting a fire on
a vessel, including ladders, hatch doors
and compartments. ■
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SHORT SEA SHIPPING

Demonstrating grit

as
well
as
finer business

prowess
W

hile the economic ills besetting
many European countries have
taken their toll on trade volumes
at a time when coastal and short sea
operators are facing much increased
competitive, cost and regulatory pressures,
the more determined members of this
community are demonstrating adaptability
and a readiness to invest in innovation.
Another passing year has seen the
disappearance of several more names long
associated with the coastal tramping trade,
continuing the pattern of the past decade.
Contraction and consolidation in the short sea
sector may be largely attributed to the effects
of de-industrialisation, economic downturn,
overcapacity, and persisting weak rates and
narrow margins against a backcloth of
increasing running costs and reduced access
to credit. But other factors have often come
into play to influence a company’s demise or
decision to exit the field, among which might
be counted a loss of direction, or a failure to
embrace new logistic or technical
opportunities, or simply an absence or
unwillingness of successors to carry on a
business.
At the same time, many firms whose
roots lie in the coastal and short sea trades, as
owners, operators and managers, and not
least those in the Netherlands and Germany,
have demonstrated resilience in core market
areas while steadily widening their
geographical ambit and scope as logistics
service providers. In addition, certain wellestablished undertakings, as well as some
new entrants to the field, are increasingly reshaping and developing fleet capacity so as
to capitalise on business segments offering
positive prospects, such as the renewable
energy industry. An overarching aim to
optimise ship design, from both the
standpoint of long-term running costs and
that of payload capability and flexibility, also
bears on current investment thinking.
Despite
the
acknowledged
environmental benefits of waterborne
transport, economics govern the
situation whereby owners
of the smaller
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By David Tinsley

Baltic and North European operator Meriaura has strengthened and
extended its scope for heavy load business. Multipurpose deck
carrier Aura is seen here with wind turbine elements.

tonnage
that is ideally
suited to shallowwater or inland-going
seaborne trade are either switching focus to
larger ships or other areas, or going out of
business altogether. Moreover, there are fears
that environmental legislation in the form of
stricter rules on sulphur emissions will raise
operators’ fuel costs across-the-board in the
European short sea arena, forcing shipping or
charter rates to rise to levels that will lead to
a shift of freight on to rail or road transport.
The Dutch propensity for continual
advance in small, multipurpose cargo vessel
design and engineering is exemplified by a
series of 6,000dwt short sea traders
conceived in mind of the special
requirements of outsize loads, offshore wind
turbines, steel fabrications and assemblies,
machinery, cable drums, craft and other such
consignments, as well as the general run of
commodities and products. A dynamic
positioning capability allows for offshore
deployments, enabling wind turbine
structures and elements to be delivered to the
installation site.
The first of this breed, Jaguar, was
handed over in June by Dutch shipbuilding
contractor Shipkits to Jaguar Shipping of
Vlieland, and is being followed by sisters
Abis Dover and Abis Dublin, for Abis
Shipping of Harlingen. The design was
developed by Vuyk Engineering Groningen
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in collaboration with the owners and Delfzijlbased freight management company Amasus
Shipping.
The type is technically distinguished by
its diesel-electric power and propulsion
system using a direct current (DC) bus and
active front end (AFE) rectifiers, six Scania
diesel gensets in a redundant machinery
layout, and twin Z-drive propulsors. Dieselelectric is still uncommon in the mercantile
fleet as a whole, but its growing adoption in
sectors such as offshore vessels, Arctic ships,
and special-purpose vessels tends to
involve standard alternating current (AC)
configurations. The decision to opt for a
diesel-electric DC system in the new
generation of shortsea traders was founded
on a drive for enhanced flexibility in power
usage leading to improved efficiency. The
electrical installation was entrusted to another
Dutch specialist in the shape of Alewijnse
Marine Systems.
In a further development fostered within
the Dutch maritime cluster, a new concept
and configuration of small cargo vessel
tailored to the needs of long and odd-size
cargoes such as offshore equipment and
windmills has been brought to realisation by
the Hartman Marine Group of Urk. The
3,500dwt Oceanic reflects a recognition by
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Innovative Dutch shortsea community:
the 6,000dwt multipurpose carrier
Jaguar has diesel-electric propulsion
and dynamic positioning
Hartman
and
its
shipping
and
shipmanagement arm Global Seatrade of
changing market requirements and evolving
transport models in the heavy load/project
cargo sector, and of opportunities arising
from a perceived lack of fit-for-purpose
vessels.
Characterised by its high freeboard and
narrow superstructure placed on the starboard
side of the stern, the design was developed
by the owner in conjunction with Conoship
International and Vuyk Engineering
Groningen, and is dubbed the Hartman M2
Runner type.
Oceanic takes optimisation of the hull
envelope and also the above-deck area for
revenue-earning to a new level in the shortsea domain. Within a 3,000gt ‘paragraph’,
she offers a total square metre capacity
equivalent to that of much larger vessels, and
is also classed for ‘open top’ operation. She is
claimed to confer considerably more scope
for windmill structures and parts than any
other coaster of 3,500dwt, embodying a total
area more usually obtained with a 6,000 dwt
ship.
The bold investment that imbued the UK
in 2004 with new, highly versatile capacity
for riverine, coastal and short sea
transportation of heavy and/or abnormal
loads has been vindicated by the growing
portfolio
of
challenging
projects
accomplished, and by the shape of ongoing
demand. Robert Wynn & Sons’ unique,
2,211dwt barge Terra Marique combines
state-of-the-art technology with traditional
marine and heavy transport engineering,
encapsulating ro-ro and float-in/float-out
methods of cargo handling, plus shallowdraught inland penetrability and beaching
capability. Built by Damen Shipyards to a
bespoke design, the barge is towed between

ports, but is self-propelled for manoeuvring
and docking in confined and shallow waters.
The vessel mainly serves the power
generation, petrochemical and heavy
engineering sectors, undertaking not only
coastwise and international shipments but
also many voyages involving navigation to
points on UK and Continental inland
waterways.
Other
specific
project
assignments, such as the transfer of the first
British Airways Concorde from West London
via the Thames and North Sea to the final
location in eastern Scotland, have
underscored her flexibility.
Terra Marique’s hydraulic roadway and
ballast system allows for ro-ro cargo loading
and offloading on varying quay heights and
riverbanks. The hold is designed to be
flooded, allowing smaller vessels and craft to
be floated in and out, and conferring a
salvage capability.
The hull is strengthened to permit beach
landing, allowing direct delivery to sites. This
facility has figured prominently in a series of
shipments of large boiler modules to the
nuclear complex at Sellafield, entailing
beaching on the exposed Cumbrian shoreline,
and transfer of the wheel-borne loads across
the bow ramp. Other assignments in the past
12 months have featured the largest piece of
power generation equipment, at 310 tonnes,
ever delivered to Guernsey, and numerous
loads, originating from the former Oldbury
nuclear power station, ‘shuttled’ downstream
from Sharpness to Avonmouth.
Meanwhile, Finnish bulk cargo and
project load specialist Meriaura has made
another versatile addition to its fleet only four
years after introducing its dynamicpositioning, ro-ro deck carrier Aura to the
Baltic and north European market. The
incoming, 4,350dwt Meri is remarkable not
only for her trading potential, but also for her
technical properties, including an ability to
operate on bio-fuel.
The nature of the company’s fleet
development has to be seen against the
backcloth of its evolution as a logistics
expert, serving both conventional and project
freight. Tailored solutions are provided for
different combinations of services, such as
pre-carriage, sea transport by vessel or barge,
terminal handling and warehousing,
transhipment and on-carriage, including use
of road and rail transport in the delivery
chain.
Like her predecessor, the latest
multipurpose deck carrier Meri is eminently
suited to the transportation and ’on site’
delivery of cargoes such as offshore
windfarm structures, but differs technically
in encapsulating a ‘double-acting’ capability
by way of her electric propulsion system.
This allows the vessel to run efficiently sternfirst in ice, independent of icebreaker
assistance. Furthermore, the system’s prime
movers, three Wartsila 6L20 main gensets,
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can be run on
various types of liquid
bio-fuels (LBF) as well as
marine diesel oil.
The 105m Meri was delivered in June
from STX Finland’s Rauma yard, and shortly
thereafter undertook what is claimed to have
been the world’s first commercial shipment
made with the main engines running wholly
on bio-oil. The virtually sulphur-free biofuel
used is a waste-derived bio-oil produced by
Sybimar in Uusikaupunki. The milestone
voyage entailed a Baltic shipment of
pulpwood for forestry products group UPM.
The Briese Group provides a beacon for
the industry in the manner of its advance as a
fully integrated maritime operator, with
consistent investment in the structure and
global market reach of its core multipurpose,
project and heavy-lift cargo carrier capacity.
Headquartered in Leer, one of Germany’s
most
vibrant
shipowning
and
shipmanagement centres with roots and
maintained strong involvement in the short
sea trades, Briese Schiffahrts has continued
to reinvigorate the smaller vessel segment of
its fleet.
Currently the smallest unit in the fleet,
the 2011-commissioned, 2,570dwt Hanoi
was built by Thanh Long Shipyard in
Vietnam using Damen Combi Coaster 2500
design blueprints. The Hanoi encapsulates
efficient new capacity for river/sea trade,
being fitted for Rhine, Rhone and Seine
navigation.
The coaster offers a 121,000ft³ hold
volume on a maximum draught of 4.15m,
and the incorporation of two movable
bulkheads with 12 stowage positions in the
single box-like hold affords considerable
scope for very small bulk parcels and cargo
segregation. The propulsive power of
1,140kW from an MaK 6M25 main engine
and a consumption of about 4.6t per day at
10.5 knots makes for the kind of
transportation efficiency that better ensures a
future for European shortsea dry cargo
shipping.
Briese fleet renewal at the lower end of
the tonnage range has also encompassed a
series of eight 3,300dwt vessels from another
Vietnamese shipbuilder, Lisemco Lilama
Shipyard at Haiphong. Deliveries of the 86m
class started in 2009 with the Mittelplate, and
the last of the eight was handed over in July
2012 as the Schillig. The design’s underdeck
capacity is 175,550ft³, supplemented by the
provision for carrying freight on the
weatherdeck, and rendered more versatile
through a full tweendeck and two movable
bulkheads with seven location points.
With Europe’s short sea bulk shipping
market players experiencing a fourth year of
poor earnings, and in the austere financing
environment, further consolidation can be
expected in favour of the larger, more
integrated operators. ■
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REGIONAL FOCUS

MALTA

Clear sailing
Privatisation breathes new life into the Maltese maritime cluster

A

n unusual character has been
making the headlines in Malta
recently – a 70-year-old resident
who flies the Maltese flag from the roof of
his apartment block every time a cruise
ship arrives or departs Malta’s Grand
Harbour.
Charles Cremona has apparently
become something of a tourist attraction
himself, with cruise passengers waving
back with their beach towels and eagerly
taking photographs of this local celebrity.
He was also recently given a tour of Valletta
Cruise Port, where CEO John Portelli
presented him with a gift and told him: “We
wish there were more like you who
acknowledge the cruise liners and the
tourists. Such little things go a long way in
leaving a positive impression on the
tourists.”
It all seems rather symbolic of Malta’s
relationship with – and dependence on – the
sea. Cruise and container transhipment
probably attract most attention because they
are the most visible but Mr Portelli told
SMI: “There are so many aspects to Malta
as a shipping hub. As well as containers and
cruise, there is the ship register, bunkering
and storage, ship repair, maritime law, etc.
It is a very vibrant maritime economy.”
Just one word sums up the recent
history and development of Malta’s ports,
shipping and transport sector –
privatisation. “Since 2001, the country has
gone through a massive privatisation
programme – including, among others, the
international airport, Malta Freeport,
towage, shiprepair and, of course,
ourselves,” said Mr Portelli. “This has
allowed the government to focus on the
regulatory role – as a result, benefiting the
transport sector in Malta.”
The maritime cluster in Malta is
exponentially larger and stronger when
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compared to a few years ago, said Dr
Stanley Portelli, CEO of the government
authority Transport Malta.
“The
single
most
important
development in recent years has been the
delegation of the commercial activities and
facilities, previously operated by the Malta
Maritime Authority, to the private industry
through a mixture of concession
agreements and privatisation,” he said.
“Simultaneously, the government of
Malta has privatised other very important,
maritime-related, infrastructure. This has
attracted renowned international players to
the local industry and considerable
investment, improved efficiency and
initiated the essential cross-fertilisation of
ideas from local and non-local
entrepreneurs who work alongside each
other to maximise the potential of the local
maritime industry. The authority has
meanwhile assumed a more regulatory role
– without, however, diminishing its
input in facilitating and encouraging
business uptake.”
The current legislative framework in
Malta, together with the business
facilitation policy of Transport Malta,
provide the right platform for the local
maritime industry, said Dr Portelli. “The
authority remains committed to support
new initiatives directed to increase
competitiveness, value added and
employment.”
Transport Malta was set up as the
authority for transport in Malta three years
ago – absorbing the functions of three
previous authorities, the Malta Maritime
Authority, the Malta Transport Authority
and the Department of Civil Aviation.
Among its main objectives and policies
are developing integrated transport policies
aimed at achieving modal shifts that favour
public transport and non-polluting
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strategies. TM is also promoting the
Maltese ship registry, and promoting
policies that favour the development of
Malta as a maritime hub in the
Mediterranean and as an entry point to the
European Union, said Dr Portelli.
Its nine directorates include the Ports
and Yachting Directorate and the Merchant
Shipping Directorate – each managed by a
chief officer.
Despite the difficult global economic
situation, the registration of ships under the
Maltese flag has seen further growth in the
past year. As at the end of September 2012,
there were nearly 6,000 ships with a total of
more than 46.12m gt in the fleet, making
Malta the leading flag state in Europe.
The downturn has had its effects on
other maritime elements. “Similar to other
countries in the region, Malta has
experienced some drops in volumes of
maritime activity,” said Dr Portelli. “This
was, however, contained and countered by
a greater effort by all stakeholders
to improve efficiency and retain
competitiveness.”
Last year Malta received 11,746 ship
calls, including 318 cruise ships. Malta
Freeport Terminals handled 2.36m teu, only
a very slight dip on 2010’s throughput of
2.37m teu.
Dr Portelli says that in recognition of
the importance of the maritime industry, the
government has for many years developed
and implemented policies that support the
industry and its further development.
“Through the authority, the main
stakeholders are continuously consulted
and have become a fundamental element of
the policymaking process,” he said.
Investment in infrastructure is ongoing;
in recent years the government has invested
in the refurbishment of the Marsaxlokk
main breakwater, refurbishment of the

MALTA

John Portelli, CEO, Valletta Cruise Port
Valletta
main
breakwaters
and
reconstruction of the St Elmo Bridge, and
the construction of a new ferry terminal at
Cirkewwa to facilitate inter-island traffic
and complete the TEN-T link between
Malta and Gozo, including new passenger
building, marshalling area for vehicles,
linkspans, parking, and completion of a
third berth.
At the Port of Valletta, government
investment has included upgrading and
converting Boiler Wharf for cruise ships.

Cruise numbers up in
tough market

Valletta Cruise Port saw a healthy
increase in business last year, with a
throughput of 556,000 cruise passengers in
2011, compared to 490,000 in 2010. By the
end of this year, the facility is expected to
handle 590,000 passengers on 315 calls for
2012, said CEO John Portelli.
It has, however, been a bumpy ride for
the whole industry, he said. “That’s because
of the economic situation from the major
supply markets in Europe and also the
impact of the cost of fuel and decreasing
passenger disposable income. For us, the
first months of 2012 were also impacted by
the Costa Concordia – the vessel was

planned to visit Malta on a weekly call this
season, so of course that had an impact.”
The Mediterranean is facing stiff
competition from other destinations,
including South America and northern
Europe, said Mr Portelli. “The market is
tough and certainly for 2013 there will be
an impact on our figures – but we cannot
really finalise our projections until
December or January.”
What is certain is the spin-off benefits
of Malta’s success as a cruise destination.
There are nearly 40 cruise ships flying the
Maltese flag, for example, and there are
obvious economic benefits in terms of
passenger excursions, ships’ supplies, and
so on. “The cruise sector contributed €75m
to the local economy last year and
generated
additional
employment
opportunities,” said Mr Portelli. “There is a
real impact on the local economy and there
are other intrinsic values – for example, the
cruise industry serves to promote the island.
Visiting here on a cruise ship provides an
introduction to Malta and, although we
don’t have figures, we know people come
back to visit Malta afterwards.
Malta’s strategic location in the middle
of the Mediterranean means that cruise
ships can head east, west, north or south. A
number of lines already start or finish their
cruises in the Grand Harbour, while others
– like TUI Cruises – have implemented socalled ‘butterfly cruises’, heading in one
direction one week and completing a
different loop on the next departure.
Among ships making their maiden call
into Valletta this year were Celebrity
Silhouette, MSC Divina, Riviera, P&O
Azura and Mein Schiff 2.
Valletta has seen substantial investment
and can handle three ships over 250 metres
simultaneously. “However, one can’t stop –
the demands of the cruise ships continue,”
said Mr Portelli. “We do look forward to
extending our berthing facilities and
constantly improving our passenger
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handling facilities. We have seen a huge
jump in the number of passengers per ship
– but we have also seen an increase in small
niche ships in this historic port. I am not
aware of any other facility in the world
where the check-in area is within a hall built
in 1754!”
Just as with the capital city, which is a
UNESCO
World
Heritage
Site,
preservation and restoration have been
major considerations in the refurbishment
of the cruise terminal. It has been
challenging to balance the marine demands
of cruise ships and passengers with the need
to respect historical buildings, said Mr
Portelli. As an extra ‘attraction’, the cruise
port has secured a licence to have weddings
in the 1750s-built chapel at the port.
The naming of Valletta as European
Capital of Culture for 2018 is another
undoubted boost for the cruise sector as
well as the entire tourist sector.
“It is a big thing for Malta,” said Mr
Portelli. “There will be a lot of events going
on, reaching culmination in 2018 and of
course this will be to the benefit of the
tourists visiting, including the benefits that
accrue beyond the year itself. We are
already informing the cruise industry that
Valletta has been selected, although –
particularly in this day and age – it is a bit
too far ahead for any itinerary planners.”
Among major developments ongoing
in the capital is a project by architect Renzo
Piano including an open air theatre and
restoring City Gate to its original 1633
design. A 53-metre high lift will connect the
Grand Harbour to central Valletta, making it
even more accessible to cruise passengers.

Transhipment
volumes stay strong

Transhipment represents about 96% of
the total traffic handled by Malta Freeport
but the port’s status as a major hub is vital
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for Malta’s domestic supplies too. The 4%
throughput which is domestic traffic
actually represents 80% of local imports
and exports.
“The network connections available for
the local industry are only possible as a
result of the transhipment services
operating from Malta Freeport which
otherwise would simply not be possible,
since no shipping line will call at the
Freeport with a mainline service for a
market with the restrictive size of Malta,”
said Marketing Research and Sales
Manager Caroline Borg.
Last year the terminal handled 2.36m
teu, compared with 2.37m teu on 2010. At
the time of writing, the terminal had
achieved a 13% increase in 2012 when
compared to the same point in 2011. “We are
forecasting to reach the 2.6m teu mark by the
end of 2012,” said Ms Borg. “2012 has been
a very positive year and truly an encouraging
one for future growth.”
Malta Freeport Terminal’s operations
have not been negatively affected by the
global downturn or the eurozone’s problems,
she added. Volumes held steady in 2011
despite the decision by CSAV Norasia to axe
its direct Mediterranean services, and hence
its calls at Malta Freeport, because of the
downturn in trade between the Far East and
the Mediterranean.
The 2010 throughput figure was an
increase of nearly 5% over 2009’s 2.26
million teu. Although throughput fell by 3%
between 2008 and 2009, this followed an
increase of nearly 23%, from 1.9m teu ion
2007 to 2.33m teu in 2008. “Between 2007
and 2011, the company recorded a
significant rise in traffic volume handled of
over 24%.”
The decision by Maersk Line last year
to shift its central Mediterranean hub port
from Gioia Tauro to Malta Freeport was
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significant. “This
brought additional
business and an
increase in the
network
connections calling
at the port, at the
time when the
Freeport is gearing
up its resources to
attract additional
shipping lines to use
Malta Freeport as
their hub port,” said
Ms Borg.
“Undoubtedly
the
quality
of
service and state-ofthe-art
facilities
offered by Malta
Freeport Terminals
were fundamental in
order to secure this
new business. Malta Freeport is also
meeting Maersk Line’s expectations of
delivering highly productive operations.”
Maltese businesses are also benefiting
from Maersk Line’s global network
connections at more competitive levels,
she added.
Maersk Line has recently launched a
number of new services from Malta
Freeport, including the mainline service
AE20, which calls eastbound between Asia
and Europe on a weekly basis – it was
already calling westbound. Ten vessels with
maximum 9,600 teu capacity are deployed
on this service.
The Aegean Sea Service, which started
calling recently on a weekly basis, is
operated by Seago Line, which since last
year has been handling intra-European
container activities on behalf of Maersk
Line. It offers links to Felixstowe,
Bremerhaven and Antwerp, as well as
coverage of ports in Turkey and connections
to Piraeus and Valencia. Seago Line is also
using Malta Freeport on a regular basis for
two feeder services which have
strengthened its links with the Libyan
market – L28, offering a shuttle service
to Benghazi, and L45, providing
several port connections in Libya
and Tunisia.
Maersk Line has also launched the ME4
Service, linking India, the Middle East and
the Mediterranean, calling at Malta
Freeport, Algeciras, Tangier Med, Genoa,
Jeddah, Jebel Ali, Jawaharlal Nehru, Jeddah
and Malta, with 4,500 teu vessels.
“These services were added to other
services which Maersk Line was operating
together with CMA CGM from Malta
Freeport, said Ms Borg.
Last year United Arab Shipping
Company (UASC) started calling at Malta
Freeport on the FAL1 service, in an
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agreement with CMA CGM. Other callers
include Hapag-Lloyd, OOCL and a
number of weekly feeder services operated
by CMA CGM, Seago, Express Container
Lines, Evergreen, Medex Container
Service, MCL Container Line, Tarros Spa
Line and Brointermed. Altogether, Malta
Freeport is connected with 100 ports, more
than 60 of which are in the Mediterranean
and the Black Sea.
More than €175m has been invested
by Malta Freeport Terminals since
privatisation in 2004, including in nine
super post-panamax cranes, 50 RTGs, and
nearly 172,000 sq m of new container
stacking land.
A strong focus on productivity and
training has seen gross crane productivity
increase from 12.1 moves an hour in 2004
to 28 moves an hour.
At present, Malta Freeport has a total
operational quay length of 2 km, and a
total area for container storage of 680,000
square metres. Expansion work is
continuing; the company is upgrading its
facilities to be able to handle 16,000 teu
ships by the end of this year, and 18,000
teu ships in 2013. “This will further
increase the importance of Malta as one of
the most significant hubs in the centre of
the Mediterranean,” said Ms Borg.
In a major programme of dredging,
work has been completed on access and
berthing at Terminal Two North Quay, to
accommodate vessels up to 16 metres
draught. This quay is to be extended in the
near future. Now the port’s inner fairway
and vessel manoeuvring area covering the
approaches of Terminal Two South Quay
and Terminal One North Quay and
alongside these quays are being similarly
deepened.
The company also has plans to extend
the West Quay of Terminal One from 168
to 290 metres, to be equipped with two
post-panamax cranes and a ro-ro ramp,
with dredging to allow a berthing draught
of 12.5 metres. There are also plans to
develop 86,500 square metres in the
southwest of the port, to create another
2,200 ground slots.
Four more super post-panamax quay
cranes are to be ordered, with 24-box
outreach and capable of handling twin 40ft containers, and 325 metres of quayside
crane rail is to be installed on the east end
of Terminal One North Quay.
“Malta Freeport was amongst the first
transhipment hubs in the Mediterranean
region, having been established in 2008,”
said Ms Borg. “Since being privatised in
2004, the Freeport has embarked on a
heavy investment programme which is
expected to increase capacity to over 4.2m
teu. These developments are also expected
to continue strengthening the port’s
accessibility and network connections.” ■
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ALTERNATIVE VIEWPOINT

Alternative

viewpoint
Michael Grey

I

Why language
matters

t wasn’t all beer and skittles in the so
called “golden age” of seafaring in
which I spent much of my time afloat.
Most of it was spent afloat, too, as leave
was not the generous periods that are
enjoyed today and if you signed two year
articles, the owner knew he was under no
obligation to get you home before they
expired.
But one should not make comparisons
between two very different ages. Maybe the
voyages were long, but at least your time
aboard was spent among people who could
communicate with each other reasonably
well. This, and larger crews, meant that there
was the possibility of a social life aboard
ship. In the company I sailed in, the main
purpose of the Junior Third Officer (besides
keeping the 8-12) was to organise this and
whole reputations were thus gained or lost.
This, by and large, made for a happy ship,
although the food (and the master) helped
too.
Contrast this with a report I was given
by somebody who is serving afloat today.
The only native English speaker in a mixed
crew, this officer found that despite best
efforts to encourage some sort of social
activities, people went from work, to their
cabins, the doors of which were shut, either
to sleep, or to watch DVDs. They would not
even talk to each other at mealtimes, and any
conversation was entirely “work-related”.
To make it an even happier experience, this
was a slow-steaming tanker, which spent
inordinate times at anchor during the
voyage. It was not a bundle of fun.
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It was not helped, suggested my
informant, by the inability of the crew
members to speak fluently to each other in
any common language, while cross cultural
mixing, idealised by those who rave on
about our “multicultural societies”, is
actually a good deal harder than the
theorists pretend ashore - let alone in the
close confines of a ship.
We have become so accustomed to the
way in which merchant ships are manned
with a multi-lingual and multicultural
mixture, as ship owners race around the
world chasing the cheapest deals, that we
have forgotten about the downside of this.
We pretend that we can all understand each
other perfectly, when we darned well know
that we are operating ships on a razor-edge
of incomprehension, that people “panic in
their own language” and that safe ship
operation depends upon inter-personal
communication and comprehension.
I was talking to somebody who works
as a chief engineer about “toolbox talks”
and how these have become important in
projecting safe operating practice.
“Toolbox talks might be great if the people
on the receiving end had a clue about what
I was talking about” – he said – “they smile
and nod – and then go off and do precisely
what I had told them not to do!”
The UK Tonnage Tax scheme is
generally thought to be a tremendously
good thing – it has, after all been
responsible for the “renaissance” of the
Red Ensign, and large numbers of cadets
have been trained on these ships, training
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being one of the conditions. I wouldn’t
criticise it for a minute, except that I have
met rather too many British cadets who
found it a bit of a strain to be “trained” and
“mentored” by somebody who spoke very
little English. I know I am showing my
age, but I was trained by officers and petty
officers, who spend a very large amount of
time ensuring we learned the “company
way” of doing everything. We had formal
lessons with all our officers at the end
of each working day, and they took a great
deal of trouble to teach us. Then on
Sundays it was up for a couple of hours
being lectured by the Old Man, with
our books.
It is nonsense on stilts to pretend – as
we constantly do pretend – that a few
monosyllabic grunts from somebody who
can just about comprehend phrases like
“hard a-starboard” or “let go the port
anchor!” constitutes a practical education
that is valuable “served sea time”. But
people assure me that this is adequate
preparation for a life operating a big,
sophisticated ship, when in their heart of
hearts we all know it’s just not right. But
it is what is on offer, and like so many other
disgraceful aspects of modern life,
we rationalise.
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Lost in translation:
Could language barriers onboard jeopardise safe operations?

If you want chapter and verse about the
narrow margins between triumph and
disaster and the scope for linguistic
incomprehension, ask a harbour pilot. You
will get some amazing insights about the
number of near misses that are only saved
by the pilot having six eyes and half a dozen
ears as he realises that the crew really have
little clue about what he is asking them to

do. Ask a port state inspector, who has told
the crew to launch the starboard lifeboat, or
get a fire hose working on the foredeck, and
be prepared to be entertained.
Sure, English is the maritime language,
and we have colleges all around the world
stuffing their students’ ears with this
important means of communication. But
even the “maritime English” that provides

the ability to turn to port when the pilot thus
directs may be difficult to expand into a
meaningful conversation, especially if the
language of the ship, or several languages
which may be spoken aboard the ship, are
everything other than English. Would you
operate aircraft this way? I rest my case. ■
Michael Grey, MBE, is an internationally
respected maritime commentator
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Multi language PMSC
teams a security risk?

T

he maritime security industry has
grown quickly over the last two
years mainly due to the piracy
problem off the east coast of Africa. More
than 200 Private Maritime Security
Companies (PMSC) are believed to have
been started during this time, some are still
active and some never took off.
As with all business sectors that grow
rapidly in search of big money, there will
be those who enter the market with little or
no background in the industry or with the
wrong intentions. More common is those
start-ups with little or no financial backing,
sometimes only with the funding of a credit
card. They all start up in the hope of making
their fortune in a non-regulated industry
with little idea of how to evaluate the good
from the bad.
The main country where PMSCs seem
to have popped up out of nowhere is the
UK; possibly because some of the largest
and earliest companies in the business were
from the UK and used mainly UK
operatives onboard the vessels they
protected. Several of the operators then
chose to set up their own companies and
offer similar services. As always when
competition intensifies, company owners
start looking at ways to reduce costs and
this has led to some companies taking on
third world employees as a way of cutting
costs and undercutting the competition.
There is nothing that says that a UK
national or a UK-trained maritime security
operative would be any better than for
example Philippine nationals as trained
operatives but the current development
where mixed teams are commonly used
leads to questions and concerns if the
security team onboard some vessels are
actually up to the job; or even worse – do
they themselves pose a security risk to the
crew and vessel?

By Thomas Jakobsson, CEO, Sea Marshals
UK operatives are a popular choice by
ship owners, ship managers and P&I clubs
because English is their mother language
and most ship owners or their managers
have some form of representation in the
UK, and if they don’t then their P&I club
will. This means that documentation
requested by most flag states and needed if
teams are to receive the necessary permits
to embark an armed security team can be
easily verified and checked. The
documentation will also be in English
making it easier to understand. Don’t
forget, the training programmes that exnavy and army personnel have gone
through is also considered to be of a higher
class.
While some third world countries
might offer well trained seafarers and who
perhaps have an excellent navy or an army
background with years of combat
experience, the question does arise; how do
you check for criminal records that are
issued in an Indian language from a police
station in a town not even listed on most
maps? Does anyone in your organisation
read Tagalog and can they correctly
interpret the weapons training certificate
shown?
Most likely not! While some might
think it is not important for each member of
a security team to prove their background
and training, or are happy to trust that the
hired security company has carried out all
the necessary checks, it is important to bear
in mind that these are the people who will
be carrying military grade weapons
onboard a ship alongside a crew which has
no experience of weapons or the safe
handling of such.
Still in a shipping market that is
desperate to cost cut there is one way of
selling a service to ship owners who want
the ‘UK standard’ and this is to offer them
a mixed nationals team. PMSC often
market it with a UK team leader who is
supported by a group of members from low
cost labour countries. This keeps the wages

cost down for the PMSC and it can be
passed on to ship owners.
Even if the members of such a team
happen to be equally trained and well suited
for the job including all supporting
documentation, ship owners should still ask
themselves; how will the chain of command
work in the team with mixed languages? It
is one thing that all can speak decent
English or another language shared by all
in the team, but how will they react under
pressure in a demanding situation while
under attack by armed pirates? The master
of a vessel is always the master and has
over riding authority over the security team,
but will his instructions be correctly
interpreted by all in the team?
By the time other PMSCs had started
looking at using the same we had already
switched to using British operatives as we
had realised the problems associated with
poor communications, not so often between
the office and the team but between the
team and the crew. We needed to know that
everyone understood what was expected of
them and that the chain of command was
clear, the only way to solve this was to use
one nationality with one mother language
in each team, we simply saw that there was
no easy way around this so we switched to
British guys straight across the line.
SeaMarshals uses other ways to be
competitive and never hires operatives for
one transit alone, it would be too expensive.
Only by careful planning and the use of full
time and long term employment can a
PMSC compete cost wise with companies
who use low cost labour, this is what we do.
Training is something that needs to be done
on regular intervals by all serious PMSCs
and this leads to extensive amounts of
documentation that each operative needs to
study and understand. If a PMSC uses
operatives from several different countries
how can they ensure and keep track of the
quality and understanding of such training
to make sure the level is equal among their
employees? ■
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ECOVISION

SUSTAINABLE SHIPPING

‘Smart’ ships may be the buzzword of the moment but is it really that smart to use
methods that have been around for thousands of years? Samantha Giltrow
reports on how vessel designs are coming full circle in the quest to slash fuel
costs and reduce shipping’s carbon footprint.

W

ith bunker fuel rising a
staggering 600% in the last
decade and regulations being
introduced to reduce the amount of
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from
international shipping, the industry is
becoming ever more mindful of a need to
change the way it operates.
Shipyards are designing so-called ‘eco
ships’ promising better fuel efficiency,
others are looking at alternative fuels, while
many operators are resorting to slowsteaming. But one company claims the
answer is right underneath the industry’s
nose, and has been for the past 6,000 years
– the oldest source of power there is –
the wind.
“We’ve put sticks and bits of fabric on
vessels since Viking times and made them
move,” said Diane Gilpin, Development
Director at B9 Shipping, which is aiming to
get the first wind/biogas hybrid vessel off
the drawing board and into the water. We
are not really re-inventing the wheel. We
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are just taking the ability to use wind to
propel a hull through the water.”
The proposed ship being designed by B9
Shipping, part of the B9 Energy Group in
Northern Ireland, is a 328tf long, 3,000-ton
cargo carrier (pictured above right), powered
by a combination of wind from a dyna-rig sail
system and a Rolls Royce biogas engine
which will run on biomethane. It is a concept
which started 20 years ago but has only been
taken to market in the past two and a half
years. “We saw the market was right for it,”
said Ms Gilpin. “As a renewable energy
company, we saw a trade emerging in
biomass.”
The B9 Energy Group, which works in
all aspects of renewable energy and is the
largest operator of UK onshore wind farms, is
developing a large anaerobic digestion facility
to produce the biomethane gas. “We are
moving into a future where fossil fuels are
going to be constrained by price or supply and
our vision is to introduce renewable energy to
the maritime sector,” said Ms Gilpin.
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Biomethane is made through the
digestion of food waste and is
interchangeable with another popular fossil
fuel alternative, Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG). Unfortunately other transport
sectors are also being encouraged to look at
alternative fuels to reduce their CO₂
emissions and the aviation industry, which
is also under pressure to clean up its act, is
also keen on biomethane.
However, Ms Gilpin is very doubtful
there would be enough to go round. “We
need to stake a claim for biomethane
because shipping is inherently more
efficient than flying.” She explained the B9
ship will be a ‘square rigger’ – which years
ago was the most efficient form of clipper –
with the automated rig system being
operated from the bridge. “From a
commercial perspective, we use the same
amount of crew as you would on a
conventional vessel of the same size, so that
enables us to keep the operational cost
competitive.”

SUSTAINABLE SHIPPING

In terms of cost savings, Ms Gilpin
admitted it was hard to predict. “It’s the
million dollar question. It’s very difficult to
say what you could save – we believe that on
particular routes it will be a fuel-saving of up
to 50% or 60%.
“The difficulty is making a like for like
comparison depending on the cargo, the route
and other operational conditions such as
whether it is windy, the wave height – all of
the things that affect a conventional ship will
also affect ours.”
B9 Shipping is working closely with a
number of organisations on the project,
including Rolls Royce, ship brokers EA
Gibson, who are giving market advice,
Cardiff-based shipmanagement company
Graig Shipping, the Met Office and Lloyd’s
Register and the Maritime and Coastguard
Agency (MCA) for regulatory advice.
It has also been working with different
academic units including University College
London, which is leading a project called the
Low Carbon Shipping Project, and
Southampton
University
where
comprehensive tank and tunnel testing has
been taking place in the Wolfson Unit.
“We’ve just finished this and what I am
now doing is building economic models out
of the data. We see this as being a niche
product in the relatively short sea market, so
around 1,000 nautical miles,” said Ms Gilpin.
“The strategy is for a dry bulk vessel because
it is the most straight forward but we are also
looking at wet bulk and passengers, as we’ve
had interest from a cruise line. In terms of
building, the company has been talking to
Belfast-based Harland and Wolff and
Cammell Laird, based in Mersyside, UK.
“I’d particularly like to build in the UK
and P&O Ferries are very supportive in the
context of being potential project managers,”
said Ms Gilpin. “We are a renewable energy
company – we do not know how to build or
operate ships but we know how the
renewable energy markets work and we can
foresee how to best position renewable
energy in the sector.”
Funding for the vessels should come
easily, said Ms Gilpin. “It makes sense
because we can offer predictable fuel costs
going forward. There will be some sort of
index for inflation but we will know what our
operational costs will be over an annual
period by taking the Met Office data and our
agreed contract price from our sister
company and bundling that into a charter
rate. So, as fossil fuel prices go up, our price
would be stable. The banks like that
operational aspect. Greener ships are much
more favoured by financers.”
Indeed, in the previous issue of SMI we
reported how many banks, of which there are
now only a few concerned with ship finance,
are
increasingly
focusing
on
environmentally-friendly tonnage. But is the
industry receptive to vessels running on

alternative fuels and
are they prepared to
dig deep to go
green?
The B9 ship will
cost more money
due to the amount of
steel involved in
making the masts but
Ms Gilpin said it
would
not
be
“prohibitively more
expensive” and the
payback will make it
cheaper
on
a
through-life cost.
“Initially there
was quite a high degree of scepticism but
over the last 12 to 18 months the companies
and organisations previously mentioned are
embracing this and other opportunities. I
think the difficulty is sorting the wheat from
the chaff. There are a lot of people claiming
to save you money but who are the
credible ones?”
One company which is already
investing in alternative fuels is the Saudi
Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC)
which has commissioned the construction
of two gas carriers powered by LNG to
transport its olefins products.
It says it has done this in anticipation
of the European Directive to drastically
reduce sulphur emissions from vessels
operating in the North Sea by 2015 – the
vessels will be used on routes between a
major plant on Teeside, England and ports
in North-West Europe and Scandinavia.
The directive identifies switching to an
alternative fuel as one of the solutions.
“SABIC feels a strong sense of
responsibility towards sustainability and the
environment,” said Michel Wintraecken,
SABIC Manager Sourcing and Contracting,
Supply Chain Chemicals Europe. “This is
why we have contracted Dutch company
Anthony Veder for the use of two new
LNG-powered gas carriers.”
Ships powered by LNG produce no
sulphur emissions at all and CO₂ emissions
are up to 20% less than with fuel oil and NOx
emissions are almost 90% less. “We believe
this initiative is the right thing for SABIC to
do both from an environmental point of view
as well as an economic point of view. The
environmental benefits are profound and we
also see it as a clear advantage that LNG is a
bunker fuel for which pricing is disconnected
from crude oil.”
Anthony Veder owns and operates a
modern fleet of gas tankers involved in the
transportation of petrochemical, liquefied
petroleum and natural gases, ammonia and
carbon dioxide. “In recent years we have
built up a good deal of experience with
LNG-powered ships,” said Jan Valkier,
Chief Executive Officer, Anthony Veder.

ECOVISION

“Our fleet is being continuously
modernised, renewed and adjusted to comply
with regulations, customer requirements and
the high standards upheld by the gas industry.
We are very pleased to be working together
with a company like SABIC in a proactive
stance towards the sustainability of
commercial shipping.”
Simon Bennett, Director of External
Relations for the International Chamber of
Shipping, said the ICS believed the majority
of ships would almost certainly depend on
fossil fuels for the immediate future at least.
However, he said: “Alternative power
sources, such as wind and solar may provide
a useful auxiliary role, for example with
respect to heating and light, or while
operating in port. In the medium term it is
possible that increasing use of LNG as
marine fuel may produce the best dividends
as a kind of interim solution. In the much
longer term, however, we anticipate the use
of fuel cells and even nuclear power.”
To meet the International Maritime
Organization Energy Efficiency Design
Index, all future ships will have to be more
fuel efficient but the ICS said this would not
prompt large numbers of owners to switch to
eco ships immediately.
“Apart from the fact there is a chronic
oversupply of tonnage and a shortage of
finance, it will often be more economical and
energy efficient to continue operating an
older ship, especially if measures like slow
steaming are employed or the owner decided
to invest in measures such as energy efficient
propellers, which will be much cheaper than
buying a new ship,” said Mr Bennett.
He said the sectors which currently
seemed most interested in the eco ship market
was the liner sector, both container ship
operators and car carriers, partly because of
the large proportion of operating costs taken
up by fuel, but also because of the need for
them to show customers they are energy
efficient in order to satisfy customer targets
on CO₂ emission reduction throughout their
supply chain.
“We do expect this pressure to spread to
other sectors too, and it is already being seen
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in the dry bulk sector, although there are
concerns that the criteria being deployed by
some charterers may be a bit too simplistic –
older ships can still be operated efficiently,”
he said.
One company which is well on its way
to realising its green goal is the not for profit
organisation Greenheart which has spent the
last four years striving to get a concept off the
drawing board and into the water.
The 220-tonne small ship Greenheart
(pictured above) will combine sail and solar
technology which is another first for the
shipping sector and is claimed to offer a ‘winwin’ situation with no fuel costs and
dramatically reduced build costs.
Commercial Director Gavin Allwright,
now based in the UK, was living in Japan
with his family when plans for the project
“started getting serious” in 2008. But then in
March last year they were hit by the fallout
from the tsunami which left many of his
wife’s relatives – all involved in the shipping
industry – dead and his house uninhabitable
due to the meltdown of the local Fukushima
nuclear power plant.
He grabbed his wife and three children,
put them in the car and drove as far as he
could across to the other side of the
mountains. They did not return to the family
home and subsequently came back to settle
in the UK. “I got my family out and went
back to work on the reconstruction for about
a year, so everything on the Greenheart
Project went on the back burner, so we are
about a year behind schedule now which is a
bit unfortunate,” said Mr Allwright.
The project is now just £20,000 short of
the funding it needs to sign the build contract.
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The vessel is
expected to cost
around $500,000 –
around half that of
a
conventional
vessel of the
same size. The
Greenheart, which
can carry three teu,
has a ro-ro facility
so can also be used
as a ferry. It is
being aimed at the
inter-island market
and being built
through
open
source design and through micro finance for
communities and co-operatives.
However, Mr Allwright says there is no
reason why it could not be used for longer
journeys and as a commercial venture. “I’ve
done some basic economic modelling and
we want to do more of this with the first
ship.” One of the brief models was looking
at the containerised trade across the
Atlantic, between Sierra Leone and
Nicaragua.
“If I’m a producer in Sierra Leone and
I wanted to export three containers worth of
goods, those containers would basically
have to go to up to Felixstowe or Rotterdam
and then be transferred over to Newark
where they are taken off another ship onto a
feeder that goes down to somewhere like
Mexico and then onto a coastal feeder or
truck,” explained Mr Allwright.
“That takes about 80 days and costs
about $6,000 per box - $18,000 for a local
entrepreneur in Sierra Leone is quite a lot
of money. If you put them on one of our
ships and take them across the Atlantic
directly you would probably be looking at
around 30 days. You could also do a
triangular trade so you can take something
from Nicaragua to Europe and then bring
European goods down to Sierra Leone.
“Within that, there is definitely an
economic argument to be made and it could
be commercially viable. Scaling up is also
possible - with the existing technologies we
think it should be able to go up to about 500
gross tonnes. However, technology is
catching us up and the PV panels are getting
more efficient and getting cheaper. Sail
technology doesn’t have to change much.
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“Rather than the technology being the
controlling factor there is also the question of
the economic niche for this type of ship. It
has been suggested that it is under the 1,000
gross tonne size. However, we are keeping an
open mind and if it can be scaled up further
and somebody wants to come in and do that,
absolutely.”
At the moment, Greenheart is not
looking at the first vessel as so much of a
commercial venture. “Most of the benefits
are accrued by the communities that use the
ship so the cash payback is a little bit more
difficult to equate.”
One of the regions Greenheart is
working with is the South Pacific, which
represents one of the most challenging seatransport problems in the world with tiny
isolated island communities at the end of
some of the longest transport networks across
the globe.
The University of the South Pacific
hosted a stakeholders’ conference in Fiji at
the end of November involving Greenheart
and B9 Shipping and other organisations
such as WWF and the Fiji Island Voyaging
Society. “They are absolutely desperate for
sustainable shipping in the South Pacific
region. Standard shipping costs a fortune.
They have no fossil fuel reserves and are
spending upwards of 70% of their foreign
exchange on fuel – probably half of that goes
on shipping,” said Mr Allwright.
Another reason is the cost of ships.
“They are having to buy old, redundant, dirty
stinkpots that are no longer allowed to be run
in the West – they get dumped in the Pacific.
They are highly inefficient, sink on a regular
basis, as well as being environmentally
damaging. What they are looking at is a
clean, fuel-free vessel that is a bit smaller but
gives them a massive advantage.”
Another clever design of the Greenheart
is her A-frame mast which also works as a
crane, and she can also beach land, which
means there is no need for any infrastructure.
Once built she will go on an epic two-year
round-the-world
voyage
from
her
Bangladesh shipyard and back again, so the
ship can be fully tested, can show what she
can do and provide onboard training. “We’ve
never seen something as simple as her – she
really is a very simple ship. Some people
have said she sounds too good to be true!”
said Mr Allwright. ■
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Employees are
made aware of the
importance of respecting
colleagues onboard. Blame
culture is not tolerated
Dirk Fry, Managing Director,
Columbia
Shipmanagement

philosophy and the overall package that a
seafarer receives, he emphasised. “In
addition, when there is a problem, however
challenging this may be, there must be a
solution.”
It would be naïve to suggest that pay
doesn’t matter – but based on the
assumption that most shipping companies
are paying a market rate, the choice for the
seafarer often comes down to non-pay
related issues, said Marc Nuytemans, Chief
Executive Officer, Exmar Shipmanagement.
Referring to a message from Nick
Hastir, one of Exmar’s crewing managers,
he said: “One of our seafarers told us that he
was getting offers of a higher salary
elsewhere, but wished to remain with us.
For him, the fact that we take care of our
employees was more important. He started
with us as a cadet and had climbed the
ladder since then. He was grateful for all the
chances he had received – and, furthermore,
he mentioned that we allowed him to sign
off early in order to be home for the birth of
his first child. In his words: “What’s more
important? Earning $2,000 more or being
present at the birth of your first child?”
Helping seafarers in finding a balance
between their professional life and their
family life is one of our key strengths and
one of the reasons why people don’t
leave us.”

“

issue. If they feel that the company is doing
everything to maintain the ship to a high
standard, with a high respect for
environmental issues and with high
consideration for safety, then they feel as if it
is a safe company to work for – and that will
also help a lot.”
Training is another critical issue, he
added. “If you train people, they feel that
through working for you, they can improve
their skills. Training not only increases
competence but also makes people like to
work for you and see that there are
opportunities to learn.”
Are crew and officers sufficiently
valued, both inside and outside the industry?
This isn’t an easy question, said Mr Cremers.
“My reaction is that maybe we don’t always
show respect for the people – but it has
become a hard world. Our industry has
become very professional now and it is all
performance-driven. I get a lot of pressure on
me. The people in the offices –
superintendents, etc., have a lot of pressure.
And obviously some of that is translated to
pressure onboard ships, something which is
not always appreciated. At the same time, one
has to hope that in the push for performance
there is also respect for performance – and
these two are not always possible in the same
measure.”
Retaining good seafarers requires a
combination of pay and other benefits, said
Dirk Fry, Managing Director of Columbia
Shipmanagement. “However, the most
important thing is for the company to be able
to build a culture among its crew so that they
remain loyal through good but also tough
times. When a company manages to recruit
second and third generation seafarers from
the same family, then possibly that company
has managed to find the right recipe for
retention.”
CSM’s culture is such that officers and
crew are respected and their problems are
being heard, said Capt Fry. The company
holds annual senior officers’ meetings, where
CSM is represented by a senior person from
each department with the aim of discussing
issues arising onboard and other concerns.
It is important to have the right manning
agencies in situ, with the right attitude and
ability to source the right people and assist in
their training and retention at a later stage, he
said. CSM has opened a number of
subsidiary offices in the countries where it
recruits seafarers, to make sure that the issue
of recruitment is under control.
Recruiting and retaining seafarers is not
simply a matter of wages but of company
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ell me that you want those kind
of things that money just can’t
buy…for money can’t buy me
love.” Paul McCartney’s words seem
remarkably aligned to the efforts of ship
owners and crew managers to attract –
and keep – sufficiently, well-qualified,
experienced seafarers.
Of course money is important – why
wouldn’t it be? But ask around and you’ll
find the same themes cropping up again
and again: loyalty, a sense of belonging,
career prospects, communication and,
overwhelmingly, respect. Seafarers want to
feel appreciated and recognised.
On the other side of the scales, of course
qualifications and experience are important
for the employer. But that’s not the whole
story – increasingly, they are focusing on
finding officers and crew with the right
attitude and the ability to fit in with the
company’s philosophy and, at the risk of
sounding old-fashioned, people who are nice
to work with.
Anglo-Eastern takes the view that “the
best training is your own training” according
to Peter Cremers, Chief Executive Officer.
“However, we also need to recruit from the
market – with its own pitfalls. We are at
lengths to try to have more strict recruitment
processes in place and very comprehensive
management systems, so that we interview in
a very scientific way. That means trying to
find out their competence before they join the
group, and in this connection we have some
mandatory simulator training, which we
believe will give us the edge in the interview
process and in contracting the right people.
There is not a lack of seafarers in the world –
but they are not all of the right competence.
So indeed one has to be careful and
demanding.”
Anglo-Eastern has retention rates “which
are the envy of the industry” he said, citing a
number of factors. “Firstly, we have been
very loyal to people. We are not shopping
around every five minutes for nationalities,
and people know that. We try to take proper
care of our crew and their families, and
support them. And safety is an important
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The image of a seafarer has changed from the red-light
district visiting, drunk loud-mouth to a highly educated
manager, running a million-dollar piece of equipment
Marc Nuytemans, CEO, Exmar Shipmanagement
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Scott Bergeron, CEO, LISCR
Capt Nuytemans said promotion
prospects are vital: “If you can show that you
are actively working on their career path and
that there will be promotion prospects open to
them – even if they sometimes have to wait –
you can win their loyalty.”
Quite apart from the challenge of finding
suitable replacements if officers leave,
focusing on retention makes clear financial
sense, said Erik Toft, Vice President Marine
Personnel, Wilhelmsen Ship Management

(WSM). “To replace one very good seafarer
represents a huge cost. You have to train the
new person, including in company
procedures, and it takes some time to get
people up to speed compared to a good
officer you have just lost,” he said.
He puts the real cost of replacing just one
officer – admin costs, recruitment costs,
supernumerary wages, travelling costs, flag
state courses, familiarisation at office, and so
on – at $14,300. Waving goodbye to a large
number of officers could add up to a
staggering sum.
“First of all, WSM is a people business,”
said Mr Toft. “When you give officers and
crew responsibility, operating 24/7 onboard
a valuable asset owned by someone else, you
must, as a ship manager, recruit the best
people – that is job number one. Because of
our significant growth, that does give us a
challenge and requires us to have a strong
retention strategy – something I am very
focused on.”
WSM is trying to ‘brand’ itself, said Mr
Toft. “What is in it for them? Why should
they choose us, how do we identify ourselves
as an employer of choice? We focus on
having good leaders, on regular performance
appraisals and on dialogue about ongoing
career opportunities. We do a lot of good
things but we still need to do more.”

Creating a “positive relationship”
between WSM and the individual seafarers is
crucial, he said. “We need to create this sense
of belonging – so our good seafarers know,
particularly in this competitive world, that we
recognise their talent. “
WSM is about to implement a three-year
strategy in which it will seek more feedback
from its seafarers on what is most important
for them. A captains’ forum twice a year is
part of this. The company employs 10,000
seafarers and has 19 manning centres around
the world, with obvious challenges of time
zone
and
cultural
differences;
communication is really important, he added.
“The overall purpose of our HR strategy
is to develop initiatives which will improve
attraction of new crew, crew motivation, job
satisfaction and, in the long run, retention of
all our crew.”
Mr Toft, who joined WSM in April this
year and is based at global headquarters in
Kuala Lumpur, has been in the shipping
industry for eight years. He believes that his
previous extensive experience in shore-based
HR is valuable: “The shipping industry can
learn from onshore HR. Seafarers are no
different to anyone else – they want to feel
appreciated and recognised and they want to
work in professional organisations where
their career development is taken seriously.”

“

“
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Seafarers want to work in professional organisations
where career development is taken seriously
Erik Toft, Vice President Marine Personnel, Wilhelmsen
Ship Management

Recruiting the right people is a growing
challenge, according to CMA CGM.
“Regardless of whether you are recruiting for
a shore-based or seagoing position, our
industry often demands a high degree of
technical knowledge and quite specific
previous experience and that’s before we
even start to consider the human elements
which are equally important – after all, they
are joining our team and it is important that
they will fit in,” said Ludovic Gerard, Vice
President of CMA Ships.
Retention is always going to be an issue,
particularly for a serious company that really
invests in its people, he added. “However,
this investment is in itself a key to success.
Wages will always remain a key motivator,
this is fact, but more important than the
money is the feeling of being respected,
valued and appreciated for the job that you
do – and in this respect our industry is no
different to any other.”
Good working conditions, a pleasant
comfortable working and living environment,
a good overall package of pay and conditions,

and fair honest treatment are all vital, said
Mr Gerard. “For example, the value of
simply ensuring that your seafarers are
relieved on time in a well-organised manner
and that they leave the vessel in the
knowledge of when and on what vessel they
are wanted back cannot be underestimated
– and it’s free!”
Quality owners and managers do not
really have crew retention problems, said
Simon Spacey, Director of CMA Ships UK.
“There will always be a small turnover and
that’s a healthy thing to have. The key issue
is replenishing your team with the right
quality of person with the right experience
and skills – and in that respect, yes, it is
getting harder every year, particularly for
officers. The solution is a strong officer
cadet programme supported by a wellstructured ongoing training programme to
support these young people as they move up
through the ranks. If you make this longterm investment and sustain it even through
the toughest financial periods, you will
almost certainly ensure that you have a well-

trained, loyal and dedicated pool of quality
officers into the future.”
The respect and admiration for seafarers
and their work has risen in recent years,
according to Marc Nuytemans at Exmar.
“Even with the general public, the image of a
seafarer has changed from the red-light
district visiting and drunk loud-mouth to a
highly educated manager, running a milliondollar piece of equipment.”
Within the industry, most people do
realise the difficult job seafarers do, and the
demanding circumstances in which they
work, said Capt Nuytemans, but an enduring
problem in shipmanagement can be the ‘us
versus them’ attitude.
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“People at sea often feel that the people
in the office are just there to harass them and
that is one of the biggest things you have to
overcome. People in the office must
understand that they can’t ‘boss’ the seafarer
or, even worse, dispose of their responsibility
by just shoving it onto the ship. It’s vital to
make sure that both parties are contributing
to the same goal – in the office and on
the ship.
“It’s like someone running the 100
metres at the Olympic Games; you don’t ask
him to carry his shoes and arrange the
transport. Of course our seafarers must
perform, but we must enable them to do so.”
However, he said, it all starts with careful
selection. “For many shipping companies,
recruitment is based solely on competence
and skills – do they have the right licences
and the exact number of years in ranks and
enough experience, etc.? But that is not the
only thing. You have to hire people based on
attitude. In the famous old days, very
successful masters who were absolutely
horrible to sail with could be found in every
port. You must not allow that to happen. You
have to ask – are these people you want to
work with and do these people share the
values you have in your company? A key
value in our company is respect. We don’t
want a chief engineer treating colleagues like
minions – it just doesn’t work.”
And, he added, if you hire for attitude,
you must also be prepared to fire for attitude.
“If you have people who are unpleasant to
work with, you have to send out a very clear
message that you will not tolerate behaviour
such as bullying.”
Seafarers have been overloaded with
work which is ‘non-core’, and respect for
them has often been eroded as a result,
according to Peter Cremers at AngloEastern.“At the end of the day, the ‘core’ job
of people onboard is to get safely from A to B
with the ship and cargo. Nowadays it is
almost as if garbage treatment and security
are the most important things. The way
seafarers are handled by Port State Control
inspectors could also be improved.”
Some PSC inspectors seem to be trying
to score points by finding a certain number
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of failings and do always give the people
onboard the respect that is due to them, said
Mr Cremers. “And that is taking people’s
attention away from the real reason why they
are there, i.e. looking after the cargo when
they are onboard. These are all things which
unfortunately, one by one, take away a little
bit of the status from the seafarers.”
He would like to see the unnecessary
‘peripherals’ removed from seafarers’ duties.
“We overload them with regulations and
legislation – they have to do this and know
that and fill in this document and have to
meet so many inspectors and surveyors, and
at the end of the day you risk burying the core
values and requirements.”
The distance between ship and shore can
become a problem, even with the
communication technology available today,
according to CMA CGM. Ludovic Gerard
said: “The solution is to take full advantage of
any opportunity to get your seafarers
involved with your shore-based staff, so they
really get to know and understand each other.
This is achieved using regular meetings,
officer seminars, ship visits and short
voyages by shore-based staff, collective
training sessions and so on. And, of course,
we grab any opportunity to have our senior
officers working ashore, even if only for a
temporary or trial period. In this way you can
continually develop and build the mutual
respect between your shore-based and
seagoing staff that is so important for any
successful company.”
The Maritime Labour Convention
should help improve respect for seafarers
within the industry, according to Dirk Fry,
Managing
Director
of
Columbia
Shipmanagement. “Where people are not
respected, there will be opportunities for
complaints through documented grievance
procedures,” he said. “The point, though, is
to manage not to reach that stage. Company
(CSM) employees are being made aware of
the importance of respecting their colleagues
onboard, and blame culture is not tolerated.”
Scott Bergeron, Chief Executive Officer,
LISCR, the US-based manager of the
Liberian Registry, believes that the
introduction of MLC 2006 will create a better
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connection between the people at sea and
their management ashore.
“It will bring a new level of openness
and communication that will help eliminate
many of the frustrations and insecurities that
seafarers experience in their relationships
with ship owners, managers and crewing
agents,” he said. “Everything should be
transparent, open and, ultimately, verifiable.
The upside for owners and managers is that,
when MLC is properly and effectively
implemented, they will reap the benefits in
terms of improved retention of happy and
properly motivated seafarers.”
Cedric D’Souza, the Liberian Registry’s
Manager, Maritime Labour and Plan
Reviews, said: “Under MLC 2006, private
crewing agents operating in a country that has
ratified the convention must operate only in
conformity with a standardised system of
licensing or certification or other form of
regulation. Additionally, the convention
imposes certain responsibilities on laboursupply states to ensure implementation of the
convention in respect of the recruitment and
placement of seafarers.”
Liberia’s auditors will pay special
attention to ensuring that employment
agreements meet the requirements of MLC
with regard to health and medical benefits,
ship owners’ liability arising from sickness or
injury of seafarers, repatriation of seafarers
and social security protection, said Mr
D’Souza.
Earlier this year, the French classification
society Bureau Veritas (BV) launched an elearning programme for MLC training. “The
programme is aimed at people in crew
management companies but also at people
involved in implementation of MLC systems
onboard ships and in shore-based positions,”
said Octavio Rinaldi, Deputy Director, BV
Ships in Service Management. “This could
include shipboard personnel ranging from
masters and officers to able-bodied seafarers
who their employers feel could benefit from
the training.” The programme, to be run by
the BV Business School in Madrid,
comprises eight modules and trainees are
given a ‘passport’ allowing them three
months to complete the course. ■

NEWBUILDCONTRACTS
NEWBUILDING

NEW MODELS FOR
BUSINESS
GENERATION

A

By David Tinsley

nalysts and commentators have
tended to understate Japanese
shipbuilding’s standing and future
prospects in relation to its Chinese
counterpart’s ascendancy and the increasing
success of Korea in higher added-value
market sectors. But Japanese resilience and
a capacity to maximise the value of a project
through self-reliance in equipment and
technology was recently exemplified in a
vehicle carrier deal involving Imabari
Shipbuilding and Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries(MHI).
The order from NYK Line entails two
pure car/truck carriers (PCTCs) distinguished
by an over-panamax hull design offering a
capacity equivalent to some 7,000 cars, and
by the specification of a raft of both proven
and newly-developed energy-saving devices
and systems.
Construction will be undertaken by
Imabari at its Marugame yard, using design
information and technology provided by
MHI, including the Mitsubishi Air
Lubrication System (MALS) to reduce hull
frictional resistance, and an electronicallycontrolled Mitsubishi UE-series main engine
incorporating a hybrid Mitsubishi MET
turbocharger with integral generator. Besides
the propellers, other MHI-sourced know-how
and equipment will include the special screen
at the bow to lessen wind resistance, and a
new type of high-efficiency, invertercontrolled seawater cooling pump.
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The hydrodynamically-optimised, 200m
x 35m over-panamax hull form in
conjunction with the multifarious energysaving elements of the design are expected to
yield reductions of more than 30% in fuel
consumption per vehicle carried compared
with existing PCTCs. Deliveries are slated
for 2015.
In addition, NYK has entrusted two
similar PCTC newbuilds of 7,000 unitcapacity to Shin Kurushima Dockyard. The
next-generation vehicle carriers will be able
to pass through the isthmus of Panama once
the Canal’s third lane of larger locks becomes
operational in the autumn of 2014. The
overall series of four vessels represents the
first PCTC newbuild project launched by
NYK since the collapse of Lehman Brothers
and the onset of global financial turmoil in
2008. The group is sanguine in its view of
prospects for PCTC demand worldwide.
2012-established Ocean Yield, a 100%
Aker-owned subsidiary, has placed a contract
with Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine
Engineering for two PCTCs of 6,500 carcapacity. On delivery from the Korean
group’s Romanian yard at Mangalia in 2014,
the vessels will commence 12-year bareboat
charters to Hoegh Autoliners, which has
Daewoo-built tonnage of similar type in its
existing fleet. Ocean Yield’s remit is to
expand its portfolio of marine assets,
primarily within the offshore and industrial
shipping fields.
MHI has secured a further capitalintensive, high technology project on the
European market, in the shape of two
additional seismic survey ships for the
Norwegian-headquartered
specialist
Petroleum Geo-Services (PGS). The
additions to the workload will be the third
and fourth vessels of the Ramform Titan
class, the first two newbuilds having been
ordered in 2011 for delivery during 2013.
Embodying PGS’ trademark deltashaped hull form, the diesel-electric
newbuilds will signal an advance in seismic
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data acquisition, being fitted for arrays of 24
exploration streamers with deployable
lengths to 12,000m. The latest pair is due to
be ready for service in 2015. The hull shape
may be gauged from the extreme breadth aft
of 70m on a length of 104.2m, and is more
accentuated than in the preceding generation
of Ramform vessels.
China is the setting for a new initiative
that will take the world’s largest container
manufacturer into shipowning while
providing a new tonnage source for one of
Europe’s largest liner shipping operators.
Four 9,200teu containerships are to be built
by STX Dalian, part of Korea’s STX Group,
to the account of Shenzhen-based China
International Marine Containers (CIMC). On
scheduled delivery in 2014, the vessels will
enter long-term charter with CMA CGM,
which has an agreement with CIMC covering
an eventual series of 10 vessels of the
9,200teu class.
The industry in China has received a
major fillip by way of a new stage of ordering
of LNG carriers in support of the country’s
increasing provision for natural gas imports
in the energy mix. Hudong-Zhonghua
Shipbuilding, the only Chinese yard with a
track record in LNGC construction, has won
a tender to build four vessels of 174,000m3
capacity for a joint venture of Sinopec and
China Shipping Development (CSD).
Options have been taken out on fifth and
sixth LNGCs.
The series is required to handle
shipments from the Australia Pacific LNG
project, due to start production in 2015, when
the first ship is to be commissioned. The two
subsequent gas tankers are scheduled for
delivery in 2016, with the fourth ship and
optional vessels expected in 2017.
Still suffering from overcapacity, the
international market has lately been unsettled
by unconfirmed reports of Chinese plans to
order multiple VLCCs from state-owned
yards for a new joint venture of state-owned
operators. Talk emanating from broker circles
has suggested that 10-20 VLCCs are initially
envisaged as part of an overall programme
possibly entailing as many as 50 crude
carriers.
China’s government is understood to be
keen to rapidly increase the proportion of the
country’s rising imports of crude oil
conveyed by Chinese tankers, to an extent
that the national fleet would effectively
control the country’s oil supply chain by
2020. The roll-out of the requisite VLCC
programme, if implemented, would have the
considerable, added national benefit of
boosting declining orderbooks at Chinese
yards. ■

ECOVISION

DRY CARGO CHARTERING

As leading charterers publically announce their decision to select only eco-friendly vessels,
does this signal a future where corporate responsibility rules or is it a simple game of pick
and choose in response to downtrodden freight markets? Helen Jauregui reports

W

ith the news that some of the
world’s largest charterers have
openly pledged an allegiance to
only the more efficient vessels operating in
the market, cynics were quick to label this
as an easy decision in a market as soft as
marshmallow, where charterers are spoilt
for choice in a candy shop of ships.
But in making a commitment to charter
eco-friendly vessels only, Cargill, along
with global chemicals manufacturer
Huntsman Corporation and oil trader
UNIPEC UK Company, may have set a
new trend towards the reduction of existing
fleet carbon emissions.
The three companies boast a combined
charter of over 350 million tonnes of
commodities annually and according to
Jonathan Stoneley, Environment and
Compliance Manager, Cargill Ocean
Transportation, his company’s public
announcement sends a positive message to
the industry: “Cargill has introduced a
senior management override on the use of
the least energy efficient vessels. By
choosing the more efficient vessels
available to us, we are making a strong
statement to the market. We hope this
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action will demonstrate to ship owners that
they can and should do more in terms of
efficiency, and that the market will reward
them and will also show other charterers
the decision support tools available if they
want to operate more efficiently.”
Is this a trend which ship brokers
expect to cause a sea change in shipping?
Sebastian Davenport-Thomas, Managing
Director, Braemar Seascope, said:
“Charterers have put out a statement saying
they want to focus on eco ships but the
problem is there aren’t that many eco ships
out there. It’s a bit like the double hull
phase-in, which happened progressively I think the same thing will happen with eco
ships.
“The reality is people don’t want more
newbuildings. We’ve got an oversupply but
the markets tend to self-regulate and if
demand for eco ships, like the demand for
double hull, becomes mandatory and a
fundamental aspect of the market - if this
comes to fruition there could be a
significant change in the market meaning,
more wholesale scrapping etc.”
However, he added that eco ships may
still have to prove themselves in the market:
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“If you look at the headline speeds and
consumptions of these ships, they have
reduced the power of the main engines so,
some claim if you put these vessels in certain
sea conditions, they might not be able to fulfil
their chartering obligations - that’s where the
scepticism comes through but I think the
reality is, these eco ships will have an impact
and it’s going to be driven by the charterers.
However, it’s not going to happen overnight,
it’s going to go through a process where these
vessels will have to prove themselves, then
charterers will ask for them.”
Could this trend ensure a two-tier market
between eco ships and non-eco ships in the
future? Ian M. Smith, Director, Newbuildings
at Braemar Seascope, said: “Quite possibly,
yes. If you look at what happened with the
double hull scenario, a similar situation will
develop. There will be an initial demand for
eco ships, as there was with double hulls and
in a bad market, they can afford to choose but
in a good market, charterers tend to care less.
With the market as it is, they will tend to go
for eco ships.”
When asked how he believes eco ship
designs will evolve, Mr Smith added:
“Improvements are coming all the time.

DRY CARGO CHARTERING

Probably in another six months to a year,
designs will be as good as they can get and
then you’ve got to wait two to three years for
those proper eco ships to be delivered so it’s
a continual thing - proper eco ships haven’t
been put on the water yet and that’s why
some people are sceptical about the actual
performance of these ships in real trading
conditions.”
The charterers’ announcement has also
led some to question whether a trend towards
eco ships could usher in a problem of supply
and demand. When asked if he believes there
would be enough fuel efficient vessels
available to fulfil an en-mass move to green
chartering, Guy Campbell, Managing
Director, Clarksons, and a specialist in the dry
cargo sector, said he was unsure, as this
chartering trend is in the first phase of its
evolution: “I don’t think we’re worried but
we’re intrigued. It’s another consideration in
trying to understand the drivers of where the
market is going to go in the next couple of
years. It’s logical that we should be living in
a more conscious society to look after our
planet and I think the shipping community
has a responsibility here.
“So, to a certain extent I think this is
positive but there will be cynics who say it’s
a convenient time to do it at this point, where
everyone is slow steaming and more efficient
anyway and they’ve got plenty of ships to
choose from - let’s see companies implement
this in a $200,000 dollar a day market as
opposed to say a $10,000 a day market!”
However, Mr Campbell confirmed he
does not share such cynical views on this
issue, and as he explained, concerns over a
two-tier market are also debatable: “We see
other areas where we feel credit counter party
risk is a big debate for a lot of people, as it
leads to questions as to whether or not in a
two-tier market, people will pay a premium
for a quality owner or will people give a
discount for a quality charterer - that’s a
tough one. I think we have all got very short
memories as an industry - we see cycles of
willingness to do business and less adherence
to strict self-regulation, so again it’s a difficult
one to pinpoint.”
But is the charterer’s move towards
green ships just a strategy to counteract the
saturated market? Sebastian DavenportThomas again: “If you’re cynical you would
think that. Obviously, there’s an argument
that the shipyards have been sitting on these
eco ship designs for some time and weren’t
required to act on these until the there was a
downturn in the market. But it is often stated
that the fifth largest polluter in the world is
ships - shipping is regarded as the fifth largest
country in the world in this sense, if you
count it together as a whole. Shipping was
getting a lot of bad press for this, but what it
has actually come down to is freight – freight
ratings have dropped through the floor and
they had to look at savings - that’s what’s

driving the market. Whether the shipyards
have had these designs for some time or not,
they needed to change their production
because demand is high.”
What are Mr Campbell’s views on fleet
supply and demand? “When you consider
the implications for fleet supply, I think what
you have to consider is from the beginning of
2011 to the end of 2013, about 300 million
dwt will have been added to the world fleet
and that’s huge. It’s all ships that were
ordered a number of years ago and most are
fairly conventional in their design and the
kinds of engines which they have, so it will
take an awfully long time to replace that kind
of tonnage with new, fuel efficient designs
that aren’t out there yet - they’re still on the
drawing board so to speak.
“We just don’t know how it’s going to
pan out but even if we got off the drawing
board and onto actual design and actual
tonnage then we had that tomorrow, for
delivery from 2014 onwards, it’s still going
to take an awful lot of time to replace the 300
million dwt. Again it’s another motivation
for what pushes an owner to put his vessel to
scrap. We look at various measurements that
will influence an owner, one of which is the
special survey – when you get a fourth or
fifth special survey on a cape or a handysize
and the cost of getting the ship through that
survey, that investment should be considered
against the current market and the ship’s
earning potential. That’s certainly
encouraging owners to look at demolition.
“We’re also looking at the ability for
modern fleets to slow steam and take
advantage of more efficiency, versus the
older ships that are not always able to
achieve that or to optimise to the same gains.
If you have older ships that are less efficient
in a high bunker market and all of a sudden
you’ve got charterers saying ‘irrespective of
the market, we’re not going to use your ships
because of our drive for more fuel
efficiency’, that’s another notch on the
incentive post to scrap some of the older
ships. But again, there is a very young fleet
generally speaking, at least where capes and
panamaxes are concerned - it’s more about
the handys – that’s what it’s going to help
along.”
On the issue of scrapping, Ian M. Smith
said if there is a profound tilt within the
market, the very worse ships are likely to get
scrapped: “As we [Braemar] also deal with
scrapping, we could benefit from that, so it
could mean big changes and opportunities
for us.” He added that when comparing an
eco newbuilding with a ship from say, four
years ago, 25%-30% is the common
perception when it comes to where fuel
savings may lie: “I believe that to be genuine
- some people are sceptical of this, but they
are often the people who can’t order anyway
and they don’t want a lot of newbuildings to
be placed.

ECOVISION

Peter Boyd, COO,
Carbon War Room
The commitment of these
charterers has been described as a
milestone for the Existing Vessel
Design Index (EVDI) – a vessel fuel
efficiency ratings system created by
ship vetting specialist RightShip and
published on ShippingEfficiency.org.
This initiative was launched by
the Carbon War Room and RightShip
to increase information flows around
international
shipping's
energy
efficiency, as a GHG Emissions
Rating (A-G rating) benchmarking
system.
The efficiency ratings system containing efficiency information on
over 60,000 vessels including
container ships, tankers, bulk carriers
and cargo ships - enables charterers to
instantly see a ship’s theoretical
greenhouse gas emissions and relative
energy efficiency as determined by
RightShip’s EVDI rated from A (most
efficient) to G (least efficient),
compared to ships of similar size and
type.
Peter Boyd, COO of Carbon War
Room, said: “This deal represents the
first major capital shift on behalf of
the charterers towards making greater
efficiency a factor in their vessel
chartering decisions. We’d encourage
other charterers within the market, to
look towards the simple and
understandable ways to quantify,
measure and track efficiency
represented by the efficiency rating
system and the A-G benchmark. Those
that lead the curve on presenting more
eco-efficient vessels will benefit from
the choices charterers are making and
the charterers themselves will see
lowered operating costs through fuel
efficiency - a win-win-win decision
for the owner, the charterer and the
environment.”
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“Obviously, the biggest fuel savings
come from reducing the speed - you can
make a new hull form, you can add lots of
underwater fuel saving devices, but the real
savings come from reducing the speed. On
their big container ships, it is something
Maersk have been doing for two years at
least. In bad markets, when there’s less
urgency, ships have been slow steaming
anyway which is the biggest way of
being eco.
“If it becomes mandatory that all ships
should have an Energy Efficiency Design
Index (EEDI) rating, which I’m sure it will
eventually, then the main questions will be
what are your approvals are and what is
your EEDI rating? It will be a common
question. If you’re not within a certain
percentage of the EEDI rating, they will say
they’re not going to take you. It will be
defined by the traders and charterers who
want to bring it into play,” Mr Smith said.
But do the brokers believe other
charterers will soon follow the lead of
Cargill, Huntsman Corporation and
UNIPEC UK Company? Guy Campbell

again: “It will be interesting to see over
time. I think the reality is at the moment,
almost every ship in the dry bulk sector is
currently steaming at a slower speed and so,
is emitting less fuel. Does that mean less
emissions? Of course it does. The low
market earnings and high bunker prices, as
a combination, are driving the fleet – more
so perhaps than the regulatory side at this
point.
“I suppose the challenge for us, is what
will happen when the market improves, to
the point where the combination of fuel oil
prices or daily time charter earnings
equivalent, get us back to a level where
ships can steam at full speed and therefore
full consumption - will these kinds of
efforts, from the likes of Cargill, see any
push at governmental or global level, to
force ships to slow steam or be more fuel
efficient? That’s an interesting topic for
debate because it depends how strict the
legislation is, how global the legislation is,
and what the appetite is from the charterers.
“We’ve had scenarios in the past where
as soon as the market has shot up to the high

levels of the past decade people were less
adamant concerning the rules they impose
on themselves because it came down to
price. Sometimes it came down to the fact
there was no tonnage for them but you
could take the cynical view that the price
dictated the breach from the self-imposed
rules they restricted themselves on.
“It is logical to see what Cargill and co
are doing and it will be intriguing to see
how many more charterers will follow that
lead publically. I think the current market
conditions are forcing ships to slow steam
and so, by the nature of things they are
more fuel efficient – the debate is what
happens when the market permits faster
steaming.
“From a broking perspective we’re not
worried because there’s always things
around the corner we try to anticipate. It’s
an interesting issue but also a logical one
from a social responsibility perspective and
one that we’re following closely. At this
point, we don’t have the answers, we
probably have more questions,” Mr
Campbell concluded. ■

he UK Government is investing
up to £8 million to support and
stimulate new research and
development into making vessels more
efficient.
The investment is being made by the
UK’s innovation agency, the Technology
Strategy Board, the Ministry of Defence’s
Science and Technology Laboratory and
Scottish Enterprise through a competition
for funding for fast-track and collaborative
research and development projects.
Through the Vessel Efficiency:
Piloting Marine and Maritime Innovation
competition for funding, which opens in
January, the TSB and its partners are
seeking proposals from businesses,

whether inside or outside the industry, to
develop solutions covering a wide range
of technology areas which have the
potential to improve vessel efficiency in
existing and future ships, boats,
submarines and associated equipment and
systems.
It will fund projects with low
carbon/green shipping and propulsion and
marine ICT that can contribute to more
efficiently designed vessels across all
marine and maritime industries. Proposals
should show efficiency gains of a
minimum of 5% for current vessels and up
to 25% on future designs.
David Sherburn, Maritime Domain
Leader at the Defence Science and

Technology Laboratory, said: “Both
military and civil operators are faced with
the same challenges of reducing fuel use,
with the Royal Navy targeted to reduce
fossil fuel use by 18% by 2020. Hence
there is significant overlap in the utility of
vessel efficiency technologies between the
military and civil markets.
Iain Gray, Chief Executive of the
TSB, said: “The UK is well-placed to
exploit future opportunities, both
domestically and globally, and the funding
available through this competition aims to
help grow the sector through building
collaboration – including with small and
micro companies – and developing the UK
supply chain.”

UK to invest £8 million in vessel efficiency projects

T
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STUDENTS RAISE ENVIRONMENTAL

AWARENESS WITH BEACH CLEAN-UP

D

espite their young age, 60
American Community School
(ACS) students set an admirable
example to adults by volunteering to
clean-up Kavouri beach in Vouliagmeni,
Greece in the continuing fight for marine
environmental protection.
Following a successful clean-up last
April and within the framework of the
2012 International Coastal Clean-up (ICC)
campaign,
the
Hellenic
Marine
Environment Protection Association –
HELMEPA, US Embassy Athens
volunteers, and ACS students combined
forces again to tackle a second beach
clean-up giving everyone the opportunity
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to assess the impact on the environment
following four months of intensive use
by beachgoers.
Besides the ACS students and their
teachers, participants also included 25 US
Embassy officials and divers from the
Athina Diving Center who performed an
underwater clean-up of the area. Present at
the event were the Captain of the local Port
Authority and representatives of the
Municipality of Vari-Voula-Vouliagmeni
and of Anatolia College, which organised
a similar activity in Thessaloniki.
The event started with a welcoming
address by US Ambassador Daniel B
Smith who expressed his appreciation to
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the volunteers for attending and
participating in what he termed a “unique
opportunity to celebrate the ICC campaign
together”
and
continuing
the
“outstanding” work HELMEPA has done
over 30 years to protect the marine
environment.
“Greece’s beaches and its oceans are
not just a national treasure, they’re a local
treasure and we’re delighted to be able to
play our part in helping protect this very
delicate ecosystem from man-made
damage,” he said.
On behalf of HELMEPA, former
Chairman of the Association and current
Board member Nicky Pappadakis
welcomed the participants stressing the
significance of such symbolic actions,
which are vital for securing a bright future.
Addressing the ACS students in particular,
he wished them the best of luck stating
they were “an inspiration for all”.
Following
the
remarks,
the
Ambassador and his wife, Diane, pulled
on their gloves and joined HELMEPA’s
Director General, Dimitris Mitsatsos, in
the clean-up effort.
Overall, in terms of marine litter
found, the beach was in a better condition
compared to April. Nevertheless,
volunteers filled 40 large plastic bags with
all types of litter, primarily plastics such as
lids/caps, straws, bags and food wrappers,
all of which are associated with coastal
recerational activities, as well as large
amounts of cigarette ends. Twenty five of
the large plastic bags containing
recyclables were collected by the Hellenic
Recovery Recycling Coorporation and
forwarded to the closest recycling unit.

ADHOC

ULTIMATE OLYMPICS
SOUVENIR

A

slice of sporting history was
due to go under the auctioneer’s
hammer as SMI went to press
this week.
The special lot - the speedboat
piloted down the River Thames by
famous footballer David Beckham,
during the opening ceremony of the
London 2012 Olympics – was expected
to fetch a cool £250,000 in the sale at
Mercedes-Benz World Brooklands in
Surrey, UK on 3rd December.
Around 900 million viewers
watched worldwide as Beckham piloted

AtobviaC GOES
THE DISTANCE

the 2008 Torchbearer down the river
carrying the Olympic torch on the final
leg of its journey to the Olympic Park.
The heavily-customised BR RIB 35 is
fitted with four dummy rockets with
smoke canisters, a high-pressure
waterjet bar and dozens of LED lights.
Other items in the sale included a
Hawker Hurricane aircraft, expected to
achieve between £1.4million and
£1.7million) and a number of important
cars including a 2010 Pagani Zonda F,
which had a guide price of between
£500,000 and £600,000.

COCKROFT TO RETIRE AS
ITF GENERAL SECRETARY

D

avid Cockroft is to retire from his
post as General Secretary of the
International Transport Workers’
Federation when he turns 60 next May.
He will have served in the post for 20
years and although he is retiring from the
ITF, says he will remain committed to
“giving help to the development of strong,
democratic, worker-led unions in every
part of the world” though at a pace which
enables him to spend more time with
family and friends.
The announcement was made at the
meeting of the ITF Executive Board in
Copenhagen when it was also agreed that
current ITF Maritime Coordinator Stephen
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Cotton would become Acting General
Secretary. He and Mr Cockroft will work
together until May to ensure a smooth
transition.
Mr Cockroft explained that although
he was elected for a four-year period in
2010, he wanted to give his successor
enough time to establish good relations
throughout the organisation before the
43rd ITF congress in 2014.
“I am very happy that the board has
decided to appoint Stephen Cotton to this
position. Stephen has taken the maritime
activities of the ITF, including the ITF flag
of convenience campaign and its younger
brother the ports of convenience
campaign, to new heights. There is not a
shipping company or port employer
anywhere that does not respect the strength
of the ITF.
“Both prior to, and following, my
retirement date, I will provide any advice,
assistance and support that Stephen needs
to take over what is one of the most
difficult, demanding but also rewarding
jobs in the global trade union movement.”
Mr Cotton said: “To step into David’s
shoes and to take on this new role is a huge
responsibility and an extraordinary
challenge. But it’s not my responsibility
alone, it is one shared by everyone within
the ITF community worldwide.”

I

t’s that time again where the old
year is drawing to a close and the
new year beckons. We are in the
midst of traditional festivals like
Diwali, Ede and Christmas - and of
course the shipping industry is awaiting
the advent of this year’s Worldscale
tanker flat rates, due to be published
next month. Accurate and consistent
data is especially important in these
troubled times when cost control is
king.
Again, Worldscale has turned to
AtoBviaC to provide the round voyage
distances used in its calculations.
Accurate calculation of the distances
between load ports and discharge ports
is crucial to the consistency of the
Worldscale rates and its decision to use
AtoBviaC data reflects the trust this
worldwide body has in the accuracy of
these distances.
Bill Morris, Director of AtoBviaC
(pictured), said ship owners are relying
more and more on realistic distance
tables: “The industry needs to know
exactly what these distances are and to
have confidence in their computation.
There is more to calculating distances
than providing simple computer
generated results. AtoBviaC is the only
company which offers routes calculated
by master mariners using recognised
industry planning methods.
“While the route between two ports,
appearing as a straight line on a chart or
map, may look ideal, it may not
necessarily be the correct route a ship
should take when you consider issues
such as traffic separation schemes
and other navigational restrictions.
AtoBviaC is the only company offering
such accuracy and we are proud to say
that is why we are partnering Worldscale
again this year.”
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ADDING A SPLASH
OF COLOUR!

A Danish artist duo has spent the past few weeks transforming island car ferry Ærøskøbing into a floating work of art. Passengers
can now sail to and from the Danish island Ærø surrounded by palm trees and various other pictures created by Randi and Katrine
as part of the Vores Kunst (Our Art) competition which the Danish Arts Foundation, the National Arts Council and Denmark’s Radio
launched last year.

HISTORIC SHIPS AWARDS

H

RH The Princess Royal attended
a prestigious ceremony onboard
HMS Belfast to present winners
with National Historic Ships UK Awards.
The annual awards are held to
celebrate the UK’s maritime heritage and
recognise excellence and outstanding
achievements in the conservation of
historic vessels.
The overall winner of the 2012
photography competition was Ian Kippax
from Ely, Cambridgeshire for his image,
Scorpio, chosen from over 450 entries to
scoop the £1,000 prize to be spent directly
on one of the National Register of Historic
Vessels of his choice. The Young
Photographer of the Year was 15-year-old
Hannah Davies from Swansea for her
entry depicting Mumbles Lifeboat Station,
which netted her a digital camera for her
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school along with a visit to a historic
vessel for her class.
The Princess Royal also presented
Lisa and Derek Chafer with the Marsh
Volunteer Award and £700 for their
dedication to the Humber Sloop Amy
Howson while sisters Hannah and Bethany
Pihama collected the award for Young
Volunteer of the Year and £500 for helping
to paint the historic sailing barge Cambria,
in Kent.
Also honoured at the ceremony were
the owners of the Thames spritsail barge
Edith May, who were awarded the
Flagship of the Year and a £1,000 grant to
maintain the vessel which was first
launched in 1906 for coastal trade and was
selected as the winner due to its extensive
programme throughout 2012 including the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Pageant.
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‘CREDITABLE
PERFORMANCE’ FOR
KEPPEL CORPORATION

S

hip and offshore rig builders the
Keppel Corporation has seen
profits rise by a staggering 47%
compared to the same nine-month period
last year.
Between January and September, the
net
profit
for
the
Singaporeheadquartered company, which also has
infrastructure and property divisions, was
$1.6billion and the net orderbook for the
Marine & Offshore sector stood at
$13.1billion at the end of September with
work extending to 2019.
Speaking at the release of the interim
and third quarter report, Choo Chiau
Beng, Chief Executive Officer, Keppel
Corporation, said: “Amidst this trying
global environment, Keppel Corporation
has, in the first nine months of 2012,
posted a creditable performance.
“We will continue to stay agile with a
healthy balance sheet that will enable us
to pursue the right opportunities to grow
our businesses.”
In the third quarter, he said, Keppel
Offshore & Marine secured $7.3billion in
new orders across Brazil, Kazakhstan and
Singapore and the company also
remained resolved in executing its
backlog of projects, while sharpening its
technology edge at the same time.
Several key appointments had also
been made including Michael Mia as
Managing Director of the Marine
Division and Wong Kok Seng as
Managing Director of the Offshore
Division. Chor How Jat, previously
Acting Managing Director of Keppel
Shipyward, has been appointed as its
Managing Director.
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GIVING CREDIT TO ARMED GUARDS

W

ith
concerns
over
the
credentials of some armed
guards, one private security
firm claims to be leading the way in
providing certified staff.
And it seems what is the Ministry of
Defence’s loss is the shipping industry’s
gain as over 100 ex-military personnel
have now passed through the Vessel
Protection Officer’s Course run by EOS
Risk Management.
The course, which has been going for
two years, was originally run at Fleetwood
Nautical College but moved to the
Staffordshire, UK based company seven
months ago.
“Some companies are taking the cheap
option and not the quality one,” said
trainer Lea Balmforth.
“They are taking people on who
receive no weapons training and can
hardly speak English. This puts everyone
onboard at risk.”
Those wanting to enter maritime
security should have a military
background and with recent Ministry of
Defence cuts, EOS is receiving many
service leavers.
“They need to have a military
background and the operational experience
to conduct these duties, certainly because

of the hostile area they are operating in,”
said Mr Balmforth.
“There is a criteria which everyone
should meet which is the IMO Circ/1405
which is guidance from the International
Maritime Organization on which
qualifications and training personnel should
have to conduct this.
“Military and commercial are two
completely different things so we effectively
offer a transition to take them from the
military environment and put them into a
commercial environment. A lot of
companies are taking a short cut on this and
not even conducting training and it is totally
wrong. It is quite derogative to what we are
trying to do.”
EOS benefits personally from the
course by being able to take the best of the
best, but by the end of the training all are
highly capable, according to Mr Balmforth,
and most go on to find employment.
Those applying for the course are a
mixture of those already employed by
shipping companies and armed forces
leavers – the Ministry of Defence has
endorsed the course by allowing service
personnel to use their Enhanced Learning
Credits – up to £2,000 a year for three years
– to pay for the course as part of their
professional development.

Trainees are aged anywhere between 27
and 50 years and cover 10 modules in the
intensive two-week course.
“Because they are going to be seafarers
as well as security professionals they have
to do the seafarer training to the same
standard as the crew on the vessel,” said Mr
Balmforth.
The course includes, among others, the
Ship Security Officers Course, STCW 95Basic Training (4 modules) Maritime
Security Risk Management Course and
VHF Radio Operator Course. There are also
practical elements and these include firefighting training in a purpose built fire unit.
“It gives the crews so much confidence
when a team comes onboard and they have
the same qualifications as what they have. It
builds those bridges that you need to build,”
said Mr Balmforth, who has been involved
in maritime operations for three years and
been exposed to several pirate attacks.
“It is also provides a great career for
those leaving the armed forces. It gives you
a sense of camaraderie similar to what
you’ve had and it is a well-paid job, though
it is not the popstar wages that were on offer
three years ago!
“Above all we are teaching people how
to manage risk and to deter pirate attacks.
It’s not at all about firing bullets.”
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Objects of desire
New look Lambo
It is the most successful super sports car ever produced by Lamborghini and now the
Gallardo has a new design for 2012, making it appear even more aggressive and more
extreme. The two-door Gallardo LP 560-4 is equipped with permanent four wheel
drive and has a new look front and rear with clean, razor-sharp lines. Divided
by diagonal elements in body colour and in black, the overall look at the
front is also broader and more forceful. Larger air intakes have also been
added ahead of the front wheels and the new 19-inch Apollo polished
alloys are painted in matt black featuring precision-machined
spokes in polished silver. The rear of the car is also more dynamic
and the air outlet for the power unit now has a wider surface area
improving its thermodynamic efficiency. As with all the new
Gallardo models, this car can be customised to a virtually limitless
degree with the ‘Ad Personam’ Lamborghini programme.
Lamborghini Gallardo LP 560-4
$202,000

www.lamborghini.com

Mobile scanner
The iPad has transformed the lives of those who want smart technology on the move – now a
new piece of kit is on the market to further bring it in line with home computers. The DOCS2GO
Scanner is a sleek, portable scanner for documents, photos and more, powered by your
iPad’s 10W power adaptor. You can file your expenses at the coffee shop, copy the menu in
a restaurant or scan photos at a business meeting – just dock your iPad in the standard 30pin connector, feed your documents through the scanner and they will instantly appear on
the iPad screen.
DOCS2GO iPad Scanner
£149.99

www.firebox.com

Protect your pad
iPads are a great way of having everything at your fingertips when you need it, but the
very nature of portable technology means it can be subjected to potentially damaging
factors. This handy lightweight case has an IP-68 protection rating, which means it will
remain waterproof to a depth of two metres for 30 minutes, can withstand drops from
up to four feet and also keeps out dust, dirt and snow. What is remarkable
is that the screen is still exposed – the front edges of the case seal against
the glass of the screen – meaning that the touch response is unaffected, and
all buttons and features are always available. The camera lens also has a
glass cover and the case is compatible with both iPad2 and iPad Gen 3.
Lifeproof nüüd iPad Case
£93.67

www.lifeproof.com
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Beautiful brandy
The Frapin family can trace their roots in Cognac back to 1210 and it is now the largest
single-estate in the Grande Champagne region of Cognac. This beautifully presented
Frapin Cuvée 1888 Travel Case contains a rare blend of cognacs from stocks held in
the cellars of Chateau de Fontpinot and is made entirely from old Grande Champagne
cognacs. The decanter is crafted from glass blown at the Cristalleries Royales de
Champagne and features a 24-karat fine gold thread that winds around it, representing
the spiral of time, cognac swirling in the glass and wisps of steam rising from the still.
Frapin Cuvée 1888 Travel Case
£5,395
www.harrods.com

Slope off
For those of us living in colder climes, the snow season is now upon us and
what better way to have fun than zooming down a slope on a sled? The
Hammerhead Pro XLD is an all-mountain lightweight performance
sled perfect for taking a small shimmy down a hillside or a longer
slide down a mountain valley. The aluminium frame means it’s
extra light, weighing in at just over 10lbs, and it comes with Pro
carving (wide) rear skis, ski clips and a carry strap making it
easy to carry off to your favourite destination. The sled
is suitable for over 12s and all users are advised to
wear a helmet.
Hammerhead Pro XLD Sled
£299.99
www.hammerheadsleds.co.uk

Bringing nature into the bathroom
After a long, tiring day at work you can truly relax in style in this stunning carved wooden bathtub.
The ergonomic Laguna Pearl bath brings nature into your bathroom and can be produced from
virtually every conceivable type of wood. All bathtubs are made by a master hand and only from
the best material – Thomas Löpfe, owner of the company Alegna, was originally a skilled yacht
builder, before he had the idea to build unique wooden bath tubs from his premises in Switzerland.
Thanks to an extremely resistant coating, the tubs are very well protected and have a long life but
should you discover scratches after years of use, you can polish them away without much effort.
Laguna Pearl Bathtub
POA
www.alegna.ch
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The New Few: Or A Very British Oligarchy
By Ferdinand Mount
Simon & Schuster

In his highly acclaimed ‘The New Few’,
79-year-old aristocrat Sir William Robert
Ferdinand Mount (to give his full name),
3rd Baronet, asks how, despite lifechanging advances in the sciences,

manufacturing, services and technology,
did we get here: in a contemporary Britain
where wealth and power are concentrated
in just a few hands?
The book opens with the annual general
meeting of HSBC in 2003, that is
considering a deal where William
Aldinger, Chief Executive Officer of an
American mortgage company, Household
International – which HSBC acquired for
£9bn – is to be tied to a three-year pay
deal worth £35m, and awarded perks that
include the use of a private jet and free
lifetime dental care for him and his wife.
At the shareholders’ meeting, a cleaner
who worked for HSBC said all he had was
a mop, bucket, lousy sickness-pay
scheme, no pension and £5 an hour.
The oligarchs in the book – people
increasingly removed from reality –
include the new suzerains of hedge funds
and private equities; political grandees
and powerbrokers; the media elite; heads
of companies who are paid hundreds or
thousands of times more than the average
pay of their workers. They are among the
richest 10% of Britons who now hold over

Capital Crimes
By Max Décharné
Random House

SHIP MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL

100 times as much wealth as the poorest
in Britain’s underclass, and who reward
themselves and each other with eyepopping salaries and add-ons that are
unconnected with the success –or failure –
of their companies’ performance.
Mount – a former merchant banker and
head of the Prime Minister’s Policy Unit
under Mrs Thatcher in the early 1980s –
says “we have got into the habit of
regarding footloose oligarchs as
uncontrollable and the underclass as
irredeemable that the inequality has been
allowed to grow. Both classes at the
extremes seem to exist beyond our reach.”
The crisis is economic and moral and has
resulted in the most egregious, highest
levels of inequality among British society.
“When George Osborne (Chancellor) says
‘we are all in this together’, it sounds
grotesquely implausible,” writes Mount.
The future is here, said the writer William
Gibson, but it is unequally distributed.
Mount’s elegant and persuasive treatise –
if it translates and transmogrifies into a
revolution – is one whose time has most
certainly come.
£20.00

Capital Crimes tells the shifting story of
crime and punishment in London through
vivid recreations of a series of murders that
stretch from the killing of Roger Legett
during the Peasant’s Revolt in 1381 through
to the hanging of Styllou Christofi in 1954.
The book features accounts from an
impressive 800-year period of crimes,
ranging from medieval times to the
abolition of hanging. Some of the
murderers, such as the political assassin
John Bellingham, are still remembered.
Others, including the 18th Century
Highwayman John Davis, are long
forgotten. But all their lives and fates have
much to tell us about London’s changing
underworld; about the slow evolution of
policing in the capital; and about the
sometimes strange workings of the law
(Elizabeth Lylliman, for example, who
murdered her husband in 1675 was found
guilty of ‘petty treason’). Above all, they
provide a fascinating sideways view of
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London over the centuries – from the crimeridden alleyways of the Georgian capital to
the supposedly respectable suburbs of
Finchley, where the notorious ‘baby
farmers’ Amelia Sach and Annie Walters
operated at the beginning of the 20th
Century. Illustrated throughout with
contemporary black and white engravings
and a colour photo section, this is an
essential read for all devotees of London,
eager to know more about policing and the
workings of the justice system as well as to
explore the life and society of the city with
the passing of time.
Max Décharné is a writer and musician. He
is the author of seven previous books,
including King’s Road; Hardboiled
Hollywood; Straight from the Fridge; Dad
and a Rocket in my Pocket. In his music
career he has released 11 albums and
numerous singles since 1991. He lives in
London.
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Darkside
By Belinda Bauer
Corgi
Lodge old folks’ home, three elderly
residents and their nurse are killed. The
crime-wave paralyses a once sleepy
village with fear. Is a desperately
wicked killer targeting the weak,
disabled and the aged for being a burden
to their families? Has the killer decided
the disabled and decrepit are better off
dead? If so, Jonas, with rising
frustration and guilt, is now fearful for
his beloved wife Lucy, slowly dying
from multiple sclerosis; she could be
next. Taunted by anonymous letters
critical of his policing, can Jonas protect
his wife?
Darkside, full of tension and suspense,
explores secrets percolating underneath
an otherwise nondescript rural fastness
of England, with old sins casting long
shadows in the present.

1001 Cars to Dream of Driving Before You Die
By Simon Heptinstall
Octopus Publishing

from Darkside by Belinda Bauer, published by Corgi.
Used by permission of The Random House Group Limited

In the dead of an implacably wintry
weather, in Somerset’s bucolic moorland
village of Shipcott, a bedridden
quadriplegic old woman is smothered to
death. DCI John Marvel, a thoroughly
unpleasant man with a serious drink
problem, and his team are despatched
from Taunton to investigate Margaret
Priddy’s death.
Marvel excludes the local policeman
Jonas Holly from the investigation,
leading Jonas to think he is letting the
village down. Unable to protect them,
he feels like a complete fraud. He
conducts clandestine night-time patrols,
when Marvel is indulging in Dubonnetdrinking binges with the resident
alcoholic.
Then the mentally disturbed mother of
Jonas’s childhood friend is found
floating in an icy stream. At Sunset

£6.99

£20.00

Guaranteed to make any car lover’s jaw hit the floor, the images in
this glossy, dreamy book explore every fabulous car imaginable, with
full cover pictures and inspiring write ups.
From the cute and practical (Renault 5, Toyota iQ) to the sporty
(Toyota Celica, Ferrari 328, Pantera De Tomaso) and the downright
weird (the Mercedes-Benz ‘Popemobile’ which cost $300,000,
weighs five tonnes and includes bullet-proof plastic glass , run-flat
tires and its own air-supply), this really is a treat for petrol heads.
Also included are the Pontiac Firebird Trans Am, which famously
became ‘Kitt’ in the 1980s TV show Knight Rider and some classic
yet very old cars, such as the Model T Ford and Mercedes Simplex.
Pink Floyd drummer Nick Mason provides a preface which confirms
his own love of ‘dream machines’ and where he invites the reader to
explore the pages and pick their favourite – easier said than done!
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Aerosmith
Music From Another Dimension!
Columbia
This is the 15th studio
album from the US
rockers and their first for
11 years to feature all
new material since Just
Push Play in 2001.
It also features guest
collaborations from
Hollywood actor Johnny
Depp, Julian Lennon son of legendary Beatle
John - and country
singer Carrie Underwood
and has been mainly
produced by Jack
Douglas, who was
responsible for five of
the band’s albums in the 1970s and 1980s including Toys In The Attic.
Music From Another Dimension! was preceded by upbeat single Legendary Child,
which was debuted live on American Idol earlier this year and this track features on
the album along with two other singles Lover Alot and the power ballad What Could
Have Been Love.
Lead singer Steven Tyler and lead guitarist Joe Perry are still the principal songwriters
but while keeping a modern sound, you feel this album has returned to grab the energy
of the early albums.

The pocket-sized
Aussie popstar
strips it all back
from the showy
performances she
has graced us with
for years, to prove
just what a talented
vocalist she is.
It’s hard to believe she has come so far since
the days of playing tomboy mechanic
Charlene Robinson in Australian soap opera
Neighbours but this album marks an
incredible 25 years as a recording artist.
As the title suggests, it was recorded in the
legendary Abbey Road Studios in London
with Kylie’s band and a full orchestra and
there are reworkings of 15 of the pop
princess’s biggest hits along with a new
track, Flower, which has been released to
support the album.
The hits just go on and on – starting with her
debut single The Locomotion and following
up with I Should Be So Lucky, Better The
Devil You Know, the sultry Confide In Me,
All The Lovers and, of course, the dancefloor filler Can’t Get You Out Of My Head.
Nick Cave also re-recorded his vocal on the
duet Where The Wild Roses Grow which
was originally released by the duo in 1995.
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Oud Sluis
www.oudsluis.nl
Beestenmarkt 2, 4524 EA Sluis,
The Netherlands

dining

Celebrity Dutch chef Sergio Herman
changes the menu at his restaurant, Oud
Sluis, nearly every day to give diners the
best quality fish and shellfish he can find.
He is the third generation chef in this
family-run business, having taken over the
reins from father Ronnie in 1991, and his
introduction of edgier cooking techniques
has seen the restaurant in The World’s 50
Best Restaurants for 17 years, this year
claiming the number 21 spot.
Although he draws much from his native
surroundings, there are glimpses of diverse
culinary traditions from as far away as
Japan and Italy and, while the menu is very
much fish-focused, Herman has introduced
some meat and vegetarian dishes to cater for
a growing international clientele.
One of the restaurant’s standout dishes is
fresh cod with cod brandade, bomba rice
risotto, cod cooking juices and fermented
fish sauce.
The Pére et Fils (Father and Son) menu
costs €195.
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Drawing on their 50
years in the music
business, the Stones have
released this album to tell
the story of their long and
illustrious career.
Featuring all the most popular hits you
would expect to find, it spans the period
from 1963, when they had their first hit
with Come On, to Gloom and Doom and
One More Shot – two new tracks which
were recorded in Paris just this summer.
Adding all the meat inbetween are the
group’s best loved songs including
Jumping Jack Flash, Brown Sugar, Start
Me Up, (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction and
Get Off My Cloud.
The recordings saw Mick Jagger, Keith
Richards, Charlie Watts and Ronnie Wood
reunited in the studio for the first time
since 2005. The three-disc regular edition
features 50 tracks while a super deluxe
version contains a staggering 80 tracks –
bound to provide satisfaction for any
diehard Stones aficionado.
events
Marilyn Monroe: A British
Love Affair
www.npg.org.uk
Showing now until 24th March 2013
Artwork for The Prince and The Showgirl
poster, courtesy The John Kobal Foundation

Kylie Minogue
The Abbey Road Sessions
Parlophone

The Rolling Stones
GRRR!
ABKCO, Universal Music Group

The death of Marilyn Monroe only served
to fuel her popularity and this new
exhibition, to mark the 50th anniversary of
her passing, depicts her connection with the
UK. Portraits of Monroe by British
photographers are shown alongside rare
magazine covers, vintage prints, lobby cards
and film stills in the display at the National
Portrait Gallery in London.
Monroe first arrived in Britain in July 1956,
to appear in The Prince and the Showgirl.
Her four-month stay in Britain gathered
huge press interest and the display includes
little known images by photojournalist
Larry Burrows who worked for Life
magazine, and press images of Monroe
meeting HM The Queen among others.
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Top tips for tipples
If you are a wine lover and want to be
kept up to date on which wines to
drink, growers to watch out for
and the best alternatives to your
regular bottle, this guide is a must.
Hugh Johnson’s Pocket Wine Book
is the bible of wine reference for
many enthusiasts, investors and
collectors and this 2013 edition, the
36th since it was first published in the
1970s, is as informative as ever.
Johnson is one of the world’s most
authoritative wine writers and he
includes more than 200 of his favourite
bottles in this book. It also gives up to
date information on more than 6,000
wines, growers and regions along with
vintage information from experts around
the world.
Each year there is a different colour supplement
at the back of the book and this time it features
Champagne and sparkling wines. There is also
a great ‘If you like this, try this’ section which
gives readers alternative choices to the wines
they already drink – perfect for expanding
your wine knowledge.

The handy-sized hardback book is the number one
bestselling wine guide in the UK and it’s not difficult to
see why it has gained so much popularity.
What is more, it is also available as an annually updated
App available from the Apple App Store, so you need
never be in a restaurant again without Hugh’s help!
If cocktails are more your thing, then you can dazzle
friends and family at this year’s festive gatherings with
your newly learned bartending skills, courtesy of The
Classic Cocktail Bible.
The hardback book is beautifully illustrated with more
than 200 colourful recipes, from timeless classics such as
the margarita and mojito to the more adventurous
Singapore Sling and Sea Breeze.
It is the perfect guide to the world of mixology and gives
advice on how to select the best ingredients, how to
concoct cocktails with an array of techniques such as
‘layering’ and ‘muddling’ as well as explaining the
different types of spirits involved.
So, if your guests ask for a Desert Daisy, Silk Stocking or
Delft Donkey, you’ll be able to whip up the required tipple
in no time.
*Hugh Johnson’s Pocket Wine Book 2013, published by
Mitchell Beazley, £11.99.
*The Classic Cocktail Bible, published by Spruce, £7.99.

theatre

Jersey Boys
www.jerseyboys.com.sg
Showing until 17th February 2013

Multi-award winning musical Jersey
Boys has checked in for a 14-week stay
at the Sands Theater at Singapore’s
Marina Bay Sands resort.
The show tells the true rags to riches tale
of how four poor kids from the wrong
side of town went on to become one of
the greatest original boy bands of all
time – The Four Seasons.
Frankie Valli, Bob Gaudio, Tommy
DeVito and Nick Massi wrote their own
songs and sold 175 million records
worldwide, and all before they hit the
age of 30!

The musical, which is directed by twotime Tony Award winner Des McAnuff,
features all of the group’s best loved hits
including Sherry, Walk Like A Man, Rag
Doll, Oh What A Night and Can’t Take
My Eyes Off You.
Milan Rokic, Managing Director of BASE
Entertainment Asia, said: “We are
extremely excited to be involved in
producing this Broadway version of
Jersey Boys for Asia. It runs at breathtaking pace and audiences will be left
wanting to come back for more. This is an
evening of exceptional entertainment.”
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s the crunch of golden leaves
beneath your feet gradually morphs
into frozen slush, the temptation to
spend your winter months somewhere new
and glamorous arises and as ski and
snowboard addicts know all too well, a
yearning for the crunch of white powder
underfoot means it’s time to book those
flights!
Much like the rate at which cold
snowflakes will grace your goggles, deciding
where to stay on your next adventure can get
you all in a flurry but thankfully, those who
enjoy boutique hotel charm but with a stylish,
arty edge are guaranteed an ‘ice’ place to stay
(if you’ll pardon the pun) in some of the
world’s most splendid ice hotels.
Swedish entrepreneur Yngve Bergqvist
first had the idea to build an ice hotel in 1989
but on the small scale of an igloo, designed as
a mere demonstration of indigenous craft
skills from the Sami people. After keen
tourists requested permission to sleep in this
snowy construction to gain a better
understanding of how one might live in the
extreme conditions of Swedish Lapland, Mr
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Bergqvist realised he’d hit gold and set about
creating the ‘Icehotel’ in Jukkasjarvi, far
north Sweden - the first construction of its
kind in the world.
This particular example of extreme ice
sculpting now sees 40,000 visitors per year
pass through its chilly doors. Although some
have criticised the hotel’s status as a magnet
for high-net-worth tourists, claiming it has
irreversibly altered the lifestyles of people
living in nearby sleepy villages, the success
of this project, which was built over just three
years, is staggering. Unsurprisingly, copycat
hotels in Norwegian and Finnish Lapland
territory have been constructed, providing
ample choice to the tourist seeking a uniquely
cool holiday.
The original Icehotel offers activities as
wide ranging as ice sculpting, tours by ski or
snow shoe, dog sledging, lessons in the native
culture of Sápmi (the Sami name for the
land), reindeer and moose encounters and
northern lights tours. When you consider the
unique beauty of the Lapland landscape,
combined with the wonder of human
engineering that is a giant ice hotel carved to
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perfection within this, it’s perhaps no wonder
that James Bond’s nemesis Gustav Graves
chose an ice hotel in which to unveil his evil
plot in the 2002 movie Die Another Day.
Hôtel de Glace, an awe inspiring winter
wonderland in Quebec, Canada, reported a
major increase in bookings after the release
of the $425m grossing blockbuster. The
30,000sq ft hotel, which is comprised of 400
tonnes of ice and 12,000 tonnes of snow,
opened in 2001 and is the only hotel of its
kind in all of America. Over half a million
guests have stayed so far and no doubt have
been charmed by the hotel’s impressive snow
vaults and crystalline ice sculptures. Though
the opening season may be brief (from early
January to late March), the hotel certainly
makes an impression and is itself a unique
piece of art.
Described as a ‘glacial palace’, Hôtel de
Glace offers 36 guest rooms, a movie theatre,
chapel, art galleries, nightclub and even a
007-themed room with an immense bed,
complete with diamonds carved from ice. No
surprises then that this venue has become
renowned as a wedding hotspot!

LIFESTYLE

By Helen Jauregui

An 18-foot tall reception room greets
guests, complete with huge columns, leading
to a ceiling of compressed snow, amidst
glittering chandeliers. Premium deluxe suites
also include fireplaces and a private spa. The
whole place gleams with icy art and each
year, ice sculptors make efforts to bring their
work up to date by creating new and unique
pieces. This year, the ice crafts included a
mythical theme, where a great turtle,
goddess, toad and wild geese were just
some of the icy characters carved in
temporary glory.
There are also plenty of activities on
offer nearby including dog sled rides, 30km
of cross country skiing circuits, two
snowshoe trails and an 18km hiking trail.
Those who are young at heart are also
welcome to take a ride down the hotel’s
Grand Ice Slide, while those with a good
sense of irony could do worse than to stay the
night in a themed ice room with access to an
outdoor sauna!
But it’s not all pure glamour dripping
with cool diamonds in the world of ice hotels.

In Andorra, the only country in the world
which can be skied in its entirety, the
Grandvalira Igloo Hotel offers a more rustic
experience for those wanting a smaller-scale
stay, but still with pure crisp walls of snow.
Wholly unconventional in its approach,
the Grandvalira Igloo Hotel is situated at an
altitude of 2,350m and offers the opportunity
to stay in one of five specially built igloos,
each of which has been decorated especially
by artists. Igloos are designed to sleep up to
six people but for couples, there is also the
Romantic Suite Igloo, complete with private
toilet and jacuzzi.
Beds inside these pod-like rooms are
equipped with special material for extreme
conditions and although swimwear and flip
flops for the Jacuzzi are encouraged, be
warned - the igloos remain at a temperature
of approximately 0°C, so warm clothing is an
absolute must, along with appropriate
luggage such as backpacks - suitcases are
banned.
There are also complimentary social
areas, including a bar-restaurant, terrace and

hydro-massage pools. Guided night time
snowshoe walks, breakfast at the popular
Tres Estanys restaurant in Grau Roig and
cheese fondue suppers are also included in
your stay. In addition, guests can take
advantage of the first ski run of the day, prior
to the slopes opening, for free. As Spanish,
Catalan, French and English are widely
spoken languages in the region, this is
another selling point for Andorra as a unique
destination for a snow-bound stay.
It seems that in an icy environment,
nothing is impossible. In the original Icehotel,
even the chairs, beds and glasses in the bar
are made out of ice (no chance of a warm
beer there then!). Drinks here are often
described as ‘in the rocks’ as opposed to ‘on
the rocks’ and this unique form of
cosmopolitan drinking culture has led to a
franchise concept of ice bars, the first of
which opened in 2009 in Copenhagen and
was soon followed by similar ventures in
Tokyo and Oslo, proving there is a growing
appetite out there for an icy reception. Ice, ice
baby! ■
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Tagged, tweeted
and trolled
LIFESTYLE

W

By Margie Collins

ho has 900 true friends? Would
you divorce your spouse online?
Catalogue
your
partner’s
infidelities in tweets that twitterati will read
with undisguised hilarity and revulsion?
Fire an employee by email? What if your
boss wants to be your friend on Facebook?
Do you post innocent-looking, but also
suggestive, pictures of your pubescent
children on social media? Do you know the
impact of your online comments and
opinions – like balloons released into midair, not knowing where they will end up?
In 2004 Larry Page, co-founder of
Google, predicted that Google “will be
included in people’s brains...eventually,
you’ll have the implant” – a vision that,
according to the writer Steve Schofield, much
of Silicon Valley fully expects to result in the
eventual fusion of the human brain and
computer circuitry. That day has not – yet –
come, as we still try to understand the
massive and transformative changes that
digital and interactive technology is
delivering to our lives and to society.
Neuroscience studies have found that our
digital preoccupations and obsessions have
put us in a constant state of continual partial
attention, causing addictive behaviour, severe
anxiety and depression, shorter attention
spans, shallower and fragmented memories.
The speed of the technological advance
is so great and fast we have trouble keeping
up with the deafening bombard of texts,
emails and tweets; the minutiae of other
people’s quotidian lives (photos included), a
babble of voices in a world where snippets,
gobbets and entire continents of information
are freely available and easily accessible.
So fast is the speed that we sometimes
don’t know how best to handle the
interaction. How should we behave online?
In this brave new world, is everything a
free-for-all – unmediated, unsupervised,
uncensored?
At its best, the internet, according to the
writer Ben Macintyre, represents an
intellectual revolution fostering free
collaboration as never before...the great story
of the world’s knowledge just a few
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keystrokes and clicks away. In the great
bubbling cauldron of cyberspace, remarkable
new recipes are being cooked up every
minute.
That’s the lofty ideal, for on the other
hand, the novelist Jonathan Raban said “the
global theatre of the internet on whose
enormous stage anonymous actors
experiment with personae, using screen
names that can be changed from moment to
moment, is a haven for the insecure...Shy
teenage girls turn into bold sirens on their
MySpace and Facebook pages, and it’s a safe
bet that many of the most rude and
vituperative comments or blogs are written
by people who wouldn’t say ‘boo’ to a goose
if you met them in the pub.”
A vast web of networks, the internet is
available to anybody including paedophiles
who groom their quarries; money launderers,
drug and people traffickers; lonely hearts;
suspicious spouses spying on partners,
hooking up with exes or with complete
strangers who hide behind the internet,
emboldened by the absence of censure and
by the anonymity it provides.
“The internet is a public square where
people will be saying all sorts of things, some
of them offensive,” said Jeff Jarvis, author of
‘Public Parks’.
officebroker.com cites just a few of the
email blunders they have recently uncovered:
• An employee who took a day off work
sent an email to a friend explaining that
his illness was due to taking ‘Class As’;
he sent the email to everyone in the
company, including his bosses.
• A business manager accidentally sent
details of employees’ salaries on a
company group email. Once he realised
his mistake, he set the fire alarm off to
clear the office so he could go around
deleting his email from everyone’s inbox.
• An ad agency received an email from a
client whose company manufactured
mobility equipment. It instructed them to
“produce a brochure about our wa*king
aids”.
According to management consultants
McKinsey, we now spend more than a
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Troglodyte
trolls
An internet troll is one who, feeling
anonymous but empowered, posts
inflammatory messages online, inciting
harassment and provoking torrid
emotional responses. Trolls think
celebrities are fair game and make for
good targets.
A troll is also someone who, out of
malice, boredom, amusement or
revenge, defaces and defiles internet
tribute and homage sites dedicated to
dead people they don’t know, causing
grief to bereaved families.
“Trolls aspire to violence, to the
level of trouble they can cause. They
want to promote antipathetic emotions
of disgust and outrage, which morbidly
gives them a sense of pleasure,” said
Tom Postmes, Professor of Psychology,
University
of
Groningen,
The
Netherlands.
This cyberbullying is now classified
as an offence in the UK under the
Malicious Communications Act, which
carries a maximum penalty of six
months in prison.
•
Sean Duffy, 25, mocked
Natasha MacBryde, a 15-year-old
victim of school bullying, who fatally
threw herself under a train on
Valentine’s Day last year. He was
sentenced to 18 weeks behind bars.
•
Nicola Brookes was the victim
of bullying on Facebook by trolls who
falsely called her a paedophile,
prostitute and drug dealer. In June, she
won a court order forcing Facebook to
identify trolls by revealing their IP
addresses. New powers will now be
added to the UK’s Defamation Bill.
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quarter of our working time reading, writing
or responding to emails – the equivalent of
650 hours a year. A recent study found that
some two million emails are sent globally
every second. An average office worker
receives and sends some 112 emails every
working day,71% of which are spam.
“Most people would hesitate before
calling up a perfect stranger to flood them
with information. But invading someone’s
email and expecting a response is considered
fair game,” wrote Murad Ahmed, The Times’
technology reporter.
Most companies have well-established
policies on office-computer use, with
employers informing employees they should
have no expectation of privacy as they retain
the right to monitor emails and internet
connections, and track content, keystrokes
and time spent by workers on keyboards.
A survey of 304 companies by American
Management Association and the e-Policy
Institute found well over a third of employers
have fired workers in violation of company
policy, for surfing the web during work
hours, excessive personal use of email, using
offensive language, and for misusing the
internet with employees accessing porn or
other inappropriate content.
Vicki Walker, a financial controller for
ProCare Health in New Zealand, was sacked
in 2007 for “confrontational emails” she sent
her colleagues. The company said she caused
“disharmony in the workplace by using block
capitals, bold typeface and red text in her

Top
irritating
e-mail
peeves

A survey of 1,000 workers
by One Poll and Staples identified the
following as email vexations:
• Overfamiliarity – calling coworkers ‘honey’, ‘dear’ or ‘sugar
pie’
• Being asked about weekend plans
• Cheesy lines like ‘Happy Friday!’
• Smiley faces and emoticon kisses
• On one hand, abrupt out-of-theoffice messages
• On the other hand, not leaving
out-of-the-office messages
• Abbreviations, e.g., OMG
• Shoddy grammar and poor
spelling

emails”. An employment tribunal later found
she was unfairly dismissed, awarding her
$17,000 in compensation, as the company did
not have a protocol guide on employees’ use
of emails.
It’s a minefield out there and we seem to
be making rules up as we go along on what
makes for acceptable behaviour online. Large
companies and institutions have hired
etiquette experts and consultants to help them
navigate the rocks and shoals of the digital
universe. Companies have become more
vigilant in efforts to protect their reputation on
cyberspace and also because in personnel
lawsuits and disputes, emails and other
postings (on Facebook and other social
media) are being subpoenaed by courts.
Netiquette is short for ‘network etiquette’
and ‘internet etiquette’. “Etiquette online,”
said Jenny Preece, Professor of Information
Systems at the University of Maryland,
Baltimore, “is not just nice to have, it is
necessary. One person’s clever joke is another
person’s offensive insult.”
As our methods of communication have
become more complex, netiquette has

blossomed into being in recent years to help
us apply standards of acceptable behaviour
online as we would in real life: with common
courtesy and respect for others, and to remind
us that the internet communicates to a vast and
open world, that our messages and postings
speak of our communications skills and will
be ‘stored’ somewhere over which we have
no control; we could be stung when they
come back to haunt us.
Some simple guidelines are cardinal:
• Never post or mail anything you
wouldn’t have the confidence to say to
your reader’s face;
• Don’t spam, flame, spread viruses or
malware, don’t perpetuate chain letters;
• Don’t abuse/misuse ‘cc’ and ‘reply to
all’;
• Keep messages short; no one has the
time in the world anymore;
• Don’t expect an instant response;
• Avoid typing in CAPITAL LETTERS –
this is the equivalent of shouting and
yelling;
• Conduct private interactions and
encounters – ending relationships,
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divorce, hurts and personal
disappointments – offline, in private,
where they belong;
• Before sending, read your message;
think twice before pressing ‘Send’.
If you’re a company, state your
email/employee use of internet policies
unequivocally. It’s not done to fire employees
by email. It is bad form to discuss employees’
performance or to deliver bad news –
redundancies, budget cuts – by email.
On emails, Debrett’s, the modern
authority on matters of etiquette, taste and
form, advises:
• Always write polite emails and never
send messages containing intemperate
language or sentiments;
• Don’t send in haste or if emotions are
running high;
• Are emoticons, smileys and kisses
appropriate?
• Pay attention to grammar and spelling;
• A good subject line ensures it gets the
attention you desire;
• Where there is more than one recipient,
list them alphabetically, or in a business
environment, according to hierarchy;
• It is polite to reply to emails promptly.
A simple acknowledgement with a
promise that you will give the email
your full attention at a given later point
is preferable to sitting on the message;
• Never use email to reply to
correspondence or to an invitation that
was not sent by email or does not supply
an email address as an RSVP option.
On exquisite online manners, Debrett’s
says: “Do not be an online bitch, skulking
behind the computer screen and dishing out
poison. Don’t be an online bully, threatening
and haranguing people you can’t see who
can’t fight back. Don’t be an online bore;
blogs that enumerate the minutiae of your
day, your likes and dislikes, etc. in
excruciating detail may exercise a horrible
fascination, but won’t make you popular.
And
to
underline
that
all
communications are human interactions,
Debrett’s reminds us that in an age where
propriety is so often sacrificed for the sake
of immediacy, the truly sophisticated
correspondent will put pen to paper, rather
than dash off a quick email.
If you belong to a discussion group, or
joining one, abide by the group’s terms and
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rules of behaviour. Wendy Grossman of the
BBC’s WebWise cites some basic rules:
• Refrain from personal abuse; you may
express robust disagreement with what
someone says, but don’t call them names
or threaten them with violence;
• Do not post copyrighted material
which you don’t own the copyright; you
and the site could get sued.
• Don’t forward posts without the author’s
permission;
• Remember your posts are public and can
be read by children, spouses, parents,
employers;
• Stay on-topic. Don’t talk about hair care
in a gardening forum;
• Write clearly and succinctly, and avoid
using slang or jargon others may not
understand.
“How the internet teaches us to think,”
wrote Ben Macintyre, “depends on whether
we treat is as a primary school playground,
a place for puerile fights, shallow
entertainment, chatter and self-absorption,
or a forum of high learning, packed
with delights and discovery, offering
unprecedented opportunities for exchanging
ideas.”
It is at once many wonderful, but also
weird, things, allowing users to create false
intimacies, avatars, multiple identities and
alter-egos, and have chats with friends and
virtual connections who are complete
strangers.The internet’s cloak of secrecy
gives users a pass to be narcissistic, the
courage to let loose an unrestrained id; a
disinhibited excuse for coarseness, cruelty
and crudity; a graffiti-daubed wall for
posting lies, half-truths and the rhetorical
equivalent of nitroglycerin; a medium for
disingenuous
self-promotion
and
aggrandisement.
In ‘Twenty Twelve’, the popular BBC
TV sitcom that spoofed the Olympics, some
of the best lines were uttered by the head of
brand, motormouth Siobhan Sharpe (played
by actress Jessica Hynes). “It’s not arugula
science, guys,” she would say, encountering
opposition. Explaining how publicity works,
she said: “We’ve got various different apps –
Miso, MeYou, GetGlue, IMe, YouMe,
Fastbox and NetFace. But we’re also
regressing media. We think that could be the
future: actually going backwards.” Laugh
out loud, why don’t you? ■
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tweet
tweet
twitter
140-character tweets are a
great informal vehicle for publicity and
self-promotion, for showcasing wit and
whimsy, a pithy way with words, or
one’s narcissistic, bloviating stupidity.
Hair-trigger opportunities for spittleflecked spats, public vivisection of
enemies and upsetting boundaries
abound on Twitter.
John Harlow, in The Sunday Times,
described Twitter as “a bruising arena
for causes and feuds that a few years
ago would largely have been mediated
by bureaucrats, libel lawyers and spin
doctors. Used for good and evil, it has
connected political protesters across
the Middle East, while Mexican cartel
bosses tweet details of drug drops.”
• A woman who landed a well-paid
job with internet company Cisco
wasn’t sure whether or not to
accept. She tweeted: “Cisco just
offered me a job. Now I have to
weigh the utility of a fatty paycheck
against the daily commute to San
Jose and hating the work.” Cisco
rescinded their offer.
• Labour candidate Stuart Maclennan
used Twitter to complain he had to
go up north to campaign in his
constituency in Moray, Scotland. He
called elderly people “coffin
dodgers” and “ugly old boots” and
train commuters as “chavs.” He
was dumped.
• As the comedian Jerry Seinfeld said
of Twitter: “Why say something
meaningful to a few people when I
can say virtually nothing to
everyone?” Quite so.

